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Women's Caucus
Supports O'Connor
"We are very excited and
overwhelmed about Sandra
Day O'Connor becoming the
first woman in the Supreme
Court," Ofelia de los Santos,
vice-chair for communications
of the women's political
caucus, said.
"This is a monumental step
for all women and all of us
(women) had to back her up,
even if she had some controversial Issues against her,"
de los Santos said.
The women's caucus strictly
supports candidates and they
do not get involved in any
political Issues.
"We support the best candidate," de los Santos said.
"We were so surprised that
she made It through the
Senate confirmation hearings
so smooth, even with her controversial stands on certain
issues."
Justice O'Connor ls the
highest ranking woman in the
nation, according to de los
Santos.
"With her amount of law
experience, she should have
no trouble making decisions,"
de los Santos said. "She is a
self actualized woman
because she has overcome
many obstacles and she is also
a pretty independent
woman."

She expects no discrimination from the eight male
Justices because "all are a
high caliber of men."
"O'Connor has overcome
many obstacles once, she Is
entering a predominantly
male judiciary system," de los
Santos said. "Change
sometimes disturbs people but
she will take everything slow
until she gets comfortable."
The vice-chair was in Mexico when she heard the news
of the appointment by
Reagan.
"I never would have
thought a woman would slt on
the Supreme Court during my
years, especially during the
Reagan years," de los Santos
said. "I think Jimmy Carter
wanted to place a woman on
the court and Reagan played
his cards very well because he
did fulfill one of his campaign
promises to the women. The
women's movement will not

rest with the O'Connor appointment though. Other
movements are now mad at
Reagan's nomination."
"We still do not feel that we
have the Reagan Administration backing on ERA and we
will have a fight In July 1982
because that ls when the states
vote on the amendment," de
los Santos said. "The justice
appointment only strengthens
our Intense stand and fight for
ERA. O'Connor had to be
confirmed because of
Reagan's position on ERA."
De los Santos hopes the
justice appointment will have
an impact in the state and
local appointments In women
judges.
"The appointment means
that women have a tiny crack
in the door for a chance for a
woman president," de los
Santos said . "I think that a
woman becoming vicepresident is more realistic
though."

'Meet the President'
Kicks off future talks

"Meet the president today Thomas said. "Dr. Nevare2
during activity period In the wants to talk to students; and
Ballroom will kick off a series if the students are upset about
of meet your administrators," something, I think he is the
said Debbie Thomas, Univer- person to tell."
O'Connor has made great sity Center coordinator.
Thomas
encourages
strides in her career in
This is basically an oppor- students to ~ttend the Informal
Arizona. She is a famUy tunity for students to come meeting. Plans are being
woman, but O'Connor is an meet the new president and made for Dr. Nevarez to be at
independent woman.
talk with him. They may ask other activities.
Dean Bob R. Dowell ,
him about his goals and voice
De los Santos expects the any suggestions they have. school of humanities, will start
new woman Justice to ease in- This will give Dr. Miguel A. a series of "Meet Your
to her new position and "she Nevarez, newly appointed Deans," Tuesday In LA IOI, at
also has to let the novelty president, an idea of what the activity period.
"All art, communications,
wear off... remember she is students expect from the adEnglish, foreign language and
the first woman justice. She ministration.
"The question-answer music majors are encouraged
may not make a big decision
right off, but with nine justices, period will help the students to attend," Miss Thomas said.
The other deans and the
she could be a swing vote In a become familiar with Dr.
Nevarez's goals," Miss dates of their meetings are as
case."
follows: Dean Jerry Pulley,
school of education, Oct. 15 at .
Roman Garcia and Enrique Hernandez place their ballots In the box after they voted In
Room 119 of the Education
Building; Dean F.J. Brewerthe UC lobby.
ton, Oct. 20, Room 110 of the
Business Building; Dean
Ernest Baca, school of science
and mathemetlcs, Oct. 27, in
the Science Auditorium No. I;
Dean David Alvirez, school of
social sciences, Nov. 12 in LA
IOI; and Dean Gilberto de los
We have had a dissappoln- dum and amendment election the spring and summer sesSantos, Nov. 17 in the UC
tlng turn out in the referen- because many students are sions.
Faculty Lounge.
In addition, the amendnot aware of the Issues and
they don't know what's going ments were to have more
on," Ricardo Saldivar, student election commissioners (6 to
association vice president, 15) and add the PE clnokexm
thl! Fine Arts complex and the
said.
Liberal Arts building to polling
Only 250 students had areas.
voted through Tuesday. In
the last election last semester,
Also, other ammendments
600 voted the first day.
Include allowing only student
Laugh with 'Arthur'•••••••••••page 3
ID cards with voting squares
"I don't think the students on the back to vote and movare reading the student ing up the filing dates In order
LRC repalrs•••••••••••••••••page 5
newspaper because there to get voting machines.
"If all of these bills pass with
were two stories on this elecBrownsville news•••••••••••••page8
tion," Saldivar said. "We a simple majority of 50 pereven printed up 2,000 flyers cent plus one, they will
to encourage students to become law, but this may not
Cheerleaders
named••••••••••page
9
be a good showing to see
vote."
A warm welcome--President Miguel Nevarez gets a warm
The referendum includes whether or not these pro
greeting by Hidalgo County Judge Ramiro Guerra. The
paving Van Week Street, hav- grams will be effective
new university president was formally welcomed to Edining mini-courses in between Saldivar said.
burg Saturday night.

I

Students unaware of the issues ,
Election turnout disappointing

What,s inside ......... .
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Letter to the editor,

AsKEM

Dear Editor

QSCAR
Appearing before a nation For exmaple, we have a HUD
wide audience, President 70l internship program here In
Ronald Reagan announced the political science depart•
more budget cuts totalling to ment that is financed through
$16 billion for 1982 and $80 the federal government. The
bUlion over the next three interns work 20 hours a week
years.
Government agencies wUI
be reduced 12.5 percent and
the non-defense payroll will
fall 6.5 percent.
for two years In a city and
But where is the brunt of many of the interns are workthe cuts going?
ing as city managers or city
planners, so the program Is
quite successful. The program
no longer exists though. We
had to fight to keep the program one more year because
this is the second year of the
Internship for some students.
Some cities will be unable to
keep this program going
because they can afford It, but
many small cities will not be
able to use this program
again.

As the five o'clock whistle
blows, Ivan Yacklnov, a steel
worker in the industrial sector
of Moscow, heads home to his
family. But Ivan, like millions
of other Russians, will not be
able to turn on the "tube" and
listen to the news around the
world as It really happens.
Why? Because TASS, the
Soviet news agency, censors
all news. In other words, only
the news which TASS wants
the people to hear wlll be
reported, whether It be real or
conveniently twisted. The
Soviet newspapers wtll carry
no editorials which might
describe Russia's government

as tyrannical or oppressive.
There will be no salyrlcal cartoons depicting Brezhnev as a
fat, hairy, bear stepping all
over Afghanistan. Yet, in a
free society such as ours,
satyrical cartoons and
editorials play Important roles
in reporting the uncensored
news. Political cartoonist
Thomas Nast was influential in
exposing "Boss" Tweed and
his political ring through the
use of salyrical cartoons. The
numerous political cartoons
depicting former president
Nixon as a monarch, said a
great deal about Rlchard Nixon's administration. Some

cartons are simply meant to be
humerous, cartoons such as
those of clumsy Gerald Ford,
or "the wet head cowboy"
Ronald Reagan. What do all
these cartoons have in common? They were all the
author's uncensored pictorial
representation of a true and
real fact.
That a large portion of the
Pan American students speak
Engllsh with an accent, remains a true and real fact;
therefore this issue is clearly
fair game for a satyrical cartoonist such as Mr. de la Rosa.
In the cartoon, he depicts a
real and existant situation,

and uses it to create a bit of
humor; although I must admit
that I have seen better.
Only Mr. de la Rosa knows
his own reasons for drawing
the said cartoon, yet, I personally feel that it was offensively directed toward no one
group of people in particular.
Judging by what I have read,
some students seem to identify with the cartoon and
assume it to be Insulting, or
quoting from a previous letter:
a "ridicule directed at the majority of the student body,"
and an "extremely offensive
cartoon." It must be
remembered though. that any
See letter page 3
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Pollnard
. .
Dr. Jerry Pohnard, head of
the political science department, says the cuts are ne~ded, but he disagrees with
Reagan's priorities.

Q: Do you see Inflation dropping any more?
Polinard: No way. I see inflation going up dramatically In
the next year to two years
because the government will
be spending more money,
while receiving less. With
goverment being in a bigger
debt, we will feel the high inflation rate, especially the
poor.

Q: Who are the cuts affecting
the most?
Polinard: The poor people are Q: What can we do?
being affected the most Polinard: I think Reagan
because the cuts are benefiting deserves the opportunity to
the rich people, who really do govern the way he thinks best
not need it. I think the cuts are because he was elected by the
in the wrong places because people. We preserve the right
Reagan Is hurting the social to disagree with the programs
welfare programs, but he Is In- though.
creasing the defense spending. It will be hard to balance
the budget when the goverment will be receiving less
money because of the tax
cuts, but it is spending a lot of
money on defense.

Q : Are the cuts needed?
Pollnard: I think they are need
ed. We need to trim the
bureaucracy and the closing of
the departments of energy
and education ls great, but
why can't we cut other programs instead of the social
weHare programs. It Is hard
for me to see us leaving tabacco subsidies alone and then
we go around cutting the
federal lunch program.

\

O'Connor confirmed by senators;
First women justice has background
Women have finally made a dent in the male-oriented
Judiciary system and it ls about time, too.
Who says only nine men can make a Supreme Court
decision. It was so automatic for past presidents lo appoint male justlces that some people could not believe
President Ronald Reagan nominated Sandra Day O 'Connor.
This was a good decision f9t Reagan because "O'Connor has the experience to become a good Justice. She
has a good law background , having been a legislator, a
lawyer and a judge in Arizona.
Some will question a woman's ability to make tough
decisions, but O'Connor can handle it She has been
making tough decisions for years as a lawyer, legislator,
and judge. She will not let emotion get in her way any
more than a male justice would.
Men can get emotionally involved in decisions also. All
Justices can take themselves off a case if they feel the!.!

Oscar Garza

Editor
Polinard

Q : Are there abuses In the
social weHare programs?
Pollnard: There are some, but
not as many as other corporations are Involved in. Many of
the poor are having to tighten You can write to Senators
their belts that they have John Tower and Lloyd
already tightened and they Bensten or Congressman Kika
can't tighten them anymore. I de la Garza to express your
think there Is much more views. They all voted for the
abuse In cost overrun by cor- Reagan budget plan though.
porations. The abuse in the The next time the people can
social welfare program is express their opinions is In the
relatively small.
next presidential election. I
don't think that Reagan is
·Q· How much will the Valley making any tough poUtical
~ hurt by the cuts?
decisions with his ~udget cuts
Pollnard: We will feel the Im- because he ls sacrlf1cing social
pact more than other parts of welfare progress at the exthe nation. I do think the Im- pense of a just society.
pact will Intensify In the future.

,.

cannot make a fair decision on a case. This only is fair and
O'Connor could exercise this rule if she chooses.
Her political stand on certain issues should not be
brought up either. As a Justice, she is expected to be fair
and to make unbiased decisions. Political preference
should never affect a decision.
Reagan promised women in November that he would
appoint them to high positions. With Reaganomlcs upsetting many people, the Republican President saw an opportunity to fulfill a campaign promise and take the
pressure off of his administration. Contrary to his plans,
no one looked too far away from the budget cutting
plans.
O'Connor will ease Into her new position smoothly.
But do not ex-pect her to make a notable decision right
away. She is the freshman justice. Her vote will be important though. The Supreme Court will make a concerted
effort to get along with the first woman Justice and vice

versa. The first major change in the Supreme Court
chambers is that they had to Install a ladies room.
Womens groups will not rest just because they have
been fed one major appointment, but they hope more
future appointments will be made. Former President Jimmy Carter named 41 women to judgeships and the
women's groups hope they can get equal support from
the Reagan Administration. These appointments will be
few.
O'Connor s tands as the highest ranking woman in the
United States and her confirmation boosts the possibility
of a woman president in the future. A woman becomlng
vice-president is more likely though as Barbara Jorden
was up for vice-president in the last election.
There are more women than men in the United States
and statistics show that women outlive men by five years.
Consequently, women could survive longer on the
Supreme Court. In addition, if women can make tough
household decisions. they should be able to make tough
Supreme Court decisions.
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-letterconttnued-

Money or love?

1-

Ella de los Santos
Movie Editor

'Continental Divide'
By John Fisher

If you were asked to choose between the love of your
life and millions of dollars, which would you choose?
Tough question isn't It?
To make things a little more complicated, try making
the decision an hour before you are to wed someone
picked for you by your family and the ~nly choice that will
Insure you of keeping your wealth. Its not an easy decision to make Is It?
Maybe It's Just as well because this type of decision
doesn't come up every day and ii is mostly Just found in
the storyline of Hollywood's video creations or Grimm's
Fairy Tales.
Orlon Pictures release, "Arthur," is based on such a
decision and Dudley Moore, portraying the title role,
comically finds himself In this predicament. He tries to get
himself out of this mess in somewhat of a questionably
sane manner.
Moore who may give Foster Brooks a run for his
money i~ faced with this 'poor little rich boy' dilemma
and d~als with It In an extremely funny fashion. His
character is usually a little sloshed and bent on telling
jokes In every situation he finds himself In.
Liza Minelli, also stars In this film, adds her quick w~t to
make "Arthur" a truly enjoyable comedy that answers the
question, 'Should I take the money or the girl'?
Although the storyline is very basic and ages old,
Moore and Minelli make the most of It and give a truly
convincing and enjoyable performance dealing with the
stereotypical eligible bachelor and the poor girl of his
dreams.
The feature is an overall hilarious comedy full of old
punch lines and Moore's catchy laughter. To give the audience some time between bouts of laughter, "Arthur"
also has to deal with discovering a deep emotion he feels
for a paid servant and by contrast, he feels no such emotion for his family: Moore handles the part of 'Arthur' very
well and depicts a versatile expression of feelings.
Moore certain!~ surprises his audience and gives a truly
satisfying performance both as a comic and as a dramatic
actor. His ability to jump from one facet to the other Is a
show of talent that may not have been too evident In his
other theatrical exploits.

RODRIG
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"Continental Dlvide's" the
name, Neil Simon's the game.
It's a story five hundred
years old: two unlikelies who
fall in love. She's a Uttle bit
country, he's a lotta-bit city
boy. The divide Is more than
continental; it's cataclysmic
and ridiculous.
Ernie Souchak (John
Belushi) exposes corruption In
City Hall for the Chicago SunTimes and is forced to the
Rockies (you can't beat City
Hall, especially with Belushi's
physique) where bears eat
cigarettes and where the Eagle
Lady studies eagles. The
reclusive ornitholigist's real
name is Nell Porter (Blair
Brown) who llves along in a
log cabin and shares her forest
with wildlife, human and
otherwise.
Through thick and thin, the
two finally get together and
then just as reluctantly they
depart. (After all, where does
streetwise get vou a mountain

lion?) So, Porter returns to the
good life of hickory stalks and
bird squawks, and Souchak
heads back to his typewriter,
although he's left his heart in
Victor, Wyoming. It's the
suspicious death of an old
friend that snaps him back into
journalistic frenzy--and all is
normal.
But wait. Porter enters the
picture again. It's a lecture on
eagles--ln Chicago. (What a
coincidence.) Our two
lovebirds re-meet and re-fallIn-love. She's got to go back
to her nest in the west, and he
hitches a ride. There they go,
happy as larks, Amtrakking
westward to a home in
Wyoming, although he
returns to Chicago to give
notice and start writing a sequel.
Well, let's just hope this
story Is laid to nest. It's almost
preposterous how a cynical,
cigarette-smoking,
poor-man's Lou Grant could _

conclusions drawn from this
cartoon are strictly a product
of the reader's mind and his
convictions.
In closing, I would like to
point out that public opinion
towards any matter is very lmpomnt, but when individuals
·begin to request public
apologies from the newspaper
staff, and blatantly attack the
staff for printing controversial
Items, then it seems to me that
our constitution's first amendment would serve no real purpose; and our news agencies
would amount to nothing
more than the Soviets' TASS.
Let's face It, if we believe In
freedom of speech and expression, then why should
anyone have the right to stifle
someone else's creativity?

fall for a John Denver
groupie.
The message of the movie
ls this: just like in the eagle
family, we learn, it's the
female that is dominant. So
the whole film bathes In
Porter's territoriality; Souchak
eats crow, just following the
rules and stagnating, reporting
the news and passing along
what's been done or said to
others.
Abraham Miranda
Witty moments abound in
"Continental
Olvide"--unfortunately, they
sets
are only moments, and the
movie does not stay afloat In
laughs. The film Is not another
"Animal House" or "Goodbye
All faculty members are enGirl"--lt is trying to be a couraged to attend the PAU
romantic comedy in search of chapter meeting of the
national sentiment. And like American Association of
shooting at eagles, It would be University Professors
against the rules to explain ( AAUP), according to Dr.
how Hollywood love works in Lillian Noyes. LA 344 will be
those mysterious and contriv- the site of the meeting on Oct.
ed ways.
8 during activity period.

AAUP
chapter meeting
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Nevarez gets warm
Greeting to Edinburg

Greets guests--President Miguel Nevarez and his wife welcome guests.

l

·-

t
Meeting people--Mark, 12, and Annette,16, shake hands with the guests.

Edinburg dignities--Edinburg mayor Richard Alamia, his wife and Lino Garcia greet
the guests.

Thursday, October 1 , 1981
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SPORTS
PAU cheerleaders
Selected at tryouts
Eight out of 15 girls, who
tried out for the Bronc
cheerleader squad, were
selected last week by a panel
of eight judges.
Returning from last years
squad are Becky Garcia, Elvia
Lopez, Pam Rendon, Mary
Ann Randall and Lucy Silva.
New members include
Michelle Estrada , Letty
Salinas and Thelma Rendon.
"The girls were judged on
the following criteria: technique, voice projection, jumping ability, form, which included athletic ability and overall
appearance," said Judy Vinson, cheerleader sponsor.
Judges included Fred
Rodriguez and Ricardo

Saldivar from student government; Alma Ramos and Mary
Garza from UCPC; Jerry
Baldwin from the alumni
association ; Rhonda Johnson
from the physical education
department; Jim McKone,
sports information director
and Lucas Hinojosa from
Camp and former cheerleader
sponsor.
The tryouts which were
originally scheduled for 5
p .m. Sept 23, were moved up
to 4 p .m. because of a
volleyball game against
Beeville College which was
played at 6 p.m. in the Field
······
House.
Even with the time change,
Vinson said, "about 100 to 150
spectators attended the
tryouts."

~)))~\~
:;:::::
:::::::

Pan American Cheerle aders · Bottom row, left to right, Mary Ann Randall, Lefty Salinas, Lucy
Si~va and Elvia Lopez. Top row, left to right, Thelma Rendon, Pam Rendon, Becky Garcia and
Michelle Estrada.

··•·•·
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Softball
Team
Defeated
After being badly defeated
this past weekend at the
Stephen F. Austin Invitational
the Women's fast-pitch softball team will travel this
weekend to the Sam
Houston-Invitational Tournament.
"It's going to be tough ,"
said John McDowell,
women's softball coach .
"We're going into this tournament playing two of the top
tea m s . A happy team
(Stephen F. Austin) since they
won their own tournament
last weekend and a team
rrexas A&M) that is out for
revenge after losing to
Stephen F. Austin."
The Lady Broncs are
scheduled to play Texas A&M
in the first round followed by
Baylor and Stephen F .
Austin.
"Each team is guaranteed
to play five games in this tournament," said McDowell.
Results from the Stephen F.
Austin-Invitational saw the
Broncs losing to Nicholls State
12-1, Sam Houston State 7-1,
Louisiana Tech 15-3 and
Texas A&M 15-0.
On Sept. 19 the Broncs
traveled to San Antonio and
played Baylor and St. Mary's
University.
Baylor University pitched a
no-hitter that lifted them past
the Lady Broncs by a score of
6-0.
In the second game the
Lady Broncs faced St. Mary's
and after losing 6-1 the Broncs
were eliminated from the tournament.
"We had the defense but
we just couldn't find the offe nse," stated McDowell.
"Last year we basically had a
Senior team but this year we
are just trying to rebuild."
This year's teammembers
ln --J ude Tammy J ohnson,
Melva Marti nez, Te ncha
Rivera, Bibi Cantu, Murphy
Ysaguirre, Porfy Lopez, Irene
Luna, Cyndi Blllescas, Irma
Flores, Clara Ortiz, Barbara

Montlvo, Nelda Blllescas and
Carmen Salazar.

Game Room No w OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game l<uom Now OPEN

Game Ro om No w OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Ro<,m Now OPEN

Economy Drive In Is Supporting the
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!
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SHRIMP BASKET with fries
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only $2.59
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 7, 1981
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Economy Drive In

Sugar Road at Texas 107
Our Name Says It Alli
Open 7 days a week
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PAU volleyball team
Continues to improve
On Oct. 6 the Pan
American volleyball team will
travel to Laredo to play their
old rival Laredo College.
"'Laredo and Texas A&I are
the biggest area rivals Pan Am
plays." said Kelly Bass.
volleyball coach.

"We are coming along
slowly. but our best games are
ahead of us."

The Lady Broncs recently
played in the Laredo T ourn3·
ment and in their first match

This past week the Broncs
swept three straight games
against Beeville 15-8. 15-2.

with Our Lady of the Lake
they won by scores of 15-2.

15-8.

15-8 .

The Broncs overall record
stands at 7 wins. 2 losses and
1 tie.

In the second match the
Lady Broncs faced off against
The
Texas Southmost.
Broncs won the first set 15-13
but lost the second 10-15.
The Broncs lost their third
match to Laredo College

Laay Bronc's Volleyball Team - Bottom row, left to right, Rosy Guebara, Carmen Hernandez, Cleo
Godinez and Becky Pena . Top row, left to right, Carmen Salazar, Lupita Fonseca, Sara Solis, Mary
Cruz, Cindy Munoz and Coach Kelly Bass.

" Last lime we played
Laredo our big girls Lupita
Fonseco and Sara Solis were
not playing because they were
hurt." added Bass

13-15, 13-15.

"Anytime you are playing
on the road. the home tea m is
going to have the advantage,''
said Bass.
Most of the rema ining
games the Lady Bro ncs ha ve
to play on the road.

nDavid

Lopez

Women's Volleyball Schedule
Oct 1

Wharton College

1:00 p.m . Wharton

Oct 6

Laredo College

TBA

Oc t 12

Texas A & I Laredo College

5:00 p.m . Edinburg

Oc t 20

Texas A & I University

TBA

Kingsville

Oct 24

St. Mary's University

TBA

San Antonio

Oc t 30

Texas A & I Tournament

TBA

Kingsville

Oct 31

Texas A & I Tournament

TBA

Kingsville

Nov 6

State Tournament

TBA

Nov 7

State Tournament

TBA

DAVID'S MUG & BRUSH
HIS & HERS OMEGA HAIRSTYLISTS
422 E. University
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(512) 383-9225

Laredo

The beginning of the end
of your hair worries.

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

SNACK BAR

WERE YOU BORN TO FLY NAVY?
FIND OUT!
The Navy Officer Information Team
will be at the Snack Bar
9A.M. to 2P.M. on October 7th.
Stop by, Or call 800-292-7110.

Featuring:
Smoked BBQ Brisket
BBQ Sausage
Pinto Beans
Butte red Corn
Potato Salad
Cole Slaw
Hot Corn Bread
Chocolate layer cake
Ice Tea. Lemonade & Coffee
YOU ALL COME
• Served Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays 4 .30 1111

op

m

• A Special Invitation to PAU Faculty, Staff. Fam1h11s and Alumni

The Navy also has job opportunities
for all majors in the areas of finance,
computer systems,. personnel management,
intelligence, and many others. You owe
it to yourself to find out... today.

Your Campus Food Service

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
tS s <<ss s: s:s s <s:s s: <, :s: ass, s s

<r < s s.:,; n-CV35:sx::
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The 1981-82 Bronc basketball team/aces
*** A tough schedule and new opponents
***
After finishing with an 18-11
record and a first round loss to
NIT champion Tulsa last year,
the Pan American University
Broncs will again be facing a
tough 1981-82 basketball
schedule.
New opponents like the
Oklahoma Sooners, the
Republic of China, and a rare
"tripleheader" against powerful Lamar University, plus
their first trip to America's
oldest major tournament promises the Broncs an exciting
and busy season.
Athletic Director Bill White
again has put together a
challenging schedule for
himself to battle, in his dual
role as Bronc head basketball
coach.
The 27 games include at
least II against opponents who
competed in the 1980 or 1981
national playoffs.
Pan Am faces this rollcall of
tough teams with an all-new
starting lineup. The Broncs
lost all five starters off one of
their greatest teams in history.
They upset powers such as
NCAA champion Indiana,
Marquette and Wichita State.
However, White recruited
some top junior-college talent,
and retains four lettermen
around which to rebuild.
Against this schedule, the
Broncs must rebuild fast.
They open at home, one of
13 home games, Nov. 14 with
an international exhibition
against the Republic of China
(faiwan). Their next game
will be against a 1981 NCAA
playoff ballclub, Mercer
University of Georgia, in Edinburg Nov. 28_.
The 14 road tests begin with
a rough one, at West Texas
State Dec. 3 .
Then the Broncs come
home for Homecoming
against McMurry on Dec. 5 .
A first-ever basketball duel
with the Oklahoma Sooners is
set for Dec. 14 in Norman,
Okla. The Broncs have a

chance to play Oklahoma
again, later in the month,
when they pay their first visit
to the 46th annual All-College
Tournament.

The All-College, held In
Oklahoma City, prides itself
on being the nation's oldest
eight-team tournament for
major universities.

PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
1981-82 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Nov. 14
REPUBLIC OF CHINA (Taiwan) International Game . ........... HOME•
Nov. 28
MERCER UNIVERSITY (Macon, Georgia) . ................... HOME•
Dec. 3
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY ..... .. ....... .. ... Amarillo, Texas
Dec. 5
McMURRY COLLEGE (Abilene, Texas) . ..................... HOME•
Dec. 7
ARKANSAS State University . ................... Jonesboro, Arkansas
Dec. 12
TRINITY UNIVERSITY (San Antonio, Texas) . .............. . .. HOME•
Dec. 14
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA . .................. Norman, Oklahoma
Dec. 19
WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY ............... . ..... Wichita, Kansas
Dec. 22
TEXAS LUTHERAN COLLEGE (Seguin, Texas) . ............... HOME•
Dec. 26-29 All-College Tournament (46th annual) . ....... Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
(Dec. 26: Ark.-Llttle Rock vs. Oklahoma City, Bethany Nazarene vs. Rhode
Island)
(Dec. 27: Oklahoma vs. Western llltnols; Lamar vs. PAN AMERICAN)
Jan. 2
ARKANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY . ......................... HOME•
Jan. 4
NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY ..................... . . HOME•
Jan. 9
LAMAR UNIVERSITY (Beaumont, Texas) . ................ . .. HOME•
Jan. 12
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHWESTERN LOUISIANA . ... Lafayette, Louisiana
Jan. 16
LAMAR UNIVERSITY . ........................... Beaumont, Texas
Jan. 23
DALLAS BAPTIST COLLEGE . ............................ HOME•
Jan. 28
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI . .... Hattiesburg, Mississippi
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS . .. . ... . ...... New Orleans, Louisiana
Jan. 30
Feb. 3
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHWESTERN LOUISIANA . ............. HOME•
Feb. 11
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI .................. HOME•
Feb. 13
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS . ... . ........ Las Vegas, Nevada
Feb. 20
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS . ............ .. ........... HOME•
Feb. 3
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHWESTERN LOUISIANA . . ...... ... ... HOME•
Feb. 11
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI ........ .. ........ HOME •
Feb. 13
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS . . ........... Las Vegas, Nevada
Feb. 20
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS . .............. . .......... HOME•
Feb. 23
NICHOLLS STATE UNIVERSITY (Thibodaux, Louisiana) . .... . .. HOME•
Feb. 27
NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY . ................. Denton, Texas
March 1
NICHOLLS STATE UNIVERSITY .............. .. Thibodaux, Louisiana
• --Home games at PAU Field House, Edinburg, Texas, 7:25 p.m. Central Standard Time.

And the luck of the draw
means Pan Am will play
strong Lamar in their first AllCollege appearance . The
Broncs already had scheduled
a home-and-home series
against mighty Lamar, which
has stunned three national
powers-- Oregon State ,
Missouri and Weber State-during the 1980 and 1981
NCAA playoffs.
Oklahoma, Oklahoma City
and Bethany Nazarene all
represent the home state for
the All-College Tournament
The other teams are PAU,
Lamar , Rh o de Is land ,
Western Jllinois and Arkansas-Little Rock.
Going to the All-College
Tournament gives the Broncs
a chance to break their alllime attendance record for
one game, because they will
be playing in the 16,500-seat
Myriad Convention Center.
Perhaps the hardest single
game on PAU's schedule
could be at Wichita State Dec.
19. The Broncs upset Wichita
Satate on Kenneth (Apple)
Green's last-second goal a
year earlier, 83-82. Wichita
State was 8-0 at the time--and
finished among the NCAA's
Final Eight, out of 266 majoruniversity teams.
The Broncs also go homeand-home against six teams
besides Lamar. These include
rivals Arkansas State, North
Texas State, Southwestern
Louisiana and Southern
Mississippi, plus new rivals
New Orleans and Nicholls
State.
This time the Broncs travel
to Nevada--Las Vegas on
Feb. 13, instead of opening
there as they have done in
past seasons. That's PAU's
longest trip.

The home schedule includes: Nov. 14 Republic of
China, Nov. 28 Mercer, Dec.
5 McMurry (Homecoming),
Dec. 12 Trinity, Dec. 22 Texas
Lutheran, Jan. 2 Arkansas
State, Jan . 4 North Texas
State, Jan. 9 Lamar, Jan. 23
Dallas Baptist, Feb 3
Southwestern Louisiana, Feb.
II Southern Mississippi, Feb.
20 New Orleans and Feb. 23
Nicholls State.
All home games will begin
at 7:45 p .m .

Work in
Sunny
California
overlooking
the blue
Pacific

m-&birt
i.Empnrium

Relax on 1he Beaches, In nearby Mountains and Desert.
Clvlllan career opportunities with 1he U.S. Navy
• ELECTRONICS
• AEROSPACE
• ELECTRICAL
• CIVIL
• MECHANICAL
• SOFTWARE

Custom Designers of Shirts
Caps & Uniforms
Old English
in
7 Colors

Responsibilities include design development. test evaluation and operation of Naval missile systems.
QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:
BS Degree in Engineering
U.S. Citizenship

Greek Letters

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:

Fri.. October 9

Contact your Campus Placement Offic e now

Group discounts
for
Fraternities ·

TYPEWRITERS

For Sale • Brand new,
electric with self-correcting key, power return. With carrying
case. One year warrantly. Call.686-2161 or 6871434 after 6:00 P.M.

&.

For odvonced information co ll

6ob Voiles toll tree (800) 235-5967

Sororities

PACIFIC MISSILE

TEST CENTER
Point Mugu, Cohtomio
Located in Ventura County 55 miles
North o f Los Angeles

Phom:

El C entro Mnil

('l 121 7111 -4244

McAllen, Tex a,

A N EQUA L O PPORTUNITY EM PLOYER

"

T E X A S B E E R S, I N C.
Distributors of
J o s.

S c h Ii t z· P r o d u c t s

••• INTRODUCES OUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES •••

Fred and Jim are now on campus to assist you in
planning your parties and special events. Feel free to
call them anytime and get details about the new
Schlitz programs available to groups on the PAU
Campus.

SCHLITZ

ERLANGER

MALT LIQUOR

TEXAS BEERS, INCORPORATED, 505 EAST HIGHWAY 83, PHARR, TEXAS

(la.J Jir./.SYJ

BEER

787-9541

Association
By Oscar Garza
Editor
Students Together On Progress (STOP) has been set up
by the student association to
stop student apathy.
"We have to do away with
student apathy and we feel it
is PAUSA's duty to make students aware of what ls going
on," Ricardo Saldivar, student
association vice president,
said. "PAUSA represents the
university to the faculty, ad•
ministration and the com•
munity."
Saldivar introd11ced the
program after a disappointing
voter turnout during the recent election. Only 376
students voted In the three

OPs ollegea

Election draws disappointing turnout
amendment two referendum
election.
All three amendments passed by stubstantlal margins. Ar·
tide V, section 5.52 and the
section 8.01 of the Election
codes passed 351 to 15 with
10 abstentions. Section 10.05
of the Election codes passed
335 to 33 with eight absten•
lions and section 5.01 of the
Election codes paas passed
343 to 20 with 13 abstentions.
There will be six 15 election
commissioners and extended
voting areas the filing dates
have been moved up to 14
days, in order to obtain voting
machines for the elections.

Also, Student ID cards (with passed 322 to 28 swith 26
voting squares on the back) . abstentions.
will only be accepted at the
STOP will be In three
polling areas.
phases. Phase will begin by
placing 2,000 poster with the
"We will ask the senate to
allow the two referendums to
be voted on again because we
would like lo see a larger voter
turnout," Saldivar said. "The
mini courses and paving Van
Week street was strongly
backed by many students, but
we would like to see more
students involved; we would
also like to add another
referendum, paving the STOP logo on the poster all
track." The Van Week over campus.
Phase II will set information
referendum passed 356 to
nine with two abstentions and · tables in six major areas on
the mini course referendum campus. The tables will con•

taln newsletters from PAUSA
and other organizations and a
suggestion box. A list of all
campus organizations and Information on Edinburg and
McAllen housing will be
available.

Phase Ill culminates the
program with an campus rally,
Oct. 29. Students will march
from the UC circle to the fine
arts circle to the education cir·
de to the LRC to the LA and
back to the UC.
"This will take place during
activity period and we would
like all organizations to cancel
their meetings and join In the
rally by wearing their
organizational T -shirts,"
Saldivar said. "We hope

300-400 will participate and I
hope everybody will bring
posters and banners."
"I believe we can do well
with this format becuase we
must make students aware of
what is going on," Saldivar
said. "We "'ant to show students there are many ways
they can be involved on cam•
pus."
Saldivar sees how students
can be apathetic because of
tough courses and job responsibilities.
"We hope the STOP program will get more students
involved," Saldivar said. "We
knew we had to fight apathy
and that ls why we formulated
STOP."
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Regents Okay political ads,
Plaintiff fees to El Sol
By Oscar Garza

Photo by Deida Lopez

speab--Unlverslty President Miguel
Nevarez spoke to the school senators last week.
Nevarez, accompanied by Regent Chairman Ricardo Hinojosa, talked about various topics to the
senators.
Prealdent

Nevarez, Hinojosa
Discuss topics
"We have a definite public
relations problem here ·at the
University, so all of us must go
out and be advocates for Pan
American because we do produce good quality students
here," Ricardo Hinojosa,
chairman of the board of
regents, said.
Hinojosa and University
President Miguel Nevarez
spoke to the student senate
last week on several issues.
"We must go out to the high
schools and talk with the

students because the biggest
PR person is the student
himself," Hinojosa said.
"We have doubled the
educational offspring from the
families in the Valley and that
means a $1 Invested here
goes a lot further than a $1 at
the University of Texas,"
Nevarez said.
The new university presl·
dent says Pan Am needs to
find an educational niche and
work on that.

See Senate page 4
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$362.25 It lost after the gas pipe had to be re-routed for re-routing and architect
Editor
because it would come out Kenneth Bentsen will pick up
papers were confiscated.
The Board of Regents
right through a picture win• the costs or we w!ll take legal
In
constructing
the
new
AdTuesday approved political
action," Ricardo Hinojosa,
ministration Building, contrac- dow.
ads In the student newspaper,
"It wUI cost about $1,592 See Regents page
tor
Donald
Ferguson
said
a
okayed legal fees to El Sol
plaintiffs, called for architects
to pay the costs of change In
the new Administration Building and approved buying a
house for the PAU-B president.
After much discussion, the
board approved political
advertising on a one year trial
basis in the student
newspaper.
"Students should be aware
of the political Issues and this
ls a good way to do this,"
Miguel Nevarez, university
president, said.
Regent Ann LaMantla motioned against the issue
because she felt they were not
Photo ~• Delcl• Lopu
needed.
Regents meet·•The Board of Regents approved political ads In the student new.paper
"I like the student newspaper the way it is and I think and okayed legal fees to El Sol plaintiffs In their meeting Tuesday.
we can do without this type of
advertising," LaMantia said.
After LaMantia's motion did
not pass, Regent Raul Tijerina
moved for a trial basis period
and it based passed.
"Those that don't apply will
Graduating students who registrar, stated that It is im•
The El Sol plaintiff fees total
portant for students to make have to wait to graduate In
fail
to
file
graduation
applica$3,698 and the university was
the Oct. 12 deadline.
August," Flores stated.
ordered to pay this by United tions before Oct. 12 will not
graduate in May, according to
States District Judge Filemon
Vela. This case dates back to the Registrar's Office. ·
1975 when the university con•
Extended from Oct. 5, the
fiscated the El Sol newspapers new deadline applies to
from the student newspaper students receiving any degree.
stands.
A fee of $20 will be charged
Raul Arrendondo, Patsy on the associate and bachelors
"We'are looking at 10 ex- three new regents could bet
Ramos, Emilio Rodriguez, application, with a fee of $25
cellent people to replace the named by the November
Oscar Salazar, Ralph Cavazos for the masters application.
and Arturo Rodriguez filled
three Board of Regents Board of Regents meeting.
Students may pick up their members whose terms exsuit against the University for
"The University will benefit
infringing on their freedom of applications at the Registrar's
from these excellent people!
Office, pay their fee in Office pired in August," Polly and we are related with the
expression.
In addition to the plaintiff Building A and return the Sowell, deputy director of people we have interviewed,"
fees, El Sol wanted a scholar- completed form to the personnel appointments In the Sowell said. "The people!
ship for one year at $3,500. Registrar's Office.
Governor's office, said.
should be appointed within
The newspaper wants the
Linda Flores, assistant
Sowell savs she ex~cts the the month."

Graduation applications
Available till Oct.12

j1 0 calldidates vie

I For regent positions

I

l
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ICOMMENTAR'fmil
Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,
Where were the students
last election? On campus,
maybe? Certainly more than
the 250 0ast count) out of
9000 plus passed through
either the LRC or the UC.
(Where the two polling areas
were located by the way) (The
only decent aspect of the

whole election Is that the majority of the turnout seemed to
favor all five of the referendum and amendment Issues.
Who really stands at fault?
What Is the real issue here?
The student's apathy? Or
could it also be diagnosed as
lack of preparation ar:-:1 pro-

ASKEM

OSCAR

panganda techniques on the
part of PAUSA leadership in
order to generate popular
support muchly needed In
elections of the sort?
Did the majority of the
students going through the
LRC or UC, in fact, somehow
miss or "not see" the polling
areas at the two centers? The
station at the UC was perfectly
strategically placed--you
couldn't miss It.
The one at the LRC, a key
center where large numbeh of
ll

)

mm~~
.

students meet and congregate, was not as visible. As a
matter of fact many questioned reponded that yes, they
went through the LRC but
that no, the didn't see any
polling area! And such a vital
ving population congregates
there? Who's at fault now?
No doubt the student's apparent "unlnvolvedness"
deems It necessary to ask why
we must also pose the other
half of the issue-PAUSA.
Pan American University
-- •

nects the students to the president and board that we as
members need to work active:
ly at keeping open. The only
channel is PAUSA.
Schoolmates, the board
Isn't going to take back, shut
down, or destroy PAUSA.
Any danger of that can only
stem from the Inaction that
will eat the system up, right
from within we, the student's
response.

Students are immensely
privileged to have such proper
channels as PAUSA to present our viewpoints to the
board.
This semester also marks
the administration under new
president, Dr. Miguel
Nevarez-•a sense of rejuven·
tlon certainly sensed In the air.
Nevarez wants nothing more
than a representative
response to the Issue brought
before him and the board.
It's this channel that con...:
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The Texas Legislature passed a law raising the drinking
age to 19-years-old. The law will affect mostly high school
students and some college freshmen.
The law was directed at the high school students because
many students were going to school drunk, according to
Tony Vela, assistant dean of students.

Q. Has the new law affected any UCPC activities?
Vela: The luau did not have any alcoholic beverages there
becuase ii took place In an open area and It would have been
hard to control the crowd.
Q: Any there any changes In our liquor license?
Vela: A representative from food services must be present at
the activity to dispense the beer or wine. This Is what the
license reads.
Q: How do you keep track of the 19-year-olds?
Vela: We have to have Identification from every student eat
each activity, Some students will be carded too. Either the
19-year-old students will have their hands stamped or they
will be have ribbons stapled to their collars. Even with these
precautions, a food service representative can card you. We
¥,'Quid like to add the date of birth to the student ID cards, so
students will not have to carry both their student ID's and
driver's license.. Nobody will be allowed to drink any
alcoholic beverage ~ they can prove how old they are
with a picture ID card with a date of birth on the card. This In•
eludes a driver's license and a passport.

Students continue apathetic pattern;
What can we do to raise interest?
Apathy continues to be a problem at Pan American
University because nobody wants to be involved In anything.
All anybody cares about Is coming to class and going right
home again. Everything In between gets left by the side.
Out of over 8,000 students, less than two percent voted in
the past amendment and referendum election. Only 376
students expressed their opinion at the polls and this Is very
disappointing.
Yearbook portrait pictures were taken on campus for a
week and a half, and only 1,687 took their pictures at both
the Brownsville and Edinburg campus. That was big Increase
over last year, but where are the other 7,000 students?
The next statement you here Is, well why can't the pictures
be made more available to us? Pictures were made more
available to the students because pictures were taken all over
campus for four days.
Other complaints were that students were not Informed of
the pictures. I am tired of hearing of that.
Manv students are just not aware of what Is going on at the

THE ~N AMERICAN STAFF

Q: Oq you see any problems with the new drinking laws?
Vela: I don't fonee any problems. We have never had any
problems with any activities with liquor Involved. We have
already had one activity this year and It went very well and I
expect future activities here.

Q: Will the area for liquor be extended In the future?
Vela: The liquor Is be dispersed only In the University Complex. In keeping with our policy, other are.as are under conskieratlon. This will be the only time we will need to go to the
Board of Regents.

Q: Who Is llable someone under age Is caught drinking?
Vela: When we get our legal counsel, we will expect an Interpretation from him. The two people would be In trouble
because one would drinking !Uegally and the other would be
contributing to the delinquency of a minor. If somene falsifies
hls Identification, he will go before the dlsclpllnary commit•
tee.

Q: Who ~pproves the activity?
~ela: I approve all the activities and we must be given seven
days notice prior to the activity. The food service will pur,chase and dispense the liquor. However, I don't think you
need alcohol to make an activity a success.

nly come within that particular student. Any added reinforce•
ment Is good, but students have to want to do something to
do it.
Ninety-five percent of the Valley students attend Pan Am.
What happened to all of your high school spirit? If each person gave Just a bit of that high school spirit to Pan Am, look
where we could be.
Spirit is the key to defeating apathy. Our students have
spirlty because many attend Friday night football games. It
would be nice to have that same fire for the Broncs and Pan
Am.
College does not only have to be books and studying.
There are many things available to the students, but students
have to take advantage of them. College spirit can be fun but
everybody has to get involved.
We can beat apathy if everybody pitches In and shows
more pride for the university . . . all it takes is a team effort.

O■car

Garza
Editor

umverslty. Over 7,000 papers are distributed weekly, a good
percentage of them are picked up by the students. From
there, nobody seems to read the newspaper.
The student newspaper is one of the main sources of information on campus. Even with this, students do not know
what Is going on.
After the newspaper, posters could be another form of
communication to students. Just add one more poster to the
alredy full brick polls on campus and I'm sure everybody will
see what they need.
In addition, we could add blinking llghts and dancing girls
for further entertainment to set student interest. But any
other suggestions are frivolous because student interior can
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A majority, a "huge majority, of students use Van Week
street (certainly more than
"250") and those short, compact courses are sure to be
welcomed by many students.
But how can we call it PAU
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
when no more than two to
three percent of the
"members" and all that are
willing to read five paragraphs
and check "yes" or "no" five
times Schoolmates, PAUSA
can serve efficiently and effectively if and only if we the
students do our part and participate: otherwise, what's the
use of having the organization
in the first place? It time we
wiped out the ever present
"ya vote" ("I already voted")
escape response many
passive students give when
asked to vote.
Final Note:
PAUSA Vice president
Ricardo Saldivar certalned In
last week's Pan American that
"many students are not aware
of the issues and they don't
know what's going on.
Imagine a similiar response
from Reagan or Bush, talking
hypothetically, about Congress and stating that many
congressmen are not aware of
the Issues and they don't
know what's goin on!!! Muy
bien! Now then, Mr. Saldtver,
who's responsible for stlmu. lating the "participation process"?
The
students
themselves? or PAUSA
leadership?
Betto Ramirez Sr .
See Letters page 4

Tuesday Oct. 13, 1981
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Fashion jeans
Capture students
Eliseo Rodriguez
Associate Editor
Designer jear· have become the rage -acrose the nation.
Hardly a day gc...-. by without a new Hrie being introduced .
Granted some will say they need clothes to prepare the outside world. But are Vanderbilts, Calvin Klelns, Jordache,
Oscar de la Renta and Sergi Valentes jeans part of the wardrobe?
The design on the back pocket of the jeans used to signify
the difference between expensive and inexpensive. Now
each type of designer Jean sports stitching in various outlines.
If the name is not within sight, these stitches can be readily
identified.
It is very evident that PAU has been swept up in the commotion. Apparently cost Is not a deterrent when designer
Jeans are bought.
More than 75 percent of Pan Am students are receiving
financial aid of one type or another. However, the recent
cuts in aid apparently have not hindered the purchase of expensive clothing.

-· Letters cont.All students, including
those withn PAUSA and other
campus organizations, with
special reference to leadership
positions, need a self checkup from the neck up on the
question of school politics participation. Just how Is It that
social and athletic functions
can attract a massive student
response while PAUSA remains virtually unnoticed and,
seemingly content about It?
And certainly this election's
Issues offered more "provecho" to all students in a long
term effect when compared to
the "provecho" from the
school olympics, queen contest, pumpkin fair, and atletic
events.
Naturally. more than "250"
will be reached at each of the
happenings Just mentioned.
I'll be there, to, but back to
profitable "provecho." I am
talking about "provecho"
available to all students like
Van Week street being paved
and "crash-courses" between
semesters.

MINORITY OPPORTUNITIES COMMITTEE
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS·SCHOOL OF LAW

Will be recruiting students o n
campus-Snac k Bar

For furt her informatio n call
Evelyn Ward
At the Placement Office - 381 -2244

~ANDYS

~ ANNOTATE
AWACSsale
The Reagan administration Is currently proposing the sale
of AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control Systems) planes
to Saudi Arabia. The planes have the capablllty of detecting
other types of aircraft 250 to 300 miles away. Students were
asked "What do you think about the U.S. selling the
AWACS to Saudi Arabia?"

Rigo Salinas said, "I don't
think they should sell the
AWACS. The Saudi Arabians
might get buddy-buddy with
Russia and find out valuable
information about the plane."

Mary Garza said, "I do not
believe the AWACS should be
sold to the Saudis. The country could go communist."

'His
-nHers'

J udging from these students opinion the planes should not
be sold to the Saudis. Till next week see Ya later.

422 1/2 E. University

Edinburg

383-9035

Call Days Evenln1s & Weekends

Six ofthe best tasting beers in the world.
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Class is
scheduled to
begin week of
Oct. 11 for
December LSAT

3600 N. 23rd - McAllen 631-2961
11617 N. Central - Dallas, Tx. 75243

..

Touch of Beauty
Hair Fashions
His & Hers
Specials of the Week

ERLANGER
THE EXCEPTION

'

,.

• Uniperm
Reg. 30.00
This week 25.00
• Style Cut & Blow Dry
Reg. 13.50
This week 12.50
Long Hair Extra.
Appointments not always
necessary.
Late by appointment
Your Stylists
Juanita Casas, Alma Luna,
Lupita Martinez

1710 N. Closner (N. 281)
Edinburg. Texas 78539

381-1433
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Letten cont.
It Is my opinion that Frank
de ta Rosa 1s guilty. Guilty of
Ignorance and Insensitivity
toward others. 11 Is evident
that Frank 1s bUnd to the strug-

Jose Jimenez anymore Is
because the outcry against this
type of racist sterotypng was
so great that these caricatures
are no longer acceptable In
our society.

Gratzes to speak on
Subliminal Communication
By Ella de los Santoe
Movie Editor

gles and disappointments faced by ethnic minorities,
I believe that Frank's Insenespecially those of the "forgot- sitivity Is due lo Immaturity
ten minority", Americans of and lack of knowledge of the
Spanish descent.
plight of his own people. I
urge .him to spend some time
The reason we don't see reading Chicano literature and
characters like Speedy Gon- perhaps talking to pecple at
zales, the Frito Bandldo, and

-Senate cont. - -

Have you ever bought
something and later realized
that what you purchased Is
Just not right for you? Have
you ever stopped and wondered later why you bought
the Item'
You could be a victim of
the University and around the
Valley to gain Insight Into the subliminal communication.
daily problems they confront. Subliminal communication Is
I feel confident that he would used in advertising and other
then perhaps begin to unders- areas.
Dr Elizabeth Gratz and Dr
tand that editorial comics such J. E. Gratz will present a mahis are degrading and jor address to the International
convention of the American
humiliating to all people.
By the way Frank, I'm an Business Communication
Anglo and I think yu are guil- Association in Phoenix, Ar
on Oct. 14 17
ty.
The title is "Perceptual and
Subliminal Communication In
Cynthia Alperin
Business. "
•
Using transparencies,
slides. and tapes, they will
--Regents cont.-- demonstrate how subliminal
communication Is used
Subliminal communication
chairman of the regents. said
Is
the subconscious message
The Board also gave permission to PAU-B President conveyed by an od through
Homer Pena to find a house use of symbols, words,
and look Into the possibility of movements and masks. such
as an animal immersed In an
having a home built
"I have to commute from ice cube.
Dr. Elizabeth Gratz explainMcAllen to Brownsville everyday and I have done that for ed that subliminal anamorthe past year," Pena said. phosis is use of a distorted
"We haven·t found anything visual image, usually a mirror
yet and I think it is important image. to convey a message
that I become part of the to the subconscious.
"It is a hidden message pur•
Brownsville community.''
In other action, a faculty posely placed to stimulate and
manipulate our behavior to
committee and Regent Robert seel a product," Elizabeth
Sheppard will investigate the Gratz said .
possibilities of remodeling the
Dr. J . E. Gratz says it is
old Administration Building
easier for younger people to
into a computer center.
In addition, Sheppard re be affected by subliminal comported the brick cover over munication than •I is for older
the Support Facility has been people.
repaired Just over two weeks
ago. Jacks were installed to
support the roof to keep It
from dipping down
The regents set their next
meeting for Nov 3.

"We need a niche that
makes us different from other
universities In the state and
nation," Nevarez said .
"I think the Valley receiving
a school of pharmacy In the
future is more likely than a
medical school because the
Valley doesn't have a pharmacy school," Nevarez said.
"There are too many doctors
out In the fields now and they
have stopped building medical
schools"
Nevarez stressed better
communlcation on campus
because there are five main
components that are interdependent on each other.
The components are the student body, the faculty, the administration, the Board of
Regents and the community
"We need a iolnt effort from
every part so things can work
smoothly, and each part must
give feedback." Nevarez said.
"The faculty and the
students must see where we
are going ." Finally Hinojosa
saY" the tu.lion bill will come
up again In the next Texas
Legislature
'It may not be a 100 percent Increase, but It will go
up ·· Hinojosa said. ·Texas
tuition remains one of the
lowest in the nation, even for
foreign students and out of
state students."
In addition to the talks from
Hino)Osa and Nevarez, the
senate talked about the student of the month program
Ricardo Saldivar, student
association vice-president.
says there have been only a
few applications turned in so
far .
"We believe this is a good
award for the students
because this award Is student
oriented,· Salidvar said "A
senator. the president and the
vice-president cannot win the
award, and we will continue
with this honor,_t_oo_._"_ _ __,

Classified
Ads

There are critics, Dr. E.
"Perhaps this Is because
younger people have not Gratz says, that believe that
been around and long,•• said the U.S. citizens are probably
more brainwashed than any
Dr. J E. Gratz. "This presen- other people In the world. The
tation may very well be the brainwashing, of course,
first of its type to be shown refers to the sublimnal comanywhere, we are not sure. It munication that we are subject
Will also be presented to the to In advertisements and com
National Association of Blood merclals
Bank Supervisors In Chicago
"Some of the slides In the
The presentation Is not
presentation have been used scheduled to be shown on
in some of my classes to help campus, although that may
make the students more change Dr. J . E. Gratz plans
aware of the perception that Is
to write a proposal for
occurring," said J . E. Gratz. research on the subject and
"The slides and transparencies present It to the administration
are advertisements (such as so that the presentation may
magazine ads) and we have
be used In class.
reduced the words that are In
them that contain some sort of
subliminal communication.
We then point out the words."

Dr. Elizabeth Gratz teaches
In secondary education and Is
a frequent consultant for
English teacher, educational
Institutions and the department of labor. She has also
authored numerous articles in
national publications.

Dr. J. E. Gratz teaches
organizational communication
at the graduate and undergraduate level In the school of
business administration and
consults on a regular basis for
IBM, the department of health
and the department of labor
He has also been editor of
several publications and Is a
frequent contributor to national periodicals

Dr J. E. Gratz said that according to Toby Hooper, who
gave us the 'Texas Chainsaw
Massacre'
"subliminal
perception Is a killer, we flatter
ourselves to think we aren't Influenced by it."

Dr. J . E. Gratz points out
that Hooper used subliminal
communication In the advertisements and promotion for
his film and made a sizable
amount of money from ii.
Both professors have been
working on this proiect for
about three years. They hove
developed slides and cassettes
tapes from advertisements to
educate consumers to the
possible effects of this type of
communication.

OS & WATCH

N£ JEWELRY
R All OCCASI

\

I

3-2432
'

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

OCTOBER SPECIAL

JOB INFORMATION
Alaskan and O,rerseas
en-ployment. Great income
potenclel. Cell 602-941-8014
Dept. 502. Phone cell refundable.

e,g Enchilada Plale

ELECTRONIC EARRING AND
PIN . Send $6.00 for one or
$10.00 tor two to: TRADING.
Box 1007-A. Warwick. R.I.
02888.

only S1.98

Class1hed rale 1s 20 cents a line
with a minimum of $1 for each In•
sertlon. pay able In advance
Bnng Ad copy 10 The Pan Ameri
can Emth11 Hall 100 De11dhnes ls
Friday noon. To estlm11te cost
count 30 letters 11nd sp11ces to a
h'le
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3 enchiladas
span,sh 11 ·P..
ranchero beans.

crackers

ewelry
and Watch
Repairs

• Gift
Wrappin&
• En1ravin1
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For faster service
call in order

383-0725
Across from Pan Am

;lllflflllfl

$550.00 · $625.00

TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY

Security Deposit

BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

Call

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

631•5451
:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG

Eat at El Palo
VALLEY WrDE
i locations/McAllen. Mission
l·iiirlingen & Brownsville

FREE

From 8 • 5

;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::

\1\JlllL. .·.································=···=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=•:•=J!itittt@i

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242
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· Ping pong,. foosball tourneys set
Ping pong and foosball .participation Is limited to PAU team consisting of two
tournaments are being students currently enrolled. playert-. Trophies will be
scheduled for the month of ID's must be presented at time
October. The touman,ents, of registration.
[
sponsored by the UePC
Students Interested In
Games and Tournaments entering any of the two tourcommittee, will be held at the -naments should go by the UC
UC recreation room with the checkout counter at the
Parker Hannifin corporafoosball finals at the Carnival recreation room to register
tion has made available a
of the Great Pumkln.
and pick up a list of the rules.
Oct. 14 Is the deadline for
Both tournaments will be $500 pre-engineering scholarthe ping pong tournament single elimination and best ship to be given to a PAU student majoring In this area.
and the tourney begins Oct. two out of three. The ping
Qualifications are a 3.0
15 and runs through Oct.23. pong tournament will be two
The foosball tournament will participants per match and the GPA at least 30 hours of colbe held Oct.26-31.
.foosball tournament will be lege work and planning to atA fee of $1 required and team competition with each tend Pan American during the

awarded to the top three w1n·ners of each tournament». ·

Pr'e•Eftgfneerlng l
APPIfcatiODS

HOW DOES THE NAME TACO TECH STRIKE YOU? :
Not very appealing when the name Is applied to your univer1
sity, Is It? Yet, It just so happens that the ad~ve Is often us- ,
ed In conjunction with Pan American University.
Our University Is presently suffering from a major lack of i
student concern. Most everyone Is too busy with their jobs or i
other activities, or simple just do not care. Why is student
concern Important? Student concern, first of all, can change
policies through voting, referendums, student associations
and campus organizations.
In the past, such policies as beer on campus, and the paving of Van Week street have been changed primarily due to
student concern. Just recently though, less than 4% of the
student body of Pan American University voted In the
referendum held last week.
Secondly, concern for our University can some day bring It
as much prestige as this Urtlverslty deserves. It must be
remembered that the big universities In the U.S. have already
gained their prestige, our campus, on the other hand, has a
long path ahead in order to gain much needed prestige.
Already, the faculty and administration have taken steps
toward this goal new policies have been established, new
faculty has been hired and overall, they have made our campus more attractive to potential students and faculty.
If you simply couldn't care less about what I have mentioned, don't bother to read on. If you do care about the future of
our University, then do something about it. What? Get involved.
There are many organizations on campus which might appeal to you. You say that clubs aren't you 'thing,' then express your voice: What would you like to see on campus?--What would you rather not see on campus? Talk to your
senator, or better yet, run for an office.
0. K., so ~ocial reform Is not your 'trip' either? How about
'partying'?
U.C.P.C., a campus organization dedicated to the entertainment of students has a big budget, they can sponsor such
events as concerts and social mixers. Talk to your senator or
to Alma Ramos (president of UCPC). They would love any
of your suggestions.
The most important thing to remember Is that we are all
here for an education, but this education can be received
from a university of which the students are proud, and the
education can also be a lot of fun. Above all, don't put your
University down, don't 'buck' It (pardon the pun), this is a
good university, and with a little help from you, we can make
this University fun, and a place all students can be proud to
graduate from.

spring of 1982.
Applications may be obtain·
ed from Dr. Lemaster, In PS
123 or from Mr. Romulo Martinez In UC 116. Selection will
be nased on college course
work, high school scholastic
performance, career objectives and work experience.

I
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Abraham G. Miranda

-

Senator of Science & Mathematics

.
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• AUTO ACCESSORIES•
For Car, Truck, Van

421-A South Main, McAllen
682-3291

"Come Try Our Delicious Food"
Chicken Pistes• Fish P i s t e s ~ Shrimp • French Fries •

th
sWI
•

~

Onion Rings
for your convenience
call orders to go 383-9093
319 East Cano, Edlnbur,g

------------------~--With the purchsse of hamburger &
fries you wl/l receive a tree
burrito with couoon.
OFFER ~IRES OCTOBER 1~l~l
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IQRGANIZATI~ Operation ID underway'

Rock and Roll band to play
Tuesday in UC circle
The University Center Program Council is sponsoring the
rock and roll band, Crystal, Tuesday, Oct. 13 at the U.C .
Circle during activity period.
The five piece band hails mostly from Weslaco and has
been together for four months.
Kent Thompson, guitar and vocals, a former music major
at North Texas State University has performed with other
local bands such as Challengar and Mumbles.
Javier Ochoa, bass and vocals, has a six year musical
background and has played with Theslus and J.B. Stallion.
Joa Pyle, vocals, has focused most of her musical career in
classes such as piano and voice. Dale Crammer, guitar,
keyboards and vocals, is a former member of the Moses Rose
Band.
Ruben Gonzalez, drums and vocals, is currently enrolled
as a music major and Pan American and has performed with
various local bands including Challenger and Mumbles.
This rock band plays several songs produced by Heart and
Pat Benataur.

Texas Tradition to perform today
Texas Tradition a country and western band, will appear
at the UC circle today during activity period. Sponsored by
UCPC, they will entertain students with country songs.
The band is composed of seven members.
"When the band first got together, they just did it for kicks,
then without realizing it they got serious," manager Soila
Mendez said.
"I've heard them and thought they were real good Elvira
Cruz, band booking chairperson said." "I believe the student
body would really enjoy listening to them too."

Donations accepted today
Donations are being accepted to help offset the medical
costs of two students who were Involved in a car accident.
Idalia and Imelda Mendiola were injured In an automobile
accident two weeks ago. They have been in the Edinburg
Hospital since.
The Inter-collegiate Knights are setting up collection table
in front of the snack bar today and they encourage students
to give donations for this cause.

History professor to present
'Keeping Healthy with History'
"Keep Wealthy With History" will be presented by Dr. Ray
Welch Oct. 13 in LA 101 during activity period. Welch's
presentation is based on his recent research in California.
Employment opportunities wlll be discussed by Slyvia
Camacho, who is affiliated with the cooperative education
progbram at a Phi Alpha Theta meeting. Phi Alpha Theta is
an international honor society in history organization.
Newly elected officers of Phi Alpha Theta are Helen Burlingham, president; Amando Ruiz, vice-president; Jesus
Vela, recording secretary; Juanita Garza corresponding,
secretary; and Charles Walper, historian. Dr. James Gormly
is the faculty sponsor.
This co-op service is provided to PAU students who would
like to get experience as an alternate full-time or part-time
position with either a federal agency or private corporation.
"Cooperative education gives undergraduates a chance to
know about and plan their future with this knowledge in
mind," Burlingham said. All majors are welcome to attend .

·.

Brain food.
When you need some food offresh lettuce.juicy tomafor thought, come in to
toes, zesty onions an; spicy
Whataburger. •
pickles.
We'll serve you a meal
Add some piping hot
that'll make you think
french fries. Or some
twice about eating anycrispy, golden onion ri ngs.
where else.
And top it all off with a
Stan off with our bigger,
frosty cold drink and a hot
better burger, sizzlin • hot
fruit pie for des sen.
off the grill.
•
We'll make it just the way
And you've not only got a
you like it. And then pile it full course meal. You've got
high with your combination the best course on campus.

WHATABURGER®
Free French Fries
One free

order of french fries with this coupon.

PLEASE PRESENT COUPON TO CASHIER WHEN ORDERING LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

COUPON REDEEMABLE AT WHATABURGER NUMBER 60, EDINBURG
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 15, 1981

WHATABURGER
.
lte
build a bi~r bettubu~r.

Crime Prevention, accor- windows but also on dorm
ding to the Texas Crime Pre- and apartment house doors,
vention Institute, is defined as and anv other points of entry
The rape and assault
the anticipation, recognition,
and appraisal of a crime risk, prevention program will inand the initiation of some type volve speaking to females on
of action to remove or reduce campus and making them
aware of the situations which
ii.
Three circumstances are are conducive to rapes and
necessary for a crime to occur. assaults, and to also inforrn
These are desire, ability, and females about the facts and do
away with myths concerning
opportunity.
rape.
In addition, several
Criminal opportunity can
be reduced by improving methods of self protection will
security measures.and also be explained so that females
by increasing the level of sur- can decide for themselves
veillance on the part of the which one they would use in a
general public.
given situation.
Citizen involvement is very
The bike security and theft
important, and If they are just prevention program will Inmade aware of things they can volve informing the students
do to reduce the opportunity, as to how to properly lock
they can be very helpful.
their bicycles with high quality
Operation I. D., the first security locks, and also to
program, involves two steps. have the students register their
The first step involves marking bicycles with the Traffic and
one's valuables with their Security Dept. and display
driver's license number so that stickers on the bikes to show
his/ her property can be easily that they have been registertraced and identified as his. ed.
The second step involves
displaying a sticker which
would tell would-be burglars
that the property had been
marked. These stickers could
not only be displayed on car

Carnival
deadline
approaches

Due to an increase In
mantenance and electrical
costs, UCPC has raised the
fee in the student organization
booths for the Carnival of the
Great Pumpkin. The fee will
be $20.00 per booth this year;
an increase of $5.00 from last
year's price.
However, according to
UCPC Special Events Chairperson, Gloria Rodriguez, the
$5.00 increase has not influenced the amount of booth
entrees. To date, a total of 34
clubs have signed up, and
there is still time before the
final Oct. 16 deadline.
The serves two purposes,
according to Debbie Thomas,
coordinator of student activities.
"One is that it serves as a
commitment from the organization-"so that they won't
back out at the last minute,"
said Thomas. "And the second purpose is to help defer
the cost."
"We're not trying to make
money," stated Thomas,
"we'd need to charge $100 to
do that."
The total cost of the carnival
last year was $2653; only
$675 were received from the
booths.
"As you can see, we lose
quite a bit of money," said
Thomas. She also added that
there are some areas which
could be cut down on, but she
felt that this would only hurt
the carnival.
Besides the usual food
stands, this year's booth entrees will include a jail house,
an egg toss, and a T-shirt sales
stand . UCPC hopes to have
as many as three different
bands this year. and will begin
auditioning prospective bands
next week in the UC circle
These auditions are open to
students.
"The reaction I've received
is really great. I think we're
gonna have a fabulous turnout. said Thomas
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Women's-softball team finishes
With an 0-11 season record

SPORTS

The Pan American women's fast-pitch softball team
ended their season this past

Porfy Lopez, Cyndi Billescas,
Irma Flores, Irene Luna,

Newlda Billescas, Bibi Cantu,
Tencha Rivera, Murphy

Ysaguirre, Clarta Ortiz and
Barbara Montlvo.

weekend at the Stephen F.
Austin Invitational Tournament at Killeen, Texas.
"We played five games and
lost all five," said coach John
McDowell. Final scores were

Intramural volleyball games
~ept. 30

16-1 against Stephen F.
Austin , 16-0 against Texas
A&M, 13-0 against Baylor,
12-1 against Sam Houston
and 15-3 against Texas Tech.

I Phett Thi defeated HPER No. 1 (15-0, 15-0)
Camp Alumni Asso. beat Ladies of Camelot (4-11,
11-3, 11-6)
Alpha Phi Omega over Camp Foxes (13-15, 15-3,
15-0)
HPER No. 2 downed Cowgirls (15-13, 15-13)

The Lady Broncs led 3 -0 at
the bottom of the 5th against
Texas Tech but were unable
to hold on for the win.

Upcoming volleyball games
Oct. 13

The team ended the season
with an 0-11 mark compared
to last year's mark of 9-3 .

HPER No. 1 vs Ladies of Camelot - 6 p.m.
Schmoofies vs I Phett Thi - 6 p.m.
Camp Foxes vs HPER No. 2 - 6:30 p.m.
Cowgirls vs Alpha Phi Omega - 6:30 p.m.

"Last year we had a senior
team but this year's team was
a young team," remarked McDowell. "Next year we ought

Playoffs Oct. 14

to have a good team since all
the girls will be returning." ,

Second place winner of League A vs second place
winner of League B (3rd & 4th place) - 6 p.m.
First place winner of League A vs first place winner of
League B (championship) - 6:30 p.m.

This year's team included
Melva Martinez, Carmen
Salazar, Tammy Johnson ,

The Lady Bronc'• fast-pitch softball team- ended their eeHon thle put
weekend at the Stephen F. Austin_ Invitational Tournament at
KIileen Texas. The team ended the season with an 0·11 wln•loet
record

Tennis
Tourney

Slated

Tennis players from
throughout South Texas and
Northern Mexico can begin
signing up for the third annual
Coca-Cola, KBFM Fall Tennis
Classic, sponsored by Pan
American University.
Entry blanks are available
by writing or phoning (3812221) the PAU athletic
department. All tennis players
are eligible to competer.
Some 240 tennis players
competed in the event a year
ago. This time play Is set for
Oct. 23-25 at PAU's Cox Tennis Stadium and the Racquet
Club in McAllen. Entry
deadline Is 4 :30 p.m. Tuesday, oct. 20.
Radio Station KBFM of
Edinburg and the McAllen
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. sponsor the event. All proceeds go
to support the PAU tennis
program.
"We have eliminated some
of the classes this year to
streamline the tournament,"
said Mickey White, the PAU
tennis coach and tournament
director. "We'll still have 24
classes--singles and doubles
for men, women, girls, boys
and mixed.
"The idea this year is, we'll
give Valley teen-agers a
chance to compete against
players of comparable ability
they would not normally face.
We have changed the classes
so they won't keep playing the
same people they see in high
school competition."
Prizes, donated by CocaCola and KBFM, include
radios, record albums, sixperson rafts, and other
unusual Items. Awards will go
to first and second in each
event that attracts at least five
entries.
Entry fee is $6 for singles
and $10 for doubles teams.
Fees are due at time of entry.
Mailed-in checks should be
payable to Pan American
University.

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game t<oom Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Economy Drive In Is Supporting the
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!
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1 chicken piece , potatoes, roll for 99¢
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pay an extra 1 ¢ and receive and additional piece of chicken
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Economy Drive In
Sugar Road at Texas 107
Our Name Says It All!
Open 7 days a week
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Leadership conference draws 90
"Anybody can grow up to

be a leader" was the topic of
the leadership conference
workship conducted in the
UC ballroom Saturday by
the office of student develop-

ment, UCPC and PAUSA.
"This us you most important session of your entire
life"
Approximately 90 persons
out of a 100 showed up for

'Med the Dmn'-School of Humaaltlee Deaa Bob
Dowell talked with eeveral atudenta and faculty
memben Tuaday at the Uberal Aru Building,
Dowell kicks off the "Meet the Dean" program that
continua until Nov. 17.

Meet the Dean
All students, faculty and staff are cordially Invited to
receptions honoring the PAU president and deans.
The University Center Program Councll is sponsoring
these receptions with the Intent of giving the students,
faculty and staff an Informal opportunity to talk to their
respective administrators. Listed below are dates,
times and locations.
Oct. 15
Oct. 20
Oct. 27

Dean PuUey
Dean Brewerton
Dean Baca

Nov. 12 Dean Alvirez
Nov. 17 Dean de los Santos

ED 119
BA 110
SB Courtyard
LA 101
UC Faculty
Lounge

Act. Per.
Act. Per.

Activity
Period
Act. Per.
Act. Per.

student organizations attending.
"Everybody that was the"
learned a lot about themselves and their potential,"
Debbie Thomas UC coordinator said.
Individuals were told they
can achieve personal growth
by being more confident and
by fulfilling their potential.
Participants learned that
leaders can not lead
anybody till the leaders
themselves know where they
are going.
Also discussed were the
four situational leadership
quadrants. The directed
leader gives members of his
or her group orders phrased
"do this".
The second quadrant _'ls
collaborative, where the
leader gives choices.
A consultative leader Is In
the third quadrant and he
treats the person as a leader
and the actions of the consultative leader are based on
what the Individual can or
can not do.
The hands off quadrant
gives his expertise only when
needed, but only if asked.
"Matt has helped Internalize gaps that we can fill
In," Thomas said. "I would
like to see conference held
annually."

SNACK BAR
COMING OCTOBER 16th
"THE"
CHUCKWAGON BUFFET"
Featuring

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Homestyle Barbeque Brisket
Smoked Barbeque Sausage
Ranch Style Beans
Potato Salad
Hot Rolls
Chocolate Layer Cake
Ice tea, Lemonade & Coffee

• Price $3. 75 Adults, Children
under 12, $2.50
• Served Monday, Wednesday &
Fridays 4:30 till 6:00

•.
t
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Sadat death
shocks Bhatti
Upon the news of the tragic
assassination of Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat.
Pakistan student Humayun
Bhatti was shocked the
Moslem leader was killed.
"I was very depressed when
I first heard the news because I
had just seen Sadat on television two weeks ago." Bhatti
said.
Ironically. Sadat was
reviewing his troops when he
stood to salute a truck with
soldiers in it and the sprayed
gunfire began.
"I think Sadat stood for
peace in the Middle East and I
think he was a very good
man," Bhatti said "I never
gave any thought about him
being shot until he was
assassinated. he was criticized
for being "too friendly" to the

1

United Stales and I think that
is what caused him to be killed ..
Bhatti. who lived in the
United States for the past
seven months. is a business
major . He felt Sadat
represented Egypt. but he felt the president needed to work closely
with the other Moslem countries
"He needed to work more
wilh the Middle East towards
peace." Bhatti said.
Bhatti expects Egypt to start
off very slowly after the death
of Sadat. but he knows the
Middle East country will gain
strength.
"I expect Egypt to accept
aid from the United States
during this lime because the
United States does not want

See Sadat page 13

IP
Welcome--Presldent Miguel Nevarez and his wife, Blanca, welcome gue•ts to the President's House.

Dr. Nevarez welcomed the new faculty with a small party Sunday.

Students who bought
picture packets when their
yearbook pictures were

n

made can pick them up
Monday and Tueeday from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. In the
LRC lobb__y.,

Valley Symphony season opens Oct. 20
By

Eliseo Rodrlgur
Associate Edltc,.

For the first time in its :~o
history the Pan American
University Valley Symphony
Orchestra has sold out all
seats in 1,055 capacity Fine
Arts auditorium.
All seats were sold prior to
Oct. l and the orchestra's first
concert of the season will be
on Tuesday night at 8 p.m.

"It all started back in June
with my trip to the American
Symphony Orchestra League
Conference m Dallas." Dr.
Carl Seale music professor
said

First sold-out show in 30 years
~ellout," Seale said.
Two campaigns were conducted, one in the EdinburgMcAllen area and the second
in the Harlingen which was
done to see how well the orchestra would do.
Through the use of directmail out brochure of which
10,000 were sent out to
various cities From the
brochure a newspaper and
was designed and carried in
the Valley Morning Star, The
Monitor and a San Benito

newspaper.
"Very good results were
achieved as these two
methods sold 50 percent of
the hours." Seale said.
The sellout was not supplemented by the aid of the
winier Texans.
"We are too dependent on
them, the local patrons were
stimulated to support us,"
Seale said
The symphony season will
have three concerts 1n Edinburg. o ne in McAllen and four

Faure and Bergsma.
concerts in Harlingen
Soireer musicale. a group
The top salespersons were
Helen Grantz and Gwen Ed- of movements composed by
wards. "Together they sold 20 Rossini and scored for
percent of the tickets for the modern orchestra by Benfine arts auditorium," Seale • Jamin Britten will open the
conerl. Included on the prosaid.
The featured soloist for the gram after intermission will be
October concert is Lucila the Pelias and
Melisande
Montoya of the PAU music Suite by Gabriel Fanure.
The second half of the confaculty Montoya will sing
Canciones Amatorias by Enri- cert the o rchestra will perform
the Paul Bunyan suite by the
que Granados.
Seale, music director. will amencan composer William
perform works by Rossini. Bergsma. Although all seats at

PAU have been sold the box
office will begin selling ttckets
for unclaimed seats beginning
at 7:55 pm on the night of the
concert for $4. Seats will be
available to non-subscribers to
the Nov 23 concert in the
McAllen Civic Center The
concerts of the Pan American
University-Valley Symphony
orchestra are presented by the
South Texas Symphony
Association m Cooperation
with Pan American University

For five days, seminars and
workshops nn fund raisings
for o r<r,.,..,,rd~ were conducted Upoj: . rrival to the
valley Seale had ideas on how
to orqani7P
W,th th ~ help of the Board
of director~ and the support of
the South Tl!xas Symphony
Associatio n. the season ticket
campaign was designed .
·
Several s ub-committees
were formed with one group
composl!d of volunteers to sell
the tickets
"The numbl!r of people interested in the STSA and
volunteers who carried out the
plan culminated in the

Season opens--The Pan American University Orchestra Symphony opens lta fall season Tuesday night at the Fine Arts Complex
at 8 p.m. This Is the first sold out performance In 30 years.
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Letters to -the Editor

ASKEM

To the Editor:

QSCAR
Pan American University Student Association's march
toward stopping apathy continues.
Student Together On Progress (STOP) Is an attempt by
student government to curb apathy and make students
more aware of what is going on at the university. It should
also increase student interest.
Ricardo Saldivar, student association vice-president,
started STOP after a poor voter turnout in the recent elections.

I

I

)

/
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In reference to the Oct. 1.

1981 edition of The Pan
American m his letter to the
Editor. Mr. Abraham Miranda
makes several points that beg
clarafication
Firstly. Mr. Miranda is saying that "Ivan Yackinoiv" cannot go home after working in
a Soviet factory and " turn on
the tube and listen to the news
as ii really hapens ... because
T/\SS
censors all news" I
,...,,. 1hat either Mr. Miran-

da has been to the Soviet
Union and verified his allegations or he is speaking fr9m
other peoples·s experience. I
tend to think that the latter is
most likely.
Secondly, Mr Miranda obviously ignores the fact that
even though there is some
degree of freedom of the press
in this country. news is highly
censored and the news that
we watch 1s that which the
networks want us to watch I

also assume that Mr Miranda
has never compared news
stories that appear in our
valley newspapers with the
stories that appear in papers
outside of the Valley. If he
had done so, he would have
noticed just how slanted and
distorted our valley news·
papers are.
As for the charge of racism
against the amateur cartoonist
working at the Pan American.
it is a widely known fact that a

great many students who attend PAU do so in an attempt
to ~hake-off their roots and be
a part of the so-called
"AMERICAN DREAM" In
doing so they have acquired a
series of prejudices that tell
them that anything mexican is
shameful and to be made fun
of. including speaking with an
accent J believe that the cartoonist (though claiming it was
unintentional) is exhihiting
See Letters page 3

...

'

Ricardo Saldivar
Q: What is the progress of STOP?
Saldviar: The posters will be ready by Oct. 23 and they
will be put up Oct. 25. On Oct. 26, STOP week will start
because information and organizations pamphlets will be
distributed al the tables. We need to get more information
from the student organizations too. The booths will be
open from 9 p.m. to 4 p .m. We don't have the manpower to pass out information to the night students at this
lime.

Q: How Is the rally coming along?
Saldlvar: We have had some problems in scheduling the
rally because one activity has been scheduled in the UC
circle already. We may have to converge on the science
building circle. We have permission to walk everywhere
on campus, but we would like to start the rally at the UC
circle.
Q: What kind of feedback have you received?
Saldvlar: We have received very good feedback from all
over Some students aren't too thrilled about marching
because they think the marching will look silly. It's time
that we started showing school spirit and this Is as good a
time to start it. We have also received great support from
the faculty .
Q: What do you hope to accomplish with STOP?
Saldvlar: This will be a two-fold project. We want
students to become more aware of what is going on and
we hope they will become more Involved with the university. Students government is playing an active role in exposing students to the university.

Q: How will the program carry on?
Saldvlar: Two days after the rally, the Carnival of the
Great Pumpkin takes place and that will be a good way
for students to get involved. One month later, Bronco
queen elections take place and we are hoping to add
several referendums in the December elections. We want
students that are interested to become active during these
events.
Q: What happens if nothing develops?
Saldivar; Student government is very new to this and if it
doesn't work this way, there has to be another angle It can
work. We have lo make It work and something has to
come about from the rally. We cannot wait till the spring
semester to start this program because we will have lost a
whole semester. We need to bring several programs
before the Board of Regents and we need more student
support on these issues.
Q: Who are you appealing to?
Saldivar: We are appealing to everybody that is
a.ssociated with the with the university. We are trying to
capture the students first. We know students In the
organizations have already shown their interests and we
would like to see the independent students In this rally
We are very optimistic about the turnout--we hope that
300-600 will participate. I wish at the end of the rally student government will hear students say..."Is there
an thin we can he) ou with or an hin we can do."

Assassinations frequent,
No respect given to leaders
Assassination attemps have been frequent lately and
what can the average citizen do about it?
Starting last April in Washington, President Ronald
Reagan was nearly gunned down after a giving a speech.
The alleged assassin broke through light security to hit
Reagan and wounded other members of his group
About one month later, Pope John Paul II was sprayed
with gunfire at the Vatican square as he was greeting the
people. Again, security was loose and the alleged assassin
was able to severely wound the Pontiff.
During the summer, McAllen police officer Rosalin
Suarez was shot after he turned his back on an alleged
robber in McAllen .
In the last two weeks, shootings have come to the
Valley. Department of Public Safety Officer David Rucker
was gunned down after stopping Leonel Herrera for
speeding. Rucker turned his back on the driver and Her•
rera allegedly shot the DPS officer in the back of the head.

Oscar Garza
Editor

After leaving the scene, Herrera allegedly shot and
eventually killed Enrique Carrizalez in Los Fresnos after
the officer stopped him for speeding also
After a six day manhunt, Herrera was captured in Edinburg. He is facing two possible counts of capital murder.
Herrera allegedly wounded an Edinburg officer one year
ago and he was acquitted by a Jury.
Then. Egyptian President Anwar Sadat was assassinated by terrorists after the president was reviewing his ar·
my.
The next question is who is next?
What can we do to see that these scenes will not happen again? Gun control is not the answer because how
can we protect ourselves against an attack on our lives? In
three of these cases. the central figures did not carry any
weapons to protect the leader
The three officers never drew their guns because their

life was never threatened until they were shot.
The only reasonable answer is that the judiciary system
must be strengthened to punish these individuals who attempt to shoot public figures. Allowing someone to sit In
jail all there life does not solve the problem.
I am not talking about capital punishment, but I am askIng for the court systems to be stricter in their interpretation of the law. Somebody has to be punished if he takes
the life of someone else.
Respect for leaders and officers of the law needs to be
re-established and that has to start with the parents
teaching their kids.
These people are here to help you everyday and they
have lo make tough decisions everyday for you. All deci•
sions may not be popular but someone has to make
them Killing the leaders does not slove the problem of a
leader making a bad decision either. It Is a sad day when
people have to solve problems with weapons.
Whal ever happened to just talking problems out?
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feedoes not
profit UCPC

I COMMENTAR\~

Nora Lopez
No matter what you do, someone ls always going to
complain. This statement seems especially true of the $5
increase for lhe booth entree fees for the Carnival of the
Great Pumpkin.
UCPC, who sponsors the Carnival, must have anticipated some negative reaction when they decided to
raise the fee, but what could they do?
After all, what can you do when an event like this costs
you $2,653 to put on, and you only receive $675 from
club booths to help defer the cost. Something had to be
done, and in this case a $5 increase seemed the most
helpful solution.
Contrary to what some penny-pinching clubs think,
UCPC did not raise the fee to try and make a profit. Are
you kidlng? The $225 from the extra $5 won't even help
them break even, let alone make a profit.
The only people who benefit from this project are the
clubs themselves. This event has been taking place for the
past couple of years, therefore, it has gained are recognition as an annual fun event by most PAU students as well
as by neighboring high school students.
There is probably no other PAU event, except for the
Broncs basketball games, that attracts so many people as
does the carnival. This is the perfect money-raising drive
for clubs, and probably the only chance some clubs will
ever get at making a good profit.
It takes a lot of money to put an event like this together.
Last year alone, UCPC paid $300 for a band, $200 to the
winning booths, $261 to the print shop for posters advertising, $113 for security, $222 for electrical charges, $73
to have qualified electricians on hand, and $1,483 for
physical labor. Members of UCPC do all the manual work
like setting up and cleaning up.
So. for all of those clubs who are complaining, one
piece of advice, UCPC is giving clubs an opportunity to
raise money, don't let It go to waste, take it. Chances are.
when the profit comes back, you won't even miss the $5.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Letters cont. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - said prejudices in drawing the
mentioned cartoon.
Protesting this kind of
unintentional racism is within
our rights. This is no attempt
to censor de la Rosa's cartoons, but merely a strong
criticism of his insensitivity
towards others.

Eduardo H. Garza
Editorial staff:
There are many of us who
cherish first amendment rights
just as as much as newspaper
people do. And we recognize
the fact that freedom of the
press is sometimes synonamous with freedom to ridicule. Unfortunately, Frank de
la Rosa does not seem to
understand what editorial cartooning is all about
An
editorial cartoon is always
open to interpretation and a
good cartoonist makes that interpretation a fairly simple
matter.
Editorial cartoonists draw
with the purpose of expressing
their particular opinion.
ideology, or beliefs. They do
not do this by spelling things
out. Instead they opt for a
stronger impression by the use
of ridicule. innuendo. double
meanings, etc.
A GOOD newspaper is
responsive to public opinion.
It listens to the concerns of its
readers. The days of Hearststyle Journalism are over.
Thank you for granting me the
opportunity to excercise my
first amendment right.
P S By the way Frank, the
guillotine has been oulawed in
France, don't you read the
papers

Ofella de los Santos
To the Editor:
An article that appeared in
your Oct. I , edition has caused me to comment In the article. a decision by the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP) which
refused to teach the creation
theory alongside tl)e evolution
one to the students in the
education department.
I feel that evolution is as
religious as creation and that a
supernatural beginning is
more scientifically sound. At
least. there are as many explanations for creation as
there are for evolution And
when one is allowed to weigh
the pros and cons of both-the
scales hp in favor of creation. I
believe
Believe that is precisely
the point that should be made
evident to the student body It
is their right to believe and to
decide what to believe If
evolution is sound then what
is the harm of examining 11 in
comparison to another
theory?!
It is not logical to teach only
one explanation in this pruristic democracy to the exclusion of the other in taxsupported centers of education where the majority of taxpayers. students. and professors are Christian
The refusal by the AAUP

and Its local chapter on Pan
Am campus to teach creation
is a violation of academic and
religious freedoms but worse it
means a poor science and a
poor education for the student
body.
Of course, the explanation
for 1heir reaction is evident.
Southern state legislatures are
now passing legislation that
says creation must be presented where evolution is taught.
The handwriting is on the wall
for secular humanism and this
reaction is the "finger in the
dyke·· effort against an acceptable theory-creationism .

E. Kay Wilson, Sr.

Dear Editor,
I wish to thank Mr. Ramirez

same time, some of the
burden falls on the students to
respond on issues when asked
I have great faith in the PAU
students that they will.
There is just one correction
to your letter: You state that
how silly it would be for President Reagan to slate that
Congress was not aware of
the issues and did not know
what was going on and that is
what PAUSA was saying.
Well, the PAUSA Senate,
which is our student Congress
on campus, does know what
is going on and they have
been working hard to make
the students concerns knows!
Watch your analogies! Thank
you again, hope to meet you
soon.

Ricardo Saldivar

for his letter of last week concerning student Interest and Dear Editor:
PAUSA responsibility. As he
For several weeks now, I
can see by our STOP
APATHY program, the Stu- have been reading the Pan
dent Association recognizes Am Rag. My sole interest lies
the same problems he does. in the bull written to the Editor
Fred and I realize that PAUSA concerning Frank de la Rosa's
should make a great effort In cartoon.
I have written several letters
exposing PAU students to into
the editor but subsequently
formallon concerning vital
issues affecting the campus. filed them in the trash.
Frank Is not guilty! You
At the same time we again invite, as we have done for the people that keep writing letpast four months, any in- ters and pointing the finger at
dividual who is Interested to Frank are flat ignorant, stupid
and bhnd. Wake up dummies!
come work with us.
Mr. Ramirez, thank you for Remove you blinkers so you
caring about your school can see the light! They enemy
enough to take an Interest in you should be after is the one
its welfare. We the students of that has you by the Uncle
PAU are the future of the Sam
For me, loved the Frito
Valley and the country. But
our work starts here on the Bandito and Speedy Goncampus, if we cannot support zales, and if they are gone I
our campus in the way we will surely miss them. Is
should, we will not be able to Richard Pryor next in line?
By the way Cynthia. I am a
support our communities the
human
being put here by god,
way we should because this
campus is the FUTURE of the how about you?
community. PAUSA realizes Tom Minyard
this and pledges to work hard To The Editor:
in making all students become
How sexist can you get?
aware of these important
The cartoon about Sandra
Issues facing us all. At the

,~

O'Connor should not have
been printed. It showed poor
taste on the part of The Pan
American. The cartoon
depicts women as being good
only for household work and
unable to handle jobs that
were once held by men and if
they do gel that kind of job
they will lose their femininity
in the process.
Women can hold a job like
supreme court justice as well
as or better than a man. The
job requires knowing the constitution and rendering an un•
biased decision. It does not re•
quire that a person be of a certain sex.
I shall place this particular
cartoon In a very important
place---in the trash where it
definitely belongs.

Marta Ninfa Rodriguez
Dear Editor:
ls it at all possible the
Ronald Reagan could possibly
be right in his assertion of
outright theft by the nonneedy? Have the federal giveaway programs gone too far?
As pointed out by Eliseo
Rodriguez "75 percent of Pan
Am students are re,celving
financial aid of one type or
another."
Still, fashion jeans capture
the students. Brought a pair
lately?

Tom Minyard
Dear Editor:
As long as there ar property
taxes or estate taxes on Property). there Is no such thing
as private property. We are
all. in reality, renting from the
government; none of us owns
his land or his home If vou
think this Is not true. just don't
pay your property taxes for a
few years. and you will •ee the
government sell your home
for you

Jim McKeever

Classified
Ads

Right now, you're probably in a
career frenzy. Who wouldn't be
with so many options, so many
people giving you well•
intentioned advice. Do you feel
like you're running around in
circles, with time gaining fast?
Slow down, take a deep breath,
and consider the options
logically.

JOB INFORMATION
Alaskan and Overseas
employment. Great income
potencial. Call 602-941-8014
Dept. 502. Phone call refun•
dable.

NL Industries is a very logical

78 Dodge Sportsman/Van Land
Custom • 37,000 miles, Air AMFM 8 track, sink, cooler, 4-360
seats, 1 seaVbed $6,000 -Phone
787-8941

Surplus Jeeps, Cars, Trucks Car•
inv. value $2143 sold for $100
For information on purchasing
similar bargains, call 602941-8014 Ext. 502. Phone call
, refundable.

Soooo Big · Holding a tip of a branch of the ublnus
(cypress) tree, Dr. Pauline James, profeuor of
biology, explains that the trees can be five or six feet
In diameter. Many once g~w along the Rio Grande
below Falcon Dam, but now only a few small ones
can be found. (See photo spread pages 10 and 11.)

Classified rate is 20 cents a line
with a minimum of $1 for each In•
sertion. pay able in advance
Bring Ad copy to The Pan American Emilia Hall 100 Deadlines ,s
Fnday noon To estimate cost
count 30 letters and spaces to a
line.

we v-nuld like to visit with you
in person when our
representatives are on your
campus
Thursday & Friday

Oct. 29-30
Register at your campus caree
placement office, or send us
your resume if our visit is
Inconvenient for you. And, don t
worry, you'll make the right
decision if you just take the
time to think things through
carefully. We hope that you
decide on NL Industries.

option. We're a diversified
Fortune 200 company with
major divisions in oilfield
equipment, petroleum services,
chemicals, and metals. The
wor11 we do is absorbing and
very important in today's
economy. We're involved in
areas of rapid growth and
development with unlimited
opportunities for talented NL fnduatrles, Inc.
professionals. Suite 1500
1900 West loop South
Now doesn't that include just Houston, Texas 77027
about everything on your list?

ELECTRONIC EARRING AND
PIN . Send S6.00 for one or
$10.00 for two to: TRADING.
Box 1007-A, Warwick, R.I.
02888.

I ~

ACCOUNTING/FINANCE .
SALES/MARKETING or with
an MBA,

II you're graduating in:

1

111

NL Industries, Inc.
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by John Fl•her

by Ella de los Santos
Movie Editor
The famed 'Chicken Ranch,' that Is talked about In
hushed tones is the story behind "The Best Little
Whorehouse In Texas."
Recently, the Broadway Theater League of the Harlingen Area Chamber of Commerce presented "The Best
Little Whorehouse in Texas."
The play will become a movie by Universal Pictures.
The co-authors of the script are Larry L. King and Peter
Masterson. Masterson is also a co-director with Tommy
Tune.
The play is based on the 'house of Ill repute' that
became famous because of the astoundingly high number
of prominent Texas legislators, politicians, and governors
that were reported to have been entertained at this place
In La Grange, Texas.
The establishment had existed for almost 100 years.
Then In the fall of 1973, due to the investigative reporting
of a television reporter from Houston, the house was closed.
The play was a very enjoyable, well presented
theatrical stage show. It is a musical and the actors and actresses made the play very lively and appealing with their
musical talents. The stage setting was different from what
one might expect, It certainly was not like any Shakespearean presentation might be
It consisted of a series of stairs and platforms that were
used as they only set for the entire presentation. Although
the dialogue might be considered a bit racy, It served its
purpose and further established the setting as a
whorehouse.
The character that did seem to be overdoing the cussing was the sheriff. However, since the play dealt with
country folk and prostitutes, one would expect some
coarse language.
The play also features the 'senior football players of the
Texas A & Aggies. Each year, the winning seniors In the
University of Texas--Texas A&M game are 'treated' lo a
night a t Miss Mona's.
This particular event is said to be sponsored by the
Alumni Association of the respective schools. That tradition meets its death; however, when the 'snoopy' reporter
and his team of 'watchdog helpers' (as his staff is referred
to In the play) shine the light on Miss Mona's place and
not only discover the athletes, but a prominent unidentified senator as well

"Here I am, the one that
you love... "
"Here I am again/ I've
come to see you smile . "
And so it goes Australianbased Air supply's latest
release "The One That You
Love" is an ego trip of "I Want
you backs" with an ample
share of downbeats and past
tenses.
First of all, Air Supply has
the most romantic piano since
Mid-Seventies' Manilow It's
not that a piano isn't romantic,
but a piano only has 88 keysand those are its limits. In
looking at similarities, we feel
the piano keeping tempo, and
ivory was never tickled so softly.
We also see the same
phrases in every song, either
"I Want" or "I've Got" or "I
Am," the last one usually
preceded by "Here."
We can hear the same
voices dishing out the same
lines, usually those of the
Feminine-sounding Russell
Hitchcock, and the much
bolder Graham Russell.
We can sense the songs are
read like any newspaper's
sports page full of yesterday's
scores.
But I remember Love as
telling the girl/woma n/ Ms.,
how great she was to me, not
how bad I'm feeling or what I
can offer. At least the music is
consoling and pretty, although at times it's overly
mushy, and the songs as a
whole contain nothing the
Muzak Stations would turn

From then on, the big controversy of the whorehouse ts
blown up_by the reporter who, with the help of the help of
the Baptist leaders of the town begin their rampage to
close the house. The play also has Its touching, more
dramatic moments that deal with human emotion and
morals played against pleasure

All In all, the play was very enjoyable and was given a
much deserved standin!t ovation at the final curtain call.
Larry L. King, was nominated for a Tony Award for his
work on the script of 'Whorehouse' which Is based on his
original story that was published In Playboy magazine In
1977 he began his career as a journalist in Texas and New
Mexico and has won many awards, both for journalism
and acting.
Peter Masterson. was also nominated for two Tony
awards for the Best Book of a Musical and Best Director
for his work with the play He won a Drama Desk Award
for his direction of "The Best Little Whorehouse in
Texas." Masterson la a Texas native and got the idea for
the play after reading King's article in Playboy.

a'!.ay
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One of the cleanest-I
sounding classical rockersl
around ls and always will bel
the Moody Blues on "Longl
Distance Voyager," Thel
group's latest release, thel
originators of Orchestral Popi
Rock (in 1968) have polished!
the sound (again) to an elec-1
tric shine
I
Varying the percussion andl
sounds-this time with the em-I
phasis on synthesized key- I
boards by the Moodies'
newest member Patrickl
Moraz, formerly of yes--"Voy1
ager" is the Complete Moodyl
Blues. typical of all the l
previous concept albums· Alli
the trademarks are present;I
the lyrics that preach Univer-1
sal Peace, Love and Har-1
mony; the Ballads; and thl
quick orchestral numbers, I
climating in a lilting majeslict
rocker, "Voyager" plays llkel
textbook Moody Blues.
I
The whole cosmic gang Isl
here, collecting on vinyl somel
good headphone pieces (stan-1
dout is "Talking Out Ofl
Turn"), some great seductionl
stuff ("The Voice" and "In M~
World") , and a typical fin-I
ishing crescendo-trilog~
("Painted Smile" "Reflectivel
Smile"-"Veteran Cosmid
Rocker")
I
"Long Distance Voyager"J
possibly symbolic of the:
members ages, just past middie age and still rockin' •is not ~
resting on past laurels, but thel
planting of mighty oaks: bothl
band and tree have the secrets
1
of the World, and they're notl
telling
I

------------------..--

~~···•~****
~
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(bor-'Wad
BEER & WINE
Enjoy watching football on our wide Television screen.

&oeiah:

Monday- Friday llA.M.-2P.M.
TRY OUR NEW DEEP DISH PIZZA
302 ED CAREY DR., HARLINGEN

428 · 4933

ttt

3420 NORTH 10TH ST., McALLEN

687 · 1537

...- •

I
I
I
I
I

The Best Pizza In Town.' Honest.
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Debbie remains part of
American Indian Legend
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American Horse
interested in heritage

Only four members remain
In the American Horse Indian
family and one daughter
walks among us.

"The only real trouble came
when I Joined the Marines and
they asked me to change my
name because American
Horse was too long for the ID
label for my clothes," Debbie
Debbie American Horse Is said. "They did make the label
part of American Indian longer so my name could flt
legend. Her family was part of because I wanted my real
the Ogalala Sioux tribe from name on mv clothes."
Oklahoma.

"My father was a fullblooded Oglala Sioux, but I
am half- Indian," Debbie said.
Ironically, American Horse
was not supposed to be their
family name.
"Through an Interpreter,
American Horse became our
last name," Debbie said. "I
don't know what our real
name is. but I am still proud of
American Horse."

Going through the Indian
boarding schools, Debbie
remembers the Indian history
books.
"Everything was told differently because It said we
were the aggressive people,
but that was not true, we were
very passive people nonviolent people," Debbie said.
The 25-year-old Oklahoma
native is a computer science
major, but her real interests lie
in anthropology, specifically
Indiana culture.

"We have two brothers and
one other sister in our family,
and my brothers are the only
ones that will carry on our
family name," Debbie said.

As a child, Debbie never
noticed anything different
about her last name until she
reached kindergarten because
"My name was different from
anybody else's."

Milltary is in her family
blood. Her third great grandfather was killed in the battle
of Wounded Knee. Her
grandfather, who was only a
young child then, survived the
battle.

In the Morlnes--Debbie American Horse fUls out

paper work.

photo

by Pacific Stars and Stripes

.I
,,.

By Oscar Garza
Editor

She feels Indians today are
"We do see each other a lot
more proud of their heritage on holidays and we are very
than Indians 20 years ago.
close," Debbie said.
"In the past,. Indians had to
Debbie lives In Alamo and
live like a white person to
she
has a 14-month-old son.
make it, but since we became
American citizens, we don't
have_ to do this anymore,"
As a member of minority,
Debbie said.
Debbie does receive benefits
In addition to her brothers from the government such as
Dawson, 24 and Mark, 22, aid !n her college and hospital
and her sister Delphine, 18; fees.
Debbie's mother Shirley lives
in Oklahoma. Her mother
"I Just want to get through
drives 18 wheeler trucks school because I am very
because "she wants to see the career minded." Debbie said.
country because all kids are "I hope I can learn more an
grown up." Her father died about the Indian culture."
several years ago.

"Thank God he did because
I never would not be here to
do if he didn't," Debbie said.
Her grandfather fought in
World War II and my father
fought in Korea.
While she and her brothers
were marines and they traveled to Japan.
"It will be very difficult for
me to learn the language now
because you have to be taught
from birth to speak Indian
language because ii is hard on
you throat," Debbie said. The
language also differs in
another way. Debbie said.
"There are no cuss words In
Indian, so the ones you use in
English are the same for Indians."
Debbie says she would not
want to go back to the reservation to live bycause there
are no job opportunities for Indians there.
"Most Indians want to stick
together and it is harder for
one to go out in the world,"
Debbie said. "They need to
get rid of the reservation
because Indians don't run the
reservations, the government
does."

RODRIG
complete line of

• AUTO ACCESSORIES•
For Car, Truck, Van

421-A South Main, McAllen
682-3291

OPENS OCTOBER 23rd AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU!
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'Paternity' : wm
you have my baby?

Have you ever thought of having children but just
couldn't bear the thought of getting married to do it? Well,
you are not alone. Burt Reynolds' latest film, 'Paternity'
deals with this subject.
Reynolds stars as New York's most eligible bachelor
who decides that he would like to have a son -- but he
doesn't want a wife. Instead, he would like to make the
conception and birth of his son as unemotional as possible.
Ha and his friends decide that to interview women and
present their 'deal' to them. It gets pretty hilarious and
when the specifics are discussed and the future father
decides that only a woman with certain qualities such as
intelligence, health, beauty, good breasts, and no famil;
background of insanity can be considered. The 'lucky girl'
is selected and will earn $50,000 plus for her part in lhe
deal.
Sounds pretty cut and dry doesn't it? Well it is not. Unfortunately for both parties, the entire matter becomes
very emotional.
Reynolds plays his part well. It certainly is different
from his 'Smokey' pictures and lets Reynolds appear as
an elgible bachelor omitting the All-American playboy
that we are used to seeing. It was surprising to see that
Reynolds could indeed portray a character that wasn't
always driving a fast, black, Trans-Am and chasing Sally
Fields while being chased himself, by a sreeching siren, a
top a dilapidated sheriffs car. Reynolds leading lady In
this film is Beverly D'angelo. Although she is somewhat of
a newcomer to the silver -screen, she certainly did a surprisingly good Job of being the expectant mother. After
all, just how many of us women could even think of being
aroused by having whale mating calls piped in to get us in
the right mood?

~

-

Ellard proposes

THE
junior college
QOVERNMENTQ for Edinburg
REPQR~T
~~ ~ Community
"I made a motion to the
PAU is almost ready to
Development move into a new admlnistrart

~ : ,\ _ .,
--•-

•
First of all, I feel it's my duty to congratulate the
PAUSA Senate. They've been meeting Just about every
Wednesday night at 10:00 p.m., since the beginning of
the fall semester. !Senators! Keep it up!
A fine example of this was evident at last Wednesday's
meeting when presidents of various campus organizations
were asked to attend the senate meeting. The senators
wanted some feedback on the proposed STOP program.
The campus leaders agreed that the "STOP" would be a
good start in our fight against apathy.
It was also suggested that some sort of communication
between organizations has to be established so that school
activities may be promoted through each oraganization in
efforts to increase student involvement.
It has been suggested that some sort of Presidents
Council be organized. Presidents or their represenatlves
would meet on a bi-monthly basis, or as deemed
necessary. These representatives would in turn, report to
their organizations as to what activities are coming-up.
We, at the Student's Association are open to suggestions. We wait to hear from you, the Student! Please feel
free to come by U.C. 314 or call 381-2517. We want to
hear from you!
Fred Rodriguez

PAUSA Pt'esldent

Council for a junior college in
Edinburg," stated Dr. Charles
Ellard, chairman of the counell of Community Development for Edinburg.
"The motion was directed
to the city council of Edinburg
where I pointed out several
things: that high unemployment and poverty rate in the
valley is very high, that
Federal fundings being
withdrawn in all areas of AntiPoverty programs, that Edinburg as a city has a good
record for helping low income

tion building and some
facilities will be available for
usage. He urged the City
Council to work with other interested parties such as the
Edinburg School District and
the Chamber of Commerce
and any other agency that
may be capable to try to move
the project along to develope
a community college in this
area.

A study was done in Edinburg to try and determine the
best strategy for economic
people largely In housing development and they felt the
assistance which is treating the best way of economic devesymptoms of poverty rather lopment was to attract some
than treating the root causes industry related to or had as a
and that TSTI has done a part of Its professional persongood job in technical training; nel related to the junior colbut their scope is limited and lege.
doesn't seem to touch people
from Hidalgo County so we
need expanded services in this
area." added Ellard.
"They specficlly didn't state
a community college but with
a community college it would
bring more professional personnel and It would also bring
a boom to the economy of
EdinburQ." Ellard said

TO A FRYING START.

It would also provide young
people job skills to relieve lowincome in the Valley. This will
also give them a choice of
technical training

Ellard believes that the proposed junior college should be
run by the School District
because they already run
some progress such as SouthMiddle School.
"The proposed junior college has been tabled for the
next meeting November for
further discussion," concluded Ellard.

Srarc a meal ar Whataburger« with our
hoc, crispy French fries.
Fresh-fried ro a golden brown uncil
they're just right. And free when you
bring in rhis coupon.

So clip ic our and come in and order
a big, fresh Whacaburger. We'll cook ic
1usr for you wirh all the things you like.
Plus we'll give you an order of fries.
Absolucely free!

WHATABURGfll
------------------------------------,
Free French Fries

One free small order of trench fnes with this coupon
PluM preMDt coupon to cHhla when orderlnt. Limit one coupon per cu.toma.

1320 N CLOSNEA
N HWY. 211

EOINBURG
TU.AS
76S39
no. ffUFOIIA, AFS
PH A C (512) 383-6822
383-e&II

COUPON REDEEMABLE AT WHATABURGER NUMBER 60, EDINBURG
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 21, 1981

WHATABURGER
---------------------------~----------~------------~
1'ltballdabiarrbdlnbarar.

-
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Speakers for awareness
The Speakers Bureau has
been established to stimulate
public discussion and
awareness of important
issues.
The second year program is
sponsored by the Pan American University Forensics and
the Department of Communications. George Mclemore
and Neal Rieke will coordinate
the programs.
The non-profit service
organization is made up
students and faculty members
with knowledge and expertise
in their respective fields.
--Programs for the 81-82
-year:
1. "The Chicana Feminist:
Who Is she?" by Ofelia de los
Santos
2. "lntercultural Commuication ~ Conflict Resolution" by
Rubio Salinas
3. "Your Dally Newspaper:
How Is It Put Together?" by
Oscar Garza
4. "Television: What Are Its
Effects Anyway?"
5. "Adolescent Society As a
Culture" by Becky Howell
6 . "The Family In Transition"
by Mary Ann Eklund
7. "American Labor Unions:
Should They Be Regulated By
The Government?"
8. "Exercise and Diet to Look
& Feel Good" by Olga Villela
9 . "Literature As Commu-

nication: Contemporary Expression" by Anna de Haro,
Thelma Ragus , Brenda
Vickers, Javier Hurtado
10. "Toxic Shock Syndrome:
The Problem" by Ester
Navarro
11. "Driving for Safety and
Economy" by Liz Salazar
12. "Marriage Preparation
Program: A Positive Trend"
by Mary Ann Eklund
13. "Euthynasia: Tbe Ethical
Issues" by Ofelia de los Santos
14. "Pan American Theatre
Programs for '81-'82" by
Theatre students
15. "Communications Department Faculty Program!."
by Communications Dept.
Faculty
The Speakers-Program
Bureau is intended to help
students acquire public commun ication experiences
wherein they apply and use
their communication skills and
draw upon their own personal
training and expertise in their
selected program areas.
"This year's set ofprograms
is, we think, the best and most
broadly based ever," Mclemore said. "All students
have worked hard to develop
and prepare programs that
should meet the needs of
almost any interested group In
the valley."

"The Speakers-Program
Bureau is dedicated to the
proposition that students and
the university should be involved within the community
in a professional and responsible way," Mclemore said.
"It should be emphasized
that these programs represent
the opinions and views of the
students and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Communications Dept., or
those of Pan American University ." Mclemore said .
"Mclemore expects this year
to be a very busy one for the
Bureau."

Also, this year's brochure
has already been printed , any
student interested in being involved in this years activities
can still contact Mclemore, /
Program Coordinator In the
Speakers Bureau--George McLemore. Instructor, OfelJa de los Santos, Anna
Communication Dept., 206
Southwick Hall, ext. 3585.
de Haro, Becky Howell, Mary Ann Eklund, Liz Salazar, Thelma Ragus, T.
J . Flemmer, Olga VIileia, Eater Navarro, Neal Rieke, Instructor, Rubio Salinas,
Jay Lugo and Gary Bacon.

1su~rvisors7 Jl!ii=P
I
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012 North Mo,nlAa°" flom ~ Llbtarv)Mc;.Alen. T•ot

semmar set

The center for continuing
education is sponsoring a serminar on how to become a
more effective supervisor.

THE

The seminar will be offered
on Oct. 28 from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. at the Nursing
Education building auditorium
room 112. Robert Jones,
ma nagement consultant ,
speaker. A $45 registration
fee will be charged and the
deadline is Oct. 21.

IS COMING

,.........,. (5'2) --2•56

SAVE TIME!

ship to the organization and
the team members, develop
and use skills for solving interpersonal problems and
more effectively achieve personal and organizational objectives.
Also to reinforce and to
develop skills which will help
build a motivated and
synergistic team a nd to
recognize and develop personal strengths and leadership
abilities.

H ave a professional do it!

Reports
Com position s
Etc.
Reasonable Prices

T YPING
Resumes
Thesis
Term Papers

MIIATIONAI.
ASSOCIATION
Of

~

$EC1IEWtlAI. SERYICES

The seminar is designed to
help the individual understand
tough-minded insights into
what a supervisor's responsibilities really are and how to
focus on results, rather than
activities.

1615 W. University
383-6151
Mon. • Fri. 4 • 2
Sat. & Sun. 8 • 2

The seminar will also help
the participant understand
themselves and their relation-

*

" A Texas Saloon"
GOOD AS SOME

BETTER THAN MOST

GRADUAT E ST UDY IN PUBLIC POLICY

The LBJ School of Public Affairs at The University of
Tex.ls at Austin emphasizes public policy analysis, interdisciplinary reseclrch, and summer internships in government clgencies in its graduate programs:
Mclster's Degree in Public Affairs
loint Degrees Program with the UT Lclw School
Joint Degrees Progrc'lm with the UT College of Engineering
Joint Degrees Progr,1m with the UT Grcldu.ite School
of Business
Financit1I ,1id cl nd fellow sh ips ,1re t1vailable b.i~t•d on me rit
or need.

MONDAY· $1 NITE All drinks a buck
TUE & WED. · 35e Draft.
THUR:· Ladies Nite 9-11
HAPPY HOUR 4 · 10

50¢ draft & $1.00 bar drinks

LIVE COUNTRY MUSIC

\1/1 I \\11/'J lli l,Ll'Rb l N/1\ 1 /\'E,·\1

O ffice of Placemen t
Pan American University
OCTOBER 15, 1981
9:00-3:00 p.m .

9:30 Thurs. - Mon.
WE'RE FUN. WE'RE COUNTRY, WE 'RE FRIENDLY
WE'RE THE SPLIT RAIL JOIN US!

l
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Broncolympics applications due,
Third period classes dismissed
Organizations competing in
the Broncolympics must turn
in applications by tomorrow
according to the UCPC office.
Applications are available in
the organization mailbox on
the second floor of the University Center or in UC 303.
The games will be held
south of the Science Building
on Oct. 22 during activity
period.
Dr. Carl L. Grantz, ac•
ting Vlce•Prealdent for
Academic Affalra haa an•
nounced that 3rd period
clauea wlll be dlamlaaed
on Oct. 22 ao that Bron•
colympica may Involve aa
much of the campua community H poalble.
The popularity of last year's
Broncolympics has prompted
UCPC to sponsor this festive
event again.
Broncolympics consists of
different games in which

organizations compete against Alpha Phi Omega, and Kaptime or situations and not pap Deltas have already filled
necessarily aqainst each other. their applications in order to
The games were devised to challenge last year's winner-promote friendly competition, the International Students'
comradery and recreation Association.
among orgainations. These
Thomas says Broncolymremain the objectives for thls pics can be enjoyed by all
year's Broncolympics, accor- members of the campus comding to Debbie Thomas, coor- munity.
dinator of student activities.
"We're loking forward to a
"Plans are underway for an good turnout," she add.
improved and updated version of Broncolympics," said
Florinda
Garcia,
cochairperson of UCPC's diversions committee. "New games
have been added, scorekeeping has been revised, and the
execution of games has been
changed."
Garcia also said there will
be a special surprise presentaPan American University's
tion at the end of the games
Learning Resource Center has
that everyone can look forextended its hours to suit the
ward to.
growing needs and demands
The Intercollegiate Knights,
of students who use the library
facUlty.
Your old
The library section of the
_pair of
center has changed its weekday hours from 7:45 a.m. to
shoes is
10:30 p .m. to 7:45 a.m. to
worth
11 p.m. On Fridays, the
library hours remain the same,
7:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Weekend hours are from 9:00
a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturdays
and 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. on
on any new pair
Sundays.
of shoes from
According to Bob Mcp
Dowell, who is in charge of
the Reader's Services, attributes the reason for the
changed hours Is because of
the Increased number of
limit Olli old pair
students who have expressed
PlftMAIW pair
a direct need for late hours.

TRADE-IN
SALE

TRADE-IN VALUE
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LRC
Extends
Hours

Interview List
14 & 15

McAllen I.S.D.

14 & 15
15
15
16

Texas Instruments
K-Mark Apparel
LBJ School of Public Affairs
A. C. Nielsen Co.

20
20 & 21
20 & 21
20 & 21
21

A & M College
Corpus Christi National Bank
Exxon
Caterpillar Tractor Co.

28
28 & 29
29

Texas Dept. of Health Harlingen
The Superior Oil Co.
Computer Language Research
Washington State University
McLean Trucking Company
Lauder, Van Burkleo, Powell
& Miller
Southwestern Life Ins. Co.
Texas Instruments
J. C. Penney Co.

29 & 30

NL Petroleum Services

22
26
26
27
27

Elem., Biling., All Level. SecondaryAll areas.
Computer Information Systems
Business, Management.
Graduate Students
Gen Business, Liberal Arts. Mktg.
Fd. Repre.
Graduate Programs (not offered at
PAU)
Finance, Accounting, Management.
Marketing.
BS/MS: Acctg., Bus. Admin.,
Econ., Mktg., Com Sci.
All majors.
Accounting.
CS, CIS, Accounting, Science.
Graduate Program · all majors.
Business, Marketing.
Accounting.
Business, Mgmt., Home Off., Sales.
Accounting, Finance.
BBA-Comp. Inf. Systems for Programmer/Analyst.
Biol., Chem., Acctg., Gen. Bus.,
Mktg.

Off the wall flick scheduled
The Rocky Horror Picture
Show is one of the 70's first off
the wall cult films. The movie
will be shown Oct. 30-31 In
the Snack Bar.
On Oct. 30, the film will be
shown at 8 p.m. and at 10
p.m . and on Oct. 31, the film
will be shown at 10 p.m. and
at midnight.
The movie touches a variety of areas and it is a kinky
rock'n roll science fiction horror satire. The movie has been
very popular since 1975 and
its R rating has captured
students as well as adults
The movie centers around a

couple stumbling into a castle
of weirdos from the planet
Transylvania and the adventure begins.
The Oct. 31 showing in is in
conjunction with the Carnival
of the Great Pumpkin.
A dress contest will take
place at this special two day
Halloween showing. The
honors will be given at all four
showings.
'The movie is a loose and
exciting flick," Belinda Barbosa, UCPC films committee
chairperson, said. "The success of the our film depends
on audience participation and

appropiately dressed fans.
You better prepare yourself
for Rocky Horror Picture
Show fever. it will definitely
grab you for a crazy ride."

Movie tickets
available
PAU students and faculty
may purchase discount
theater tickets for any plitt
theater in the Valley for $2. 75
from the Alumni Association
at the University Center 103.
For further information
please, contact Jerry Baldwin
at 381-2500

GRADUATING???
Computer Science• Mathe Science
or Accounting Majors
Computer Language Research, Inc. (FAST-TAX) is
the industry leader in the development, marketing
and support of sophisticated, computerized.
income tax planning and preparation systems.
We are a young, dynamic 40 million dollar multinational firm headquartered 1n the North Dallas
suburb of Carrollton. We now have entry level
career opportunities for

APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS
e Rnancial applications using Pl./1
e OS/MvS CICS On-line IMS
• Heavy user interface

TAX ACCOUNTANTS
• Tax law research, planning and tax compliance
e Client problem definition and solution
• Heavy DP interface
Computer Language Research offers not only
competitive salary and benefits. but more than
that on opportunity to learn and move up in
a fast track company. Our representative will
be conducting personal inteN1ews one day only on
OCTOBER 26, 1981.
Sign up at the Placement Office now! You will be
pleasantly surprised at what you find
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

.

Agency/Company
Internal Revenue
Service Houston,
Tx
NASA
Houston, Tx

Position
Special Agent, Tax
Audit Revenue
Agent Accountant
Student Trainee

Lawrence Livermore
Lab. Livermore,
California

Student Intern

Bus. Admn.,
CS, Math,
Engineering,
Physics
Chemistry,
Cs, Bio-Med-

perience is preferred. Work
hours are 12 hours per week
with a $3.35 an hour salary.
Interested persons should
contact Yearbook Editor,
Sandra Barbosa at Emilia Hall
room 100.

National Finance
Center-USDA New
Orleans, Louisiana
National Center for
Health Statistics
Hyattsville,
Maryland
NOAA
Boulder, Colorado
National Bureau of
Standards Washington. DC

Studeni Trainee

Natton.sl Institute of
He.slth
Bethesda, Maryland

Student Assist.snt

Physics,
Engineering
Accounting,
Math, CS.
CIS
Math, Stallstics, CS, CIS

Student Assistant

Math, CS

Student Trainee

c:s

Student Trainee

Economics,
M.sth, CS.
Engineering,
Chemistry,
Physics
Engineering,
Fin.snce,
Business,
Biology, CIS,
Chemistry,
Physics, Math
All Majors

Student Trainee

Medical Aid Trainee

Speech Pathology

Occupational
Therapy
Physic.sl Therapy
Pharmacy Therapy

Nursing,
Health Relat•
ed Pro•
fessisons,
Science
Speech &
Hearing,
Physical
Therapy
Physical
Therapy
Physical
Therapy
Chemistry,
PrePharmacy

We also have several positions with local Employers in the
McAllen, Brownsville, and Pharr area for the following majors:
Accounting, Math, Physics, Business, CIS, Science, and
Marketing
For more information come by the Co-op Office. University
Ccmler, Room 107A

r-----------------Vole's Drive Inn
1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The El Bronco yearbook is
seeking a staff member. Job
requirements include interviewing, writing stories and
drawing up layouts for the
Sports section of the yearbook. Previous yearbook ex-

Majors
Liberal Arts

icine,

Brooks Air Force
Base San Antonio,
Tx
Dept. of Health &
Human Services
Bethesda, Maryland

I
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Annual looks for staffer

Internships Available
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Specializing in Fajitas
ONLY $3. 75
lj Beans
2 Guacamole
3 Salad & Tortillas
720 North Closner
(Corner of 281 & Schunior) Orders to go welcomed

____________
Edinburg, Texas

_________ _

...., 381-9623

FREE
Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

She lf ftxed--The two Jacks were removed after the shelf
was recently fixed.

Brick Shelf repaired
The brick shelf sagging over
the support Facility has been
repaired.
The shelf had dipped down
o ne inch and two jacks were
placed under the shelf to keep
it from dipping down anymore.
"The problem was that
there was no concrete In the
column base; therefore, the
shelf flattened the wooden

wedges which were holding
up the shelf up," Louis
Devries, physical plant supervisor, said. "Somebody forgot
to replace the wedges and
pour the concrete base."
Everything is back in place
a nd it looks normal, according
to Devries.
"There are no estimates of
the cost for re pairing the shelf
at this time," Devries said.

IS

MUSIC YOU
WANT TO HEAR
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Class gets first hand experience
Ecology students
are getting first hand
experience at studying
plants and animals In
their natural habitat .
Since 1953, Dr.
Pauline James biology
professor, has been
taking her ecology students on field trips
locally and she plans
to take them to the
Laguna Atascosa Refuge, Santa Anna
Refuge and the New
Combe Ranch outside
Laredo this semester.
Depending on the
weather, James schedules eight to 10 field
trips a semester.
"This helps reinforce the class materials," James said.
"You may see bats,
bird nests or vultures,

but we take things as
they come."
The senior level
class Is the first
ecology class offered
in the program. It is
designed so students
can observe many of
the natural habitats in
the Valley and the effeet that development
is having on the
ecology.

I

Many plants and
animals native to the
Valley are disappearing because of extensive agricultural, industrial and urban
development, according to James.
James says ninetenths of the brush
and natural habitat of
the Valley has already
been destroyed.

Come here • Steve Perttlonl uses his raquetball racket
to persuade the bats to come out.

Ready for the trek--Arnold Sanchez climbs down the hill at Sallnefio.

Photos by
Belinda Barbosa
Starting out-Climbing through the barb wire, ecological Students begin

their work.

,

A bat •• Kyle Selcer displays the bat he caught at
Falcon Dam.
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re-en orce classroom ma erial

What's that--Ludl Garcia focu•ea In on an lntere•tlng eubject.

Restfng--After a long day, several eenlor take a reet before the long ride
home.

-

Searchlng--As the sun gete ready to eet. Arnold Sanchez look• for other Interesting ecological Item•.

-

Shopping hours: 9:30-9:00 dally; 9:30-7:00 Sunday (Closed Saturday)

Enter
Anthony's

·A·

□OCIH~Elr
Contest
AndYouMay
Win
$500 CASH!
Tired of Neinc the ume old pocket deaipe on jeana? Now',
your chance to de.ip your own for ATB (Anthony'■ tc,s. n'
bottom■) junior jeana. The beat pocket deaipa will be NDt to
Oklahoma City to be judpcl by ATJI deeipen. Entry blanb
are available in our junior department■, and muat be ntumecl
to ■ton■ by October 30, 1981. The winner will be announcecl by
December 1, 1981. All entri• become the property of C.R.
Anthony Co., Inc. and will not be ntumed. Good luck! Enter u
many timee u you lib!

ATB jeana are the beat fittiq, beet lookinc jeana a junior can
buy, and you'll 6nd Iota of pocket ■tyl• to clMICIN from. The
100.. cotton denim ileuy-are andeuy-weu. So, when you're
in our junior department try on a pair of ATB jeana for junion,
then pick up an entry blank! ATB jeana available in mea 6-13,
priced from $16.00 to $22.00.

_..,,,.
May we De of serviceTMcAllen Phone 686-0293); 383-4661 ; Harlingen (4~8-4042); Rio Grand• City (417-333i)

--
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elects
officers

~ANNOTATE

Officers for the Texas Student Nurses Association have
been elected. They are as
follows Jina Segovia-presid en t; Bill Kaiser-vicepresident; Yolanda Espinozasecretary and treasurer-Mari
Garcia.

Last week Anwar-el-Sadat was assasinated sending the
strategic Middle East area into turmoil. During this time of
unbalance students were asked what role should the US
play in the Middle East?

Fred Rodriguez said, "The
US should play a vital role
because Egypt needs a ally.
We have vital Interests there.
We sent three presidents to
Sadat's funeral and therefore
have their interest at heart."

(

Richard Garcia said, "The
US should take the role as a
peacemaker, stabilizer, as the
middle east is very important
area due to their oil."

Ooavid

...

~

Ramp for hondlcopped---Workmen are constructing a concrete ramp outside the mens dorm. The ramp will reach only the first Door. According to
Doroteo Alvarado of building maintenance, a similar ramp Is planned for
the womens dorm. The ramps are being built due to the constant malfunc•
tlonlng of the hydraulic lift. Both ramps wlll have Iron guards and lined with
brick on the side.

Wells, who died from a
gunshot wound, was a
freshman at Pan American
University. Before attending
PAU, Wells attended Minor
Seminary in Corpus Christi

to perform
I I is apparent that at this time the US should consider all
of its decisions concerning Egypt carefully and not step on
anybody's feet. Well, till next week see Ya later.

~~

Funeral services for Richard
Wllliam Wells, who died early
Sunday morning were held at
10 a .m. Tuesday in St.
Joseph Catholic Church in
Edinburg.

'Exit' band
Exit, a rock and roll band
from Donna will perform today at the UC circle according
to Elvira Cruz, bandbooking
chairperson. The act is being
sponsored bv UCPC.

Lopez

DAVID'S MUG & BRUSH
HIS & HERS OMEGA HAIRSTYLISTS
422 E. Universrty
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(512) 383-9225
The beginning or the end
or your harr womes.

Edinburg

Near Golfcourse
New 2-3 Bedroom
Townhouses

$550.00 · $625.00
Security Deposit
Call

631-5451
From 8 - S

J

.~JD!i

Services held ~
For Richard Wells
I

where he graduated in 1980.
A lifelong resident of Edinburg, Wells also attended
Edinburg High School two
years where he was an active
member of the swim team.
Survivors are his parents

Helen de la Garza said, "I
do not think the US should
help Egypt extensively bec au se they might use
whatever aid we give them
against us."

"I think the trer 1d these days
is shooting the leaders
because people find it easier
to change their rules and
trends." Bhatti said. "If they
don't like their leader, they kill
him because that makes the
person feel better ''
He expects peace will come
about in the Middle East
because the countries will
come together because of the
death.
"I don't expect any other
shootings in the future
because Sadat was an important man ." Bhatti said

t\4'i?

TSNA will have their
meetings in the nursing
building auditorium the first
Tuesday of each month during activity period.

Anwar-el-Sadat

any country to Invade Egypt,"
Bhatti said. "I feel sorry for
Sadat because he was a great
man."
President Ronald Reagan
and Pope John Paul II were
nearly assassinated earlier in
the year and Bhatti sees the
Sadat death as following a
trend.
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TSNA

~ANDY'S

- - -Sadat cont.--

Edinburg, Texas

IS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert and Mary
Wells, a brother Robert Wells
Jr., and two sisters, Gloria
and Darlene Wells all of Edinburg

GOOD
LIBATIONS
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1981 yearbooks available
Close to 500 1981 yearbooks
are still available to interested
students at Student Publications.
Five thousand yearbooks
last April were distributed at
the Learning Resource Center
during the first three days. Approximately 4.000 yearbooks
were handed-out to students
during the first week alone.
The distribution center was
later transferred to Emilia
Hall.
"We had the best turn-out
ever in distributing yearbooks," said Oscar Garza. 1981
El Bronco Editor

PAU students are required
to present their identification
cards and be enrolled for nine
hours or more. Student Publications is open weekdays
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m
"It's been steady." said Garza, "distribution has definately
picked-up over the past five
years."
Garza finally added, "Students pay for the yearbook in
their service fees and should
take advantage of ii. A yearbook is something to cl,erish
and the memories last a long
time."

Reading conference set

--

Pan American Univesity will
host its 28th annual reading
conference Oct. 23-24 as a
part of a state-wide program
sponsored by the Texas
Association for the Improve- ment of Reading.
Main speakers will be Dr.
Carl Smith, professor of
education at Indiana State
University and senior author
of "Series r" the basic reading
program for the MacMillan
Reading Co., which is widely
used in South Texas schools,
and Dr. Mary Ann Baird,
reading supervisor for the
Mississippi State Department
of Education.
Esther Esparza, PAU coordinator for the conference,
and Mrs. Eva Hughes, area
coordinator, have been plannning with the various committees the two-day meet, which
will include general sesssions,
group sessions luncheons,
and exhibits.
An administrators' luncheon on Oct. 23 will kick off
the event in the University
Center ballroom when Mr.
Smith will speak on "Developing a Language Arts Cur•
riculum."

The first general session Is
at 4 p.m. in the Fine Arts
auditorium. Baird will speak
on ·· (Making Books Come
Alive." Smith will address the
second general session at
7:30 p.m. and will have as his
topic "The Reading and
Writing Connection." The two
speakers will be consultants
for group sessions beginning
at 8:30 p.m. in the old library
building.

More yearbook mugs taken
A 97 percent Increase ln
participation over last year
was the result. While 803
students and 51 faculty took
their pictures last year, 1,687
students, faculty asnd staff
were taken this year. Even
though the increase was outstanding, It still fell short of
representing the total population of Pan Am.
Pictures for the 1981-82
edition of the El Bronco yearbook officially ended on
September 23, 1981. Dates
for the picture taking were
September 14-23. In an attempt to increase participation, several locations were
used and free tickets to a
UCPC event WP.Te give.
"The purpose of a yearbook
is to record. the history of a
given year Including the people who help to make that
year what it is," commented
Sandra Barbosa, El Bronco
editor. "Most people would
not pickup a yearbook that did
not Include at least one picture
of themselves to show they
also were a part of that particular year to events. That is

why total participation in picture taking is ~ must for
everyone on campus,"
With the pictures taken and
the count given. new approaches to increase participation for next year were begun
for the 1982- 83 edition of the
El Bronco.

CPA help
given
The PAU Accounting Society Club will sponsor a brief
Insight to the C.P.A. Exam.
Susan Wolf, who graduated
ln May 1981, Debbie Craig,
vice president, and Anna
Cavazos, treasurer, wtll
discus's the main topie's.
The Accounting Society
Club encourages all members
to go and any others who are
interested.
The . presentation will be
held in the B.A. 118, Oct. 15
during activity period
10:30-11:30 p.m.

Med Tech Seminar Announced
An Introduction To Com•
parative Medical Terminology
- The course is designed to
provide the student with the
opportunity to learn the basic
fundamentals of medical terminology - in two languages
simultaneously. The course
will also provide the student
with a valuable repertorire of
effective and easily memorized devices of memory aides.
Usable, professionallyoriented, medical nursing,
and allied health-sciences
terms, in English and Spanish
will be taught. Also, a basic in-

ventory of practical, workable
translation techniques, geared
to the specific needs of the
medically and scientificallyoriented student and professional. This course will be offered on Tuesdays and

With the triumph of 138
graduates last year the High
School Equivalency Program
(HEP) currently has 51
students enrolled.

All students, faculty and staff are cordially invited to
receptions honoring the PAU president and deans.
The University Center Program Council is sponsoring
these receptions with the intent of giving the students,
faculty and staff an informal opportunity to talk to their
respective administrators. Listed below are dates,
times and locations. ·
Dean Pulley
Dean Brewerton
Dean ·Baca

Nov 12 Dean Alvirez
Nov 17 Dean de los Santos

Pulley

Thursdays. Room 216, October 6 - November 24. 1981,
by Mrs. Carolina Slaughter.
A $45.00 registration fee
will be charged. Classes will be
held al the Nursing Education
Building from 7 to 9:45 p.m.

HEP enrolls 51

M eet the Dean

Oct. 15
Oct 20
Oct. 27
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ED 119
BA 110
SB Courtyard
LA 101
UC Faculty
Lounge

Act Per
Act Per.
Activity
Period
Act Per.
Act Per

HEP is a migrant seasonal
farm worker program for
students who have withdrawn
from school and have returned to study for the equivalency program to fulfill their
General Education Diploma
(G.E.D.).
Students live in the dorms
and attend classes from 8
a.m., to 3 p .m., Monday
through Friday and tutorial
classes Monday through
Thursday nights from 6 p.m.
to 8 p.m.
Among the curriculum is
Grammar, literature, social
studies, math, reading, and
science.
The minimum age requirement is 17-years-old.
Anyone wanting additional
lnfqrmalion may contact Betty
Mitchell at Emilia Hall, Room
207 or 38.1-2521.

B.E.S.0-·•Executlve officials for the 1981-82 term
are from bottom left to right; Vice-President Cyn•

thla Rocha, President NIisa Ivette Guajard o, Cor•
responding Secretary Tomaslta Pena top to left;
Olga Espinoza, Treasurer Yolanda Rodriguez and
Secretary Lorenza Soto.

BESO sets meeting
The Bilingual Education
Student
Organization
(B.E.5.O.) is presently a student chapter of Texas
Association for Bilingual
Education which is affiliated
with Texas State Teachers
Association and also National
Association for Bilingual
Education. B.E.S.O. has
been In existence for four
years. Yet it is the first university level bilingual/blcultural
education organization to be
establish at Pan American.
Their next scheduled
meeting will be Wednesday
October 21, in the Education
Bldg. room 119 at 7 p.m.
For further information in
regards lo membership,
meetings. etc . contact the Bilingual/Bicultural Education
Department: 381-3463.
B.E.S.O.'s immediate goals
are to strengthen their foundc1tion, to build up their membership and to be recognized
here at the university an

within the community.
As individuals and as an
organization they stand beside
their constitution one hundred
percent. Their Purpose. Article 11 of their constitution:
Article 11
Section 1 To promote bilingual/bicultural education in
the schools and in the community.
Section 2 To foster the
growth of an support for bilingual/bicultural education in
the state. nation and the
world.
Section 3 To recognize an
develop the qualities of personality, character. responsibility and leadership which
are essential to good educators.
Section 4 To promote the
philosophy and implementation of bilingual/bicultural
education in the' schools
through the interchange of
ideas and practices.

New service sorority
Epsilon Sigma Alpha a
women· s leadership-service
sorority of 1,600 chapters is
organizing a chapter on campus. Representatives will be
on campus today in front of
the University Center to talk to
interested persons.
ESA is a women's service
organization with 30,000
members in the US and
~everal foreign countries
Founded in Jacksonville.

Texas, in 1929. ESA's world
headquarters are now located
in Loveland. Colo.
Any woman 18 years old or
older is eligible regardless of
race. religion or national
orgin
ESA is non-sectarian and
non-political Nothing in ESA
conflicts with any religious
faith or political connection,
acc.ording to the organization.

I

• Gift
Wrapping
• En1ravin1
Brewerton

Baca

Alvirez

de los Santos

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

Halloween carnival deadline approaches
Booth deadline for the car•
nival of the great pumpkin is
tommorrow according to
· Gloria Rodriguez, special
events chairperson. A $20
booth fee Is required.
Approximately 36 booths
had been file with UCPC as of
Tuesday afternoon with 29

organizations entered thus far.
Only PAU students can
compete for the $25 costume
prize that will be awarded at
the carnival. Interested participants can sign up at the
UCPC information booth.
The best three booths will
receive $100, $75 and $50

respectively. All food booths
requiring the use of warmers
and hotplates have been filled.
Some of the entered booths
are haunted house, whipped
cream, mud slide, fortune
tellin, fajitas, water ballon
throw, coke ring toss, egg

throw, hayride, international
gourment, nacho and coke
booth , fajita hut, crime
prevention and cotton candy.
Also BBQ with hot snacks,
candy apples, Easter egg
booth and tacos and chile
pies.

Ladies of Camelot complete service project
"El Conjunto La Amistad"
from Harlingen provided the
music for a birthday party at
the Tender Loving Care Nurs•
Ing Home at Harlingen. This
event, on Sept. 20, was by
the Ladles of Camelot, a ser•
vice project for the fall
semester.
A huge birthday party was
given for 13 people whose bir·
thday fell on September and
which 40 to 50 people attend•
ed. The Ladies of Camelot

provided the birthday cake,
gifts and entertainment.

"The birthday party was a
success," said Linda Gephart,
recreations director for the
Tender Loving Care Nursing
Home.
The event was also the first
service project in which the
pledging class of L.C. , pro•
spectives and Knaves attend•
ed.
The L.C., prospectives for
the Fall 1981 are; Suzana Or·

donez, Cindy Ybarra,
Carmen Lara, Ruby Donalson
Marta Longoria, Dina Pena,
Maggie Blanco, Becky Blanco, Elsa Guerra, Romelia
Diaz, Delia Aguirre, Rosie
Gonzalez , Connie Her·
nandez, Irma Casarez, Letti
Medina, Delma Martinez,
Gloria Perez, Mary Garcia,
and Caron Burford. The L.
C., knaves for the Fall 1981
are: Willy Guzman, Hector
Hernandez, Nick Valdez,

Who's Who deadline nears
Nomination deadline for
Who's Who Among Students
In American Universities and
colleges is tomorrow, according to Judy Vinson, assistant
dean of students.
Who's Who is a publication
which annually lists outstanding college students through•
out the US.
Pan American students
who are at least juniors with
60 hours or more and have a
3.0 GPA or better are eligible
for nomination. Graduate
students also qualify for
. nomination.
Selection is based on
scholarship ability, participation and leadership in academic and extra curricular activities, citizenship and service
to the university and potential
for future achievement.
Any PAU student, faculty
member, student organization, university department or
staff member may nominate
students.
Nomination forms may be
obtained from all academic
dean's and department heads'
offices, student organization
and the Student Life Office In
Room 105.

Who's Who recipients are
selected by an ad hoc student·
faculty committee composed
of one faculty member from
each division and three
students appointed by the
PAUSA president. S_elections

.
OCTOBER SPECIAL
Big Enchilada Plate
3 enchiladas,
spanisn rice,
- rancnero - beans,
crackers.

only $1.98
For faster service
call in order
383-0725
Across from Pan Am.
Eat at El Pato
VALLEY V..'IDE
2 locations/McAllen, Mission
Harlingen & Brownsville

Today is the ping pong
deadline according to Luis
Pena games and tournaments
chairperson. The tourney
begins tomorrow and runs
through Oct. 23.
A fee of $1 is required and
participations is limited to
PAU students currently enrolled. lD's must be presented al

time of registration.
Students Interested in
entering the tournament
should go by the UC checkout
counter at the recreation room
to register and pick up a list of
the rules.
Trophies for first, second
and third place will be award•
ed .
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Exclusive
Playboy Boutique
1203 Chicago
McAllen

®

Johnny Hinojosa

Owner

Optical Fashion
260 South Texas
Weslaco
968-8863

308 S. Broadway
McAllen
682·9435

I solder Gold frames & sell
The Best frames in the world.
TRY ME!!

~---------~-------Game Room Now OPEN

Ga.m e kouni Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Economy Drive In Is Supporting the
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!
E
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N
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will be made on or before
Nov. 1.
Students previously selected for Who's Who are ineligible. However, students who
were nominated previously
but not selected are eligible.

Jesse Martinez, Juan Ruiz,
Sergio Garcia, Rico Saldviar,
Leo Casares, Michael
Delgado and Mike Collins.
The active Ladies of
Camelot for the Fall 1981 are:
Connie Blanco, Cris Cobos,
Sandra Calvillo, Maria Cano,
Dolores (Dee) Castillo, Robin
Eldridge, Hilda Fuentez,
Nellie Garza, Noemi Gon•
zalez, Angle Guajardo, Cindy
guerrero, Letty Echararrla,
Gloria L6pez, Sonia Mata,
Marla Medina, Lupita Saenz,
and Shelly Saenz. The active
L.C., Brothers for the Fall
1981 are: Armando Flores,
Jesus Cruz, Dennis Ramirez,
Luis Gonzalez, Wally Trejo,
and Fred Rodriguez. The
faculty advisor Is Lupita Cantu.

Ping pong entries due today

Game Room Now OPEN

0

WHITE FLOUR
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2 FOR $1.00
~
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 21, 1981

L- __ ~~~ clip dotted portion of coupon only
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Economy Drive In
Sugar Road at Texas 107
Our Name Says It AIU
Open 7 days a week

s
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Intramural Basketball Schedule

Oct. 20
Camp Alumni Association vs CAMP - 6 p.m.
• Stranglers vs The Beaver Eaters - 7 p.m.
HPE&R Club vs Schmoofies - 8 p.m. (women)

Oct. 27
Stranglers vs APO - 6 p.m.
The Beaver Eaters vs CAMP - 7 P. m.
Schmoofies vs APO - 8 p.m. (women)

Nov. 3
The Beaver Eaters vs Camp Alumni Association - 6
p.m.
CAMP vs APO - 7 p.m.
APO vs HPE&R Club - 8 p.m. (women)

Nov. 10
CAMP vs Stranglers - 6 p.m.
APO vs Camp Alumni Association - 7 p.m.

Two Pan Am baseball players awarded
The Jody Ramsey Memorial Award
Dale Brown and Tommy
Supak. who hit books as well
as baseballs while sparkin~

Ogletree said "They are well
deserving of the honor. I'm
real proud of both of them."

them home runs) and 68
runs-batted-in as a junior for
the Bronc ballclub that gained

Pan Amencan University to
seasons. have been elected

Both men are tinishing their
degrees in PAU's School of
Business Administration

ed with a 61, 18 record. As a
senior he hit .342 despite a

1981 winners of the Jody
Ramsey Memorial Award.

Supak is majoring in general
business. Brown in marketing.

This award is based upon
character. leadership, dedication and ability. Conduct on

A first baseman and outfielder from LaGrange, Supak
batted .346 with 72 hits (10 of

and off the held are factors
toward winning it.

*******

93 victories the past two

The award is given each
year to the senior PAU
baseball player who best

APO vs The Beaver Eaters - 6 p.m.
Camp Alumni Association vs Stranglers - 7 p.m.

....

-

l

who voted were baseball
coach. Al Ogletree: assistant
baseba II c oach. Reggie

PAU's
Tommy Supak

S$SSSMONEYMONEYMONEYSSSSS
Do you need ft??
We can show you how!{

W-@,birt
£mpnrium

A better product than what people are buy•
ing now. at less money No competion. us-

ed by almost everyone Your parl hme
work can earn $5,000 00 01 $10.000 00
monthly

(512) 63 1- 1234

junior. Brown really blossomed as a senior, leading the
Broncs with a .359 average,

They will be presented their
trophies at a Bronc sports
event this year .

PAU's

Dale Brown

Bowling tournament

"Dale Brown and Tommy
Supak are two of the best,
most outstanding players

FRIENDS,
FOOD, MUSIC
AND DRINK

Brown , a third baseman
from Little Rock. Ark., hit a
steady 285 wlt1 ?t. RBI as a

( Phi Kappa Theta wins

Tredawc1y .-.nd the sports Informati o n di rector . Jim
McKone

IS

nagging back injury for a
Bronc team that finished
32-22

ing PAU's all-time record as
he sluqqed 14 home runs.

Brown and Supak both
were unanimous choices for
the honor The three persons

we've ever had play here,
both on and off the field."

the NCAA plavoffs and finish-

56 RBI and 55 hits, while ty-

follows the standards set by
the late Jody Ramsey.

Nov. 17

*******

687 2797

Phi Kappa Theta held on to
first place for the second year
in a row al the 6th Annual
Bowling Tournament sponsored by the Inter-Fraternity
Council at Edinburg Park
Bowl, Oct. 4 .
Phi Kappa Theta scored a
total of 3602 points for first

place followed by second
place winner Phi Sigma Kappa with 3264 points. third
place went to Phi Kappa Taus
with 3242. In fourth place was
Kappa Sigma with 2935
points and Tau Kappa Epsilon
came in fifth with 1484 points.

~-,,
BARBER

&
HAIRSTYLING
phone for an appoJntmmt

383-9012
520 E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

Six ofthe best tasting beers in the world.

Custom Designers of Shirts
Caps & Uniforms
Old English
in
7 Colors
Greek Letters
Group discounts
for
Fraternities
&
Sororities

ERLANCER
THE EXCEPTION
l'hunc

l'i 121

7111-4244

El Centro M.ill
McAllen, Tcu,

~
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SPORI'S
Texas A&l
Sweeps
Tri-meet
Texas A&l swept the volleyball Tri-meet here Tuesday
by downing both Laredo
Junior College and host Pan
American.
In the first match Laredo
beat the Lady Broncs 15- 11 ,
15-8.
In the second match Texas
A&I split with Laredo Junior
College 16-14 , 8 -15, 15-13.
Later in the final match
Texas A&I defeated PAU
15-13, 15-8.
The Lady Broncs also recently traveled to Laredo and
played 1 1th-ranked in the
state, Laredo Junior College
in a best three out of five matc hes.
Laredo
Junior college
defeated the Broncs three
games to one in the best of
five series.
The Lady Broncs lost the
first set 11-15 but came back
to win the second set 15-8.
Laredo defeated the Lady
Broncs 12-15 in the third set.
Facing a must-win situation in
the fourth set, the Broncs
fought hard but were defeated
15-17.

"Two senior girls, Cleo
Bracamontes and Becky Pena
played an outstanding game,"
said Kelly Bass, volleyball
coach. "Cleo is basically our
'setter,' she had 15 assists
while Becky had 13 assists
and 6 down spikes."
The Lady Broncs overall
record stands at 10 wins, 6
losses and 1 tie.

Soccer team

(

Ties opener
After rallying to earn a
hard-fought 1-1 tie that opened their season at Trinity
University in San Antonio, the
Pan American University
Broncs soccer team travel to
Texas Southern and Lamar
for ga mes Oct. 16-17 .
Ruben Ojeda of McAllen
alertly booted home the tying
goal on an assist by Mgbolu
lwobonor Francis of Nigeria.
the Trinity goalie deflected a
hard kick by Francis, but
Ojeda smashed it into the net
with 19 minutes into the second half.
Salvador Sandoval, Pan
Am's center-halfback from
Mexico City. controlled the
game well. Goalies Gabriel
Baravito and Herman Rojas
limited Trinity to one goal.

Custom Marketing International
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Cross country wins
4-team meet
T he Pan American University cross country team,
coached for the first year by
Homer Martinez, swept a four
team meet in Kingsville this
past weekend.
T he Broncs scored 28
points to win decisively over
the University of Texas San
Antonio, Southwest Texas
State and host Texas A&I.
Six Bronc runners came in
the top 10 in the 32-runner
event. Freddie Moya took
third for PAU at 23:44 in the 4
1/2 mile race. Armando
Reyna and Oscar Rivas ran
4 -5 for the Broncs. Magnus
Carlegrim finished seventh,
/ ;;,,..,
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Homestyle Barbeque Brisket
Smoked Barbeque Sausage
Ranch Style Beans
Potato Salad
Hot Rolls
Chocolate Layer Cake
Ice tea, Lemonade & Coffee

• Price $3. 75 Adults, Children
under 12, $2.50
• Served Monday, Wednesday &
Fridays 4:30 till 6:00
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CHUCKWAGON BUFFET"
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LUNCH
UNDER $3.00

SNACK BAR
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381-9263
1408 West University
Edinburg, TX 78539

Rick Perez nineth and Hernan
Figueroa 10th. The other
Broncs, Frank Castellano and
Roland Perez, finished 13th
and 17th.
By beating UTSA, the Pan
Am runners gained a revenge
victory over their former
coach, Jimmy Skaines. At the
Rice Invitational in Houston,
Skaines coached UTSA, to
finish ahead of the Broncs.
"The team is corning along
well, but we still have the big
meets against Southwest Conference teams ahead,'' said
Coach Homer Martinez.
Pan Am's next meet will be
at Southwest Texas State in
San Marcos on Saturday, Oct.
17.

~

Custom Printing on
T-Shirts, Caps, Bags:
• Fraternities
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Cross Country Team--Theae
• eve n m en , plu• team captain
Armando Reyna, have done
• ome lmpreHlve running for
t he Pan Ame rican University
c r oH country team thl•
season. Knee ling left to right
are Oscar Rivas, Fe rnando
Moya, and Frank CH tellano.
Standing left to right are
Roland Perez, Ricardo P erez,
Magnus Carlegrlm and Hernan Figueroa.

~
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(512) 6818171
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Intramural flag football
Scores Sept. 22
Border Bandits beat Camp Foot Ballers (10-0)
!K's over Schmoofs (6-0)

Sept. 29
!K's defeated TKE's (8-6)
Camp Foot Ballers downed Schmoofs (6-0)

Oct. 6
Border Bandits defeated Schmoofs (6-0)
TKE's over Camp (6-0)

Intramural flag football Results
1st Place - Border Bandits
2nd Place - !K's
3rd Place - TKE's
4th Place - Camp

Thursday, October 15, 1981

3rd KBFM-Coke tennis classic
Set Oct. 23-25 at Cox Stadium
Tennis players from
throughout South Texas and
Northern Mexico can begin
signing up for the third annual
Coca-Cola, KBFM Fall Tennis
Classic, sponsored by Pan
American University.
Some 240 tennis players
competed In the event a year
ago. This time play is set for
Oct 23-25 at PAU's Cox Tennls Stadium and the Racquet
Club in McAllen . Entry

deadline ls 4 :30 p.m Tuesday, oct. 20.
Radio Station KBFM of
Edinburg and the McAllen
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. spon•
sor the event. All proceeds go
to support the PAU tennis
program
"We have eliminated some
of the classes this year to
streamline the tournament,"
said Mickey White, the PAU
tennis coach and tournament

director. "We'll still have 24
classes--slngles and doubles
for men, women, girls, boys
and mixed
"The idea this year ls. we'll
give Valley teen-agers a
chance to compete against
players of comparable ability
they would not normally face
We have changed the classes
so they won't keep playing the
same people they see In high
school competition."

Prizes. donated by Coca.
Cola and KBFM, Include
radios, record albums, six•
person rafts, and other
unusual Items. Awards will go
to first and second In each
event that attracts at least five
entries.
Entry fee is $6 for singles
and $10 for doubles tealT\5.
Fees are due at time of entry.
Malled-In checks should be
payable to Pan American
University

--------------------------------------1

ENTRY-THIRD ANNUAL COCA-COLA, K .B.F.M. FALL TENNIS CLASSIC

Name:

Phone:

Address:

City:
PLEASE C IRCLE EVENT YOU WISH TO PLAY IN. (Limit Two event.).

SINGLES DOUBLES
Men'• Open
Men'• "'A"
Men'• "B"
Men'• Novice
Men'• 50 and over
Boy'• 14 and under
Boy'• 12 and under

Women'• "A"
Women'• "B"
Women'• Novice
Girl• 14 and under
Girl• 12 and under

Women'• "A"
Men'• Open
Women'• ..8 ..
Men'• "A"
Women'• Novice
Men'• "B"
Glrla 14 and under
Men's Novice
Boy'• 14 and under
..B"
Mixed Doublea: Open ..A"

Novice la open to players who have played In one or leH toumamenta. Event will not be
held If fewer than 5 entries.
Name of Partner: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I
I
I
I

..
r- ------------ - - - --- ---------------- ------------------ --- ---------- - - - - -----,

Drop your guard for a
minute. Even though you're
in college right now, there
are many aspects of the Army
chat you might find very
attractive.
Maybe even irresistible.
See for yourself.

MEDSOIOOLONUS
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

You read it right.
The Army's Health Profes.5ions Scholarship
Program provides necessary tuition, books, lab
fees, even microscope rental during medical
school.
Plus a monthly stipend chat works out to
about $6,000 a year.
After you're accepted into medical
school, you can be accepted into our program.
Then you're commis.5ioned and you go
through school as a Second lieutenant in the
Army Reserve.
The hitch? Very simple. After you graduate,
you give the Army a year as a doctor for every
year the Army gave you as a med student, with
a minimum obligation of three years' service.

INIIRNSHIP, RESIDENCY
&WHBOMUSES
Besides' scholarships to medical school. the
Army also offers AMA-approved first-year
post-graduate and residency training programs.
Such training adds no further obligation to
the scholarship participant. But any Civilian
Graduate Medical Education sponsored by the
Army gives you a one-year obligation for
every year of sponsorship, with a minimum
obligation of two years' service.
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every
year you 're paying back medical school or postgraduate training.
So you not only get your medical education
paid for, you get extra pay while you 're pay mg
it back. Not a bad deal.

A GREAT PLACE TO BE A NURSE
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is one
of excellence, dedication, even heroism. And
it's a challenge to live up to.
Today, an A rmy Nurse is the epitome of
p rofessionalism, regarded as a critical member
of the Army Medical Team.
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical
spectrum is almost impossible to match in
civilian practice.
And , since you'll be an Army Officer, you'll
enjoy more respect and authority than most of
your civilian counterpartS. You 'II also enjoy
travel opportunities, officer's pay and officer's
privileges.
Army Nursing offers educational opportunities chat are second to none. As an Army
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate degree
programs at civilian universities.

'

■

but not necessarily
assigned to active duty. Find
ouc about it.

A BONUS FOR
PART-TIME WORK

You can get a $1.500
bonus just for enlisting in some Army Reserve
units. Or up to $4,000 in educational benefits.
You also get paid for your Reserve duty. It
comes out to about $1.100 a year for one weekend
a month and two weeks annual training.
And now we have a special program to help
you fit the Army Reserve around your school
schedule.
lt·s worth a look.

ADVANCED NURSING COURSE.

TUfflON-FREE

You get tuition, pay and living allowances.
You can also take Nurse Practitioner courses
and courses in many clinical specialities. All on
the Army.
While these programs do not cost you any
money, most of chem do incur an additional
service obligation.

A SECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE

A CHANCE TO PRAC11CE LAW

Some may find college to be the right place
at the wrong time for a variety of reasons .The
Army can help them, too.
A few years in the Army can help them get
money for tuition and the maturity to use it
wisely.
The Army has a program in which money
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the
government. Then, if one qualifies, a generous
bonus is added co that.
So 2 years of service can get you up to
$15,200 for college, 3 and 4 years up to $20,100.
In addition, bonuses up to $5,000 are available
for 4-year enlistmencs in selected skills.
Add in the experience and maturity gained,
and the Army can send an individual back to
college a richer person in more ways than one.
We hope these Army opportunities have
intrigued you as well as surprised you. Because
there is indeed a lot the Army can offer a bright
person like you.
For more information, send the coupon

If you 're about to get your law degree and
be admitted to the bar, you should consider a
commis.5ion in the Judge Advocate General
Corps. Because in the Army you get to practice
law right from the start.
While your clas.5mates are still doing other
lawyers' research and other lawyers' briefs, you
could have your own cases, your own clients,
in effect. your own practice.
Plus you 'II have the pay, prestige and privileges of being an Officer in the United Stares
Army. With a chance to travel and make the
most of what you've worked so hard to
become A real. practicing lawyer. Be an Army
Lav.'Yer.

ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS

Though you 're too lace for a 4-year
scholarship, there are 3-. 2-. and even I-year
scholarships available.
They include tuition, books. and lab fees.
Plus $100 a month living allowance. Naturally
they're very competitive. Because
besides helping you towards your
~e.ise cc.-11 me moreabouc D1AMJMed1cal School and Arm\ Medicine.
degree, an ROTC scholarship helps
DIANI rhe Army Nurse Corps. □ 1ALI Army Law.
you towards the gold bars of an
0 !FRI ROTC Scholarships. QtSS; Army Reser"c &muses.
Army Officer.
DI PCl Army Educanon Benefns
Stop by the ROTC office on
-,~-,-IE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
campus and ask about details.

I --------

,II

UP TO $170 A MONTH
You can combine service in the
Army Reserve or National Guard
with Army ROTC and get between
$7,000 and $14,000 while you're
still in school.
It's called the Simultaneous
Membership Program. You get $100
a month as an Advanced Army ROTC
Cadet and an additional $70 a month
(sergeant's pay) as an Army Reservist
When you graduate, you 'II be
commissioned as a Second lieutenant.
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PAU co-hosts UIL conference

..

PAU and the University Interscholastic League are cosponsoring the student activities conference. The conference is set for Oct. 24 and
will involve high schools from
Laredo to Brownsville.
"The conference will give a
background to students when
they advance to the regional
UIL tourney," Leal Rieke,
director of forensics said.
The areas to be covered are
speech and debate, one act
play , journalism, ready
writing, spelling, science,
number sense and calculator
applications.
Under speech and debate
there will be prose reading,
poe~ interpretation, informativ_e speak_lng a nd persusasive speaking and debate. ,
One act play will cover the
role of critic judge,
demonstration scenes, open
discussion for critic judges,
drama directors and students,
one act play advisors meeting
and a special student session.
Journalism will Include a
session for beginners only,
features,
newswritlng,
editorials, headlines and a
journalism advisers meeting.
Under ready writing the
general nature of the contest,
choosing a topic and finding
what it calls for , student application, ready writing advisors meeting~. evaluating
paragraphs, critiques and

criticism of students paragraphs will be covered.
Spelling will include sessions on spelling and preparation for the contest.
Science sessions will consist
of nature of the science con-

test and science.
Number sense includes the
1982 number sense contest
and number sense.
UIL consultants will be at
each session along with a host

frof!l PAU.
Participants will also
analyze last years' ready,
writing winners and wlll be
prepared with an understanding of this year's rules and
contests.

Homecoming Parade scheduled Dec. 4
For the first time in 24 years
Pan American will have a
homecoming parade.
The homecoming parade is
being organized to stimulate
school spirit at PAU. The
PAUSA Executive Branch
and lhe--Alumni Association
have scheduled the parade.
PAU had not witnessed a
parade since 1957 when a car
caravan was substituted in Its
lace
p
·
All organizations are encouraged to participate by
either entering a float, a
decorated car or whatever
best suits the organization.

will be awarded and $50 for
second place floats. Two $25
prizes the two best cars wlll
also be awarded.

Entry forms must be completed and returned to UC
Room 314 by Nov. 20. The
parade will be held on Dec. 4.

Financial aid money
not picked up
Approximately 100 students have not picked up their
money according to Cindy Garett, assistant financial aid
director.
"II makes you wonder If there really Is the need," Garrett said.
Students currently receiving financial aid (BEOG,
SEOG, NDSL and TOP) need to go by the office to either
sign for receiving the full amount at registration or pick up
the balance of their money.
Students no longer In school should contact the office
as soon as possible to cancel their checks.

All entries will be judged on
creativily , orginality and
adherence to the theme. The
theme this year is '"America's
Energy Is Mindpower."
Monetary prizes will be
awarded to the first and second best floats and two
monetary prizes for the best
cars. Cash prizes of $100 for
the first place with a trophy
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$$$$$ GAS SAVER
$$$$$
1980 Chevy Chevette Gray
:
over White 20,750 miles 4dr. 4
:
cylinder. AC, Deluxe Interior,
:
$1,000.00 equity assume
notes 28 !& $175.49. More in:
to. at 585-7767 nites 686-2111
:
Off. 12 noon to 3:00 p.m. and
Z:
:
581-5478 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
:
:tit
ask for Ben.
:"
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"Come Try Our Delicious Food"

.

Chicken Plates • Fish P l a t e s ~
Shrimp • French Fries •

•- ·

Onion Rings
for your convenience
call orders to go 383-9093
___ ..., __________________
_
319 East Cano, Edinburg
With the purchase of hamburger &
fries you will receive a free
burrito with coupon.
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 21, 1981
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Classes now
forming for
spring exam ·
Not to early to
begin preparation

3600 N. 23rd - McAllen 631-2961
11617 N. Central · Dallas, TX 75243
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24 teams in Broncolympics;
third period dismissed today
,. Approximately 24 organization will compete in the Broncolympics today. The games
will be held south of the
Science Building during activity period

Dr. Carl L. Grantz, ac•
ting vice-president for
Academic Affairs has an•
nounced that all 3rd period classes are dismissed
for today so that Broncolymplcs may Involve as
much of the campus community as possible.
The games were devised to
promote friendly competition,
comradery and recreation
among orgainations. These
remain the- objectives for this
year's Broncolympics, according to Debbie Thomas, coordinator of student activities.
"Plans are underway for an
Improved and updated version of Broncolympics," said

Lodfa oJCamelot-•praented a check for ,222.10 to Jim l.ancaeter, athletic
trainer, for Idalia A Imelda Mendiola. The money wH raleed through a rafOe held by The l.adta early In Sept. Pictured are JCMn Eldrtdge, Jim Lan•
caater, A Marla Cano.

Florinda
Garcia,
cochairperson of UCPC's diversions committee. "New games
have been added, scorekeeping has been revised, and the
execution of games has been
changed."
Garcia also said there will
be a special surprise presentation at the end of the games
that everyone can look forward to.

The popularity of last year's
Broncolympics has prompted
UCPC to sponsor this festive
event again.
Thomas says Broncolympics can be enjoyed by all
members of the campus com
munity.
"We're loking forward to a
good turnout," she add.

Yearbook pictures
disbursement set
Student• who bought
picture packets when their
yearbook pictures were
made can pick them up
Monday and Tue9'1ay from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m . In the
LRC lobby.

PAU-8 students who
bought picture packehl
when their yearbook picture• were made can pick
them up next week at the
PAU·B admission• office,
according to
Monica
HlnojoN Lopez.

gram ec 1ves green

•
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Students Together On Progress fights apathy
Students Together On Progress (STOP) starts Its fight
against apathy the week of
Oct. 26.

Close to 200 posters will be
displayed all over campus
Oct. 25 with the STOP sign
logo on them. Students

should be able to see the vivid
red signs everywhere.
The six information tables

will be placed in six major
areas on campus.
Information table at the LA
and UC on Monday Oct. 26.
Information table at the
LRC, Fine Arts, LA and UC
on Tuesday Oct. 27.
Information table al LRC,
Science building, Fine Arts,
and Education complex on
Wednesday, Oct. ~Information table at the
Science and Education
buildings on Thursday Oct.
29. The valley on Oct 29

cul m inates STOP apathy week.
APO. the Ladies of
Camelot and the !K's will help
man the booths. Student
governmen t brochuriis,
newsletters. housing lists, a
calendar of e vents and people
asking for suggestions and a
suggestion box will at tables.
"The STOP rally on Oct. 29
will start at the Science
building because we could get
the UC circle," Ricardo
Saldivar, student association

vice-president, said. "After a
three minute speech by President Fred Rodriquez, we will
march to the Education Complex. then over to the Fine
Arts Complex and finish up at
the Science Circle."
"We are very optimistic
about the STOP program and
I hope over 300 students participate." Saldivar said. "It is
time we stop apathy now and
student government is doing
its best to stop apaty in its
tracks."

Elkins calls increase substantial;
government caring about career

-

STOP.rans-Two hundred STOP poeten will await unlvenlty studenta Monday u the STOP program starte then. A week long program le aimed at
etopplng apathy.

The Reagan Administration
has increased the wages for
military service.
All officers received a 14.3
percent increase, while the
beginning enlistees are getting
a 10 percent raise and senior
enlistees are receiving a 17
percent increase
Captain Ed Elkins of the Army ROTC program calls the
increase good for the military
program
"There Is a large trunover
rate at the 10-year level for
people in the Army and this
substantial incre3se pay may
stop some from leaving the
Army and it may make Army
a career for them." Elkins
said . "Industry has been tak-

........
Postal Increase

.,...ge 2
Simon review . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . page 4

Carnival Update
. . . . . . . . . . . . page 6
Roundballbers open season ........... page 10

ing Army people because they
have good skills."
Elkins calls the raise a
positive move by the Reagan
Administration.
"They have made a strong
committment with money and
that shows they care " Elkins
said "This shows that the Administration thinks a professional soldier is a good
career
The 14 .3 offico2r increase is
across the board and Elkins
feels that is very fair.
An Army pay increase takes
place every October and the
Association of the United
States Army has been active in
pushing this Issue through
The AUSA is composed of
retired and active army personel and they keep these
people aware of the latest m
Washington
A first year lieutenant's increase is $2.200.
"l think that this is a good
raise and I am glad to see that

government has recognized
the high turnover rate," Elkins
said.
The ROTC program has
grown tremendously and
Elkins says they are three
years ahead of schedule He
says that these students are
aware of the increase even
though they are not receiving
any money
The 30 advanced ROTC
students receive $100 a
month or about $1.000 a
year These students may also
receive a scholarship,
The ROTC program trains
officers and six will receive the
$2.200 increase when they go
into the service next October
Beginning enlistees are receiving a $600 increase also
"l don't expect another big
increase next year." Elkins
sald."lt depends and how the
government sees things next
year. but it is very difficult to
find a job these days with a
good pay scale like the Army
has now··
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QSCAR
Recruitment and retentions are two of the biggest programs Pan Am is pushing this year under new President
Miguel Nevarez. From the Valley, 80 percent of the
students attend the local university and recent financial
aid cuts should make Pan Am a choice for more students.
Enrollment is down at 3. 75 percent al both Edinburg and
Brownsville combined.
Recruiting has already started according to Rick
Maville, coordinator or orientation anc! recruitment

Thursday, October 22, 1981

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:

I am shocked and appalled
at the quality of writing exhibited by The Pan American.
The newspaper constantly ignores the most basic rules of
English, which raises serious
questions in my mind about
the quality of today's English
and journalism courses. The
constant use of Incomplete
sentences, misspellings, and

other errors makes reading
each Issue very difficult.
Students at PAU are privileged to have a campus
newspaper, but reading it
should be a pleasure, not torture at having to read the
atrocities committed to the
English language!
I would also like to comment on the editorial that ap-

peared in the Setpember 24
issue of The Pan American.
According to this editorial
students cruise the parking
lots for parking spaces that are
close to their classes because
they don't want to walk any
more than possible. I think this
may be especially true In the
Business Building's student
parking lot.

I would like to point out that
the Fall, 1980, enrollment
figures show that 26.3% of
the students at PAU-Edlnburg
are enrolled In the School of
Business Administration. This
Is a substantia l amount when
one considers the fact that
there are only six schools of
study at the University

See Letter• page 3

Rick Maville
Q: Why Is a good recruitment program needed?

Mavllle: A good program 1s definitely needed Pan Arr,
has to be able to put its best fool forward and this Is a good
way to do this. Each school of the University has input on
recruitment and this will help We have already visited all
the high schools in Cameron and Hidalgo counties

Q: Isn't II early to visit the high schools?
Mavllle: We have not met with the students yet. but only with the counselors. We needed to touch base with
them. We will start visiting the students in November and
will continue through December and January. We will be
able to meet with a small group of students, about 30, so
we will individualize our program. Other universities
gather the students in a very large group, but our system
will be better suited to answer all types of questions
Q : Is it true, as I have heard. that some high school
counselors discourage students from coming here?
Mavllle We have some trouble with this, but we are trying to work this out. We have a great university with an
excellent faculty and a beautiful campus. No matter what
university you go to, you get what you put into it
Q: Are the recent financial aid cuts hurting student
enrollment?
Mavtlle: I am sure that the cuts kept some students from
going to school. but Pan Am was not hurt as bad as other
universities. Pan Am is an affordable university and there
is still some financial aid money available.

Q: Can alumni aid In recruitment?
Maville: That is our best PR tool because they know
how good our university is. They can tell students what to
expect in college and answer any questions students have
about university life. There is none better than alumni
helping us
Q: What programs aid in retention?
Mavllle: The Learning Assistance Center 1s the biggest
tool for the freshmen today because these programs have
shown they help the first year students. We have several
meetings on an individual basis with beginning freshmen
and this academic advisement will help them alot. From
what we have seen. the kids are enjoying the help and
they feel m re :omfortable around campus. All of them
we have talked to are more aware of things on campus
Q: Does the LAC keep students here7
Mavllle: This program helps students in their courses
We cannot keep certain students here who have to
transfer after two years, but for those who stay here all
four years. the LAC will help them We are happy that
the two year students start with us.
Q : Do you hope to recruit students outside the Valley7
Mavllle: We are very interested in our Valley students.
but we would like to see other outside students come
here We send out many catalogs and brochures to
students around the nation and some do come here We
hope all this work pays off because we want enrollment to
climb again because education is very important Our
programs should be able to reach more students.

·.·.·:.· @ ,,.,

Postal staRlp increase does not
guarantee better Rlail service
If inflation were not already bad enough and our belts
already tightened enough. the Post Office has increased
its stamps another two cents to 20 cents
What do the postal people want, our clothes next? The
18 cent stamp has only been in existance a short time and
everybody was Just getting used to that Increase when
another one has been approved
Just in the summer. the postal workers received a big
pay increase to keep them from striking. Now. Americans
will feel another two cent increase being taking away from

were asking for too much. but somethig should have
been worked out to rry and quell both sides
What the Americans are facing these days is a com·
munication blockade The postal workers are raising their
prices and the tell'!phone workers want to up their prices
also. What ever happened to the choice of communication of writing a nice letter lo your friend or calling up your
parents at reasonable rate?
Those days are over now and we have to decide what
we want to use. a high price letter or a rising telephone
call

THE f?,tN AMERICAN STAFF
Oscar Garza
Editor

the pocketbook
I could 5€e the increase if it would help speed up the
postal service. but I don't think that is the purpose
Recently I sent a letter across town in Edinburg and
another letter to Brownsville I thought the Edinburg letter
would arnve first. but conrrary to popular belief. the
Brownsville letter arrived there first
The postal workers also seem pleased that they will
thoroughly confuse the nation by adding more digits to
the currently memonzed zip codes I am quite sure that
another lour numbers will speed up service also All that
means is that we will not be able to complain anymore
because we wont knov., what to complain about
The postal worker pay increase combined with the
stamp increase is a slap in the face to the air controllers
because the Reagan Administration refused to acknow
IPdge a need for their pay increase Maybe the controllers
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----------------Letters-----------------I think this reveals a need
for more parking spaces In this
area . As it is there is usually
ample room at the most outof-the-way lots, but one ls
lucky to find space at the lot In
question at any time except
when classes are not in session.

Joan M. Davis (MlH)
Dear Editor,
Ricardo Saldvlar's STOP
program needs to be stopped
before getting started: otherwise, the ever-present problem of student Interest could
worsen. Once again, we hear
the polltco's hetoric; stealthily
planning his own programs (to
protect hls own Interests)
while claiming to be doing it
for the benefit of all.
Mr. Saldivar. I fear the
threatening possibility of the
birth of a "new" cancer.
(STOP) from an "old cancer"
(PAUSA). Here we have
PAUSA, impotently generating a three percent support
from Its members (to come
out and spend 5-10 minutes
participating in the core of the
organization's rights and
privileges-voting) now about
lo embark on a "new,
crusade." A "new" project
from within PAUSA titled
STOP will go Into effect Oct.
23. What STOP Is aimed at
fixing will only prove worse in
the end.
Question: How can a
"new" project from the "same
old" polltices from the "same
old" PAUSA remedy anything? Answer; It can't
Schoolmates, PAUSA doesn't
need a ''new'' name or "new"
title. PAUSA needs support
a nd HELP in order to operate
efficiently (and help from outside PA USA), but masking or•
cove ring up PAUS A with a
"new" look won't change a
thing. STO P stops short of accomplishing any badly needed
long-range goals. STOP's two
fold concern as outlined by
Mr. Saldivar in last week's
"Pan American" stops
precisely where we need the
work the worst.
Schoolmates, what PAUSA
needs Is the aid of an Independent organization; a full-time
organization, Independent of
PAUSA: more Important, this
organization needs to continua lly monitor student reaction to Issues and organizations, all campus organizations, so as to live up to Its
fullest potential. Under this
platform students would have
the privilege of being able to
take an honest, unbiased look
Into o rganizational activities
from outside these organizations, thus being able to make
a qualified decision as to
which activities provided by
organizations really Interest
a nd motivate them. This nonpartisan atmosphere is the
spark badly neglected In Mr.
Saldlvar's propositions.
Basically, this organization
(which l'U call CLETO for lack
of a better name) needs to
focus on these goals. C LETO
needs to non-parttsanly In·
form students on the following
aspects of organizations and
their activities. (1) What Is
available, (2) how to receive

it, (3) what lo do with It after
you've got it. This is all simple
and basic, right?
That's exactly where we
need to go lo address the
problem--to the basic level.
Once we're at the basic level,
we can proceed with the second aspect of CLETO. The
students need to be taught so
that teeth pulling won't be
necessary to get them involved. To start this off. students
must be taught the simple
premise of (1) receive, (2) retain, and (3) release. CLETO
will need to teach students
that they, as ambassadors for
their particular organizations
(in order to rightly represent
these organization. need to
receive all the necessary information and propaganda available. Once they receive it.
they can indulge, digest, or retain it; by doing this. the information learned becomes a
vital part of that persons.
The last spect is the fun
part. Once the student receives and retains the Information, he can go forth as an
ambassador spewing forth,
releasing the information all
over. When this procedure of
"teaching others to teach" is
followed to the letter, great
results In numbers come
along.
Schoolmates, the proposed
purpose of CLETO is not to
cause opposition not to look
for hassles over issues. (no,
we're not here "tratando de
hacert ruido al chicharron").
We're trying to provide our
school with the best on longterm program aimed at ellmln•
ating, wiping out the "pues,
yo no abia: response I too
often hear when conversing
with schoolmates about PAU,
PAUSA, and other organiza·
tlons. My only concern, Mr
Saldivar, is whether or not
PAUSA leadership Is humble
enough to set forth and "outsiders" brain child (from out•
side) PAUSA's leadership circle. Schoolmates, let's stand
firm on this platform of clarity.
Let's not make the fatal
mistake of settling for
something good (better than
nothing) when the best Is
available.

Betto Ramirez
Dear Editor.
I wish to extend thanks and
congratulations to the AAUP
for their firm refusal to teach
creation theory along side
evolution In the classroom.
They have reaffirmed that
scientists will continue to teach
science even if popular pressure wants them to teach
pseudo-science.
A theory ls built from a
broad base of facts which
point towards a central theme.
Scientists have gathered
millions of facts on the origin
of life, and from these have
formulated a theory of organic
evoluation. There are few, if
any, facts which support
special creation as a plausible
theory.
The creationists realize their
lack of scientific facts and have
tried to remedy the situation
with "scientific creationism," a
movement to put science
behind creationism. However,
the scientific creationists are

not doing science. Their main taught? There are many more
The scientists have their
requested, much less told, to
goal thus far has been not to Moselms and Buddiests in the fingers In the dike to hold back
teach creationism. Second,
prove that special creation OC · world than there are Chris- the wave of anti-Intellecour chapter has not even
curred . but to find weaknesses tians.' thus, if numbers lend a tualism and down-right igtaken a formal position as to
within evolutionary theory.
theory any credibility then norance that is sweeping the
whether creation theory
Their tactics in presenting these castion theories should country. This wave is proshould be taught. Third . It is
their case rival those of the be the ones taught. Because pagated by narrow-minded
not the policy of the AAUP to
best political propagandists. we are in America then, fundamentalists who believe
refuse. as an entity, to teach
One point that the creationists perhaps it would be best to that a man's morals can be
anything.
fall to realize is that finding present the native view. dictated by legislation Keep
What Wilson is objecting to
facts which do not flt into perhaps a Navaho or Sioux 'em poor and keep 'em i'.3is a resolution adopted by the
evolutionary theory does not creation theory If it is a Chris- norant, thats how a theocracy
b7th annual meeting of the
national AAUP opposing laws
lend any credibility to crea- tian theory that you want to be works. is it not?
Kyle Selcer
by state legislatures which retionism. Creation theory and taught, which version should
quire that creationism be
evolutionary theory are not It be, the Latin translation. the
Dear Editor:
opposing branches of a King James edition, or one of
taught in conjunction with any
dichotomy wherein if one is the many other issues the BiThe Pan American chapter instruction on theories of
wrong
the
other
is ble comes in? Because there is of the American Association evolution. The resolution did
automatically right.
no unified creation theory, in of University Professors not call for anyone to refuse to
The scientific creationists all fairness we must give equal (AAUP) would like to clarify teach creationism
must find facts which support lime to all known creation certain errors In a letter by E
Wilson's letter argues that
special creation if they want it theories. That would leave lit- Kay Wilson which was pubthe position of the AAUP on
accepted as a pluaslble tie lime for the science which lished in the 15 October edithis issue Is a violation of
theory. Creation will not be so the creationists,
lion of The Pan American
academic freedom which
taught as a scientific theory
It is true thast the Southern We feel that the allegations
results in "poor education"
until it has some solid scientific legislatures are passing legisla- made therein create a false
and "poor science". Nothing
tlon that says creation must be image of the nature•and pur- could be farther from the
evidence backing it up.
Aslde from creation taught alongside evolution . It pose of AAUP.
truth.
theory's unscientific nature. is also true that scientists have
The local chapter of AAUP
Somehow some people
there are other problems with their fingers In the dike. has not refused to teach creaseem to have developed the
presentlng it in the classroom. however It is not to hold back lion theory. First, to my
idea that there is only one way
There are many creation creationism as a plausible knowledge. no faculty mem- see letters page 4
theories, which one should be theory- it is doing that by itself ber at Pan American has been
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Simon Says:
Miranda fights apathy

'Only When I Laugh'

Wants university to continue growth
S1mon·s latest work. 'Only When I Laugh', certa1nlv
hws up to the enormous vartl'ty of emotional expression
of tis predl'C'l'ssor-,

Editor's Note:

S,mon, v.:ife. Marsha Mason. along w,th Kn~tv
McNtehol Jc1mes Coco and Joan Hackett give wry con
v111nny portrayals of the characters they plav

111 a11 effort to f,1mihanN the student body with the Piln
Anwnrnn Studl'nl Assonahon, (PAUSA) we w,11 be
featunny a ,111,11 b1oyraph1cal wnes 01 tht> ,chool
wncltor, Th•• wrll', ,hould make the wnc1tor, better
known to tht>u consttlul'nts

Ot1l' of thl' wnator~ ,._.prt>sent111g the School of Sct\.'tll<'
and MathematKs 1s Abraham Miranda.
Mtrilnda is d Junior maioring in Biology He plans to
liecomt> a doctor speciahL1ng in obstrettc, and gynt>
cology Astdt from h,s duties as wnator Miranda ,~ also
mv(llwd tn Tn 8l'ta (the B1olog1cal Honor ',oclety at PM
Am) . il~ their vtct> president tn that orqantzalton
M1r1111da also ,., a teaching assistant in the biology
lepartment. teaching biology and anatomy and
1hys1olog1; lab<; He also tutors anillumy and phys1oloyv
~t the I.RC.
Miranda beliews that ,tudents at PAU are not getting
the mo,t out of their un1vl'r~11\;
"PAU ha, alot of poten!tal for a good academ1C ltfe a,
v.·ell a, a goorl social hfe. says Miranda ·'People should
bl'come more aware of what their school has to offer
not onh,r 111 ,1tadem1( growth but pers<mdl growth as
we11 ··
Whtll• s1udy111g ts a lorl'most ohJl'Cltve. he stre~sl', that
..d,vl'rs,on is Jllst as important a, Cllh.'S studll!S ..
In ,, govt>rnrnenl report he rl•cently submitted to this
publ1ca1ton , Miranda putnll!d out thdt student, are 111de1?d
<1patlwt1c 111 rl'h.>nmce to PAU ds ,1n acadl•mic entity He
believl's that 11l otdl'r to achil'Vl' student enthus1c1~m.
'PAU's potentt,,1 must 1>., rl'cogntit·d . and ,•~t-,bl,sht>d nn1
onlv 111 thl' V,,11 .. ~• but on a stall' ,md na11onc1l levl'I'

·----------------------to do things. one way to thtnk.
one way to believe Any math
professor or history pro
fessor. or physics professor or
any professor tn virtually any
other discipline will state that
the~ ,s considerable debate
and disagreement over the
meaning or value of the
various theories and ideas
withm their d1sc1phne V,nual·
ly all w,11 argue that a pro•
fessor leg1hmately can teach
any or all of these theories or
ideas
Unfortunately there 1s a
tendency by some to confuse
educatton with dogmatism. to

TH

Mason. who share, the ~pothyht with McNichol. pm
trays an alcoholic actress lrymg to stay off the booze altl'r
a thrl'I' month drytng out pl'riod McNJchol 1s her teen
agl' daughter trying lo get her mother back into her hfe
Co,:o and Hackett are age old fnends who are always
around when they are needed. even ,f they ilrl' bl'tng
plagued by thl'ir own personal traumas

Abraham G. Miranda
Senator of Science & Mathematics
Pan American Untvl'rs,ty ts a, good a school as
ilnvwhere Miranda ,;aid ·11 may nut seem like 11 ts
because tis students do not think ,tis hdven't you heard
it hl'tng rt>ferred to '" Taco Tl'ch'") w.. as students
however. haw the power to make PAU a better ,;chool in
evl'ryorw s l'ye,
"<;1ude11ts who hc11111 questions about policy or pro
l'l'dure should ask and havl' their questtons answl'red tn
sll•all of JU\! dl'cidiny to go along with 11 Marandi! said
"rtus ts our un1vers1ty ilnd w,• ~hould ni.,ke thl' mu,t of
ii .
Ill.' says th.ii s1udent~ unhilppy ahout policy should
vo1cl! thl'tr op1111on l'tther a1 a PAUSA niel'hng or to the,r
l'l,,,·ted reprl'-.•ntattw Any stud,mt who may haw a ~uy
Y•'!>IIOn to mak,• to PAUSA can do so bv either c1th•nd1ny
a nwehny or rnnti1Cl1114 thl'tr wr1c1tor
Miranda can he h',Khed ill ;{~ I :~54r1 (T A \ offtct>
ruom 210 111 tlw B,ologv Dt!pt I or students may ll'av~
mc11l 111 h,~ t1M1lhnx 111 tlw h,olvgv d1?p,1r1nwnt off1ct?

Letters----------,------------

believe that professors are discipline 1s imperfect and far
oracles who somehow divine from complete
Honest
THE TRUTH and who must scholars frequently dtsagree
then impart that absolute
wisdom to the,r students To honestly over what 1s true We
deviate from this absolute cannot say what THE TRUTH
TRUTH becomes heresy and is or even that THE TRUTH
exists All that we can do,
cannot be permitted
what we are obligated to do
both p rofessionally and moral•
But we cannot divine THE ly. is to use our knowledge,
TRUTH. The body of know• our professional experiences.
ledge which mankind our values and our belief
possesses is but a small frac• systems. however Imperfect
tton of Ahe totality of tnforma
they may be. to teach what
hon tn the umverse And any makes sense to us. what we
one professor's knowledge. believe to be true We are
l'ven w1thtn his her own obligated to admit that we are
fallible When subsequent
knowledge persuasively
demonstrates that what we
one held to be true is false (for
example that the world is flat).
we are obligated to admit that
we were werong and to adjunt
our beliefs and our instruction
accordmgly_ And we are
obligated to refusp to teach as
truth those things which our
professional 1udg1?ment and
our conscience tell us are
false

I know of no pr~fessor who ,
ob1ects to the teachtng of crea
tion theory by any professor
who wants to teach it I hope
that no professor would obiecl
to any professor presentmg
creationism as the true theory
of hie who believe it lo be true
The AAUP objects to state
legislatures requ,nng teachers
to teach creation theory when
those teachers feel that the
theory is wrong and that
teachmg 11 ts mappropnate
We would obJect 1ust as
strenuously ii stale legislatures
were to forbid the teachmg of
creation theory Legislatures
may have the right to man
date courses. but they do not
have the right to mandate the
content of those courses. That
is the essence of academic
freedom Anyone who sup
ports leg1sla1tve efforts to man
date course content is not sup
porting academic freedom but
opposing II

7DAYSAWEEK
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Ella de los Santos
Movie Editor

The tttle t1lthough ,t may not be l!Vtdl'nt to most m01:1e
goers refer, to the old JOkt> .ibout pa111 and havmy to hvl·
with 11. life ran be a cltsappo111tment that all mu,t hw with
and 11 hurh.
but "onlv whl'n I laugh"
Although Mason. Coco. <111d Hackl'II hctvl! m,my l,lla'iW,
of l'xpertl'lll'la' ,n movie and theatncal produrtton~. Oil\'
,1111 ,~ overcome bv the grl'at 1wrformdnCI' that McNichol
y1ws 111 tlw fl'alure This young lady who has h\•en actmy
on telev1s1011 ,incl' she was about ten ye.irs old has an ef
ferltve wav of pu~h111y the charactl'r and play111y the part
to ,t, extrenw m d1~playtny thl.' variou, 1,>mot1on-,I situa
hons wh,rh <KTur ,n the story
rh11 storv dl'als with a very mixed up woman trying to
yl'I hl'r hf" back 11110 perspl'ctive while trymg to cope with
havmg a lt>en aye daughter sh" is only used to Wl.'ing on
holidays and weekends (the arrangeml'nts of divorce)
Tlw conflict 1s two fold ~-dealing with picking up th!!
pietl'S of hl'r life. and dl.'allny with othl'rs that drl' an ,n
tl.'grdl part of her l'Xtstancl.' and hl.'r dependencl.' ,m them
As tn ttw maionty ot Neil <;,mun produchons thl' au
dtt>nce 1s cdphvated by the ,,tualton and the emotton of
the s,tuahon At ttml's. 11 was hard to ftnd a dry eyl' in the
thedler hoth on the ,crel'n and the audience

lh1s. howl'ver. mav be thl' reason that all of ',1mon,
works art> popular Not only do they Cl'nter around l.'very
day social -,,ruations l.'vl'ryorw can idenhfy with, thl'y als<,
capture thl' ilud11!ncl.'d and give each movtl.' gol'r the
chance to live thl' role heiny portrayed Therl' ,~ certa,nlv
not Vl'ry manv ftlms that can do that to an aud11,>nce It 1s a
rl!freshing change from. the morl' rl'cent Hollywood fan
lil,y filled thnllers' that may bl' entertatnmy hut not ea,y
to tcll'nltfy with

Auditions for new play set

S amue l Freeman

Custom Marketing International

IS OPEN

A~ tn all of S,mon s works. the audience watches tlw
story unfold not 1n a verbal communtcation pattl'rn but
1n illl array of emmotional display that reaches out and
GRABS you The emotions you expenence art> that of
JOY, sadne,!>. anger. horror, exasperahon. and despair

•
•
•
•
•

Fraternities
Sororities
Clubs
Teams
Organization

Aud1t1on~ for th'-' " f.l
Crande de Coca Cola" w,11 bl'
1odav and tomorrow c1t the
I.RC Ml'rlta Theatre

could grow 1f thl.'re are sewral
good aud1t1ons He said thl'V
haw a!rl'ady added a drum
mer and a p1an1't

Aud111ons arl' ~chl'dul11d for
4 m p m to S 4S p m and
fdll p m to h p m on Oct
22 On Oct 2i aud11tons w,11
hl' 2 JO p m to 4 :m p m

"Thi.' play 1s a musical
review. so we are looking for
smgers dancers. .-,ctors and
comedians .. Strawn said

D,rl'rt,,r ,Jack '>trawn says
th., t1ud11ton~ att> open to
ewryon.. and tlw play l~a, f,w
ma111 t hardllt>r~ h111 that

"El Grande de Coc.i Cola"
will be shown in con1unc1,on
with Homecommg week Ol'C
l '> at th'-' Snack Bar
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(English writing club organiz€S] Leading novelist lectures Oct. 27
Designed to meet the needs
of writers and those interested
in writing, the Pan American
Writing club has been formed
by a group of students interested in writing.
The club will meet on Oct.
29 in LA 205 during activity
period. Anyone interested in
writing non-fiction , fiction o r
poetry are welcome to attend .

Officers are Stephanie
Kissia, president: Eduardo C
Vela. vice-president; and Noe
Valenzuela.
secretarytreasurer and Mrs. Jan Seale.
professor of English. adviser
The club will contribute to
the student anthology.
"Gallerv", this spring and also
w1I I hi?lp with the "Living

PAU co-hosts
UIL conference
PAU and the University Interscholastic League are cosponsoring the student activities conference. The conference is set for Oct. 24 and
will involve high schools from
Laredo to Brownsville.
"The conference will give a
background to students when
they advance to the reglonal
UIL tourney," Leal Rieke.
director of forensics said
The areas to be covered are
speech and debate, one act
play, journalism. ready
writing, spelling, science.
number sense and calculator
applications.

Participants will also
analyze last years' ready.
writing winners and will be
prepared with an understanding of this year's rules and
contests

Stage band
To perform
The Pan American Univer
sily stage band will peform 111
the snack bar on Oct 27 The
band will play during achv1ty
period

Bake sale
A success

Author Series." the "Spec1a1
Achievement Awards in
Writing·· and the convention
of the Texas Association of
Creative Writing Teachers to
be conducted here February
Talks by local writers, student readings and activities
designed to stimulate the
creative process will be
reviewed at meetings.

Lum.,~ Jose Cela. Spain's
leading comtemporary novelist. will lecture at Pan
American University Tuesday.
Oct. 27. at 10:30 a . m m the
Fine Arts Auditorium.
A reception will be held in
his honor at the university
ballroom at 7 .30 that evening
The lecture will be In Spanish
Both events are open to the
public.

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

OCTOBER SPECIAL
819 Enchilada Plate
3 enchiladas,
spanish rice.
ranchero beans.
crackers

only S1.98
For faster service
call in order
383-0725
Across from Pan Am
Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE

$! locations/ McAllen. M ission
t-farhngen & Brownsville

Movie tickets
available
PAU students and faculty
may purchase discount
theater tickets for any Plitt
theater in the Valley for $2.50
from the Alumni Association
at the University Center 103
For further information
please, contact Jerry Baldwin
at 381-2500.

Pan American Univesity will
host 1ts 28th annual reading
<..onference Oct. 23-24 as a
part of a state-wide program
sponsored by the Texas
Association for the Improvement of Reading
Main speakers will be Dr
Carl Smith. professor of
education at Indiana State
University and senior author
of "Series r" the basic reading
program for the MacMillan
Reading Co . which is widely
used in South Texas schools.
and Dr. Mary Ann Baird,
reading supervisor for the
Mississippi State Department
of Education.
Esther Esparza. PAU coordinator for the conference,
and Mrs Eva Hughes. area
coordinator, have been plannning with the various commit-

Tomorrow is the deadline
for the foosball tournament
according to Luis Pena.
games and tournaments cha1Tp erson A fee of $1 per team
is required and participation Is
limited to PAU students currently enrolled !D's must be
presented at time of registration
The foosball tourney will
run from Oct 26-31 Students interested in entering

tees the two-day meet. which
will include general sesssions,
group sessions luncheons.
and exhibits
An administrators' luncheon on Oct 23 will kick off
the event in the University
Center ballroom when Mr
Smith will speak on "Developing a Language Arts Curriculum"
The first general session is
at 4 p m. In the Fine Arts
auditorium Baird will speak
on " (Making Books Come
Alive " Smith will address the
second general session at
7 .30 p m. and will have as his
topic "The Reading and
Writing Connection "The two
speakers will be consultants
for group sessions beginning
at 8:30 p m . in the old library
building.

the tournament should go by
the UC checkout counter at
the recreation room to register
and pick up a list o f the rules
The tournament will be
single elimination and best
two out of three Foosball participants will consist of teams
with each team consisting of
two players. Trophies will be
awarded to the top three winners of the tournaments

Spring deadline nears
The deadline for any stu
dent wishing to be considered
for any financial aid program
for the spring semester. is

1981 yearbooks available
Close to 500 1981 yearbooks
are still available to interested
students at Student Publications.
"We had the best turn-out

ever in distributing year
books." said Oscar Garza. 1981
El Bronco Editor
PAU students are required
to present their identification
cards and be enrolled for nine
hours or more . Student Publications is open weekdays
from 8 a.m. to 4 30 p.m .
Garza finally added "Stu
dents pay for the yearbook m
their service fees and should
take advantage of it ·

Nov I, according to Cindy
Garrett. assistant financial aid
director
Students who applied for
both fall and sprmg financial
aid need not apply again
In order to have the financial aid packet ready by the
spring semester, students
should meet the Nov I
deadline. but applications will
be accepted until Jan 31
Garrett also says a change
1n the regulations for
Guaranteed Student Loans
could result m th~ delay of
many Hinson Hazlewood
ffOP) checks

LRC extends hours
Pan American University's
Learning Resource Center has
extended its hours to suit the
growing needs and demands

IS OPEN
WITH LUNCH
UNDER $3.00
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

'

Reading conference set

Foosball entry deadline tomorrow
Appro ximately $108.50
was raised by the (BESO) Bilingual Education Student
organization at their Oct. 13
bake sale according to Nilsa
Guajardo. member.
BESO conducted the bake
sale at the Education, LA. and
the LRC areas.

Cela·s 1942 novel . ··La
famtlia de Pascual Duarte." afforded him immediate fame.
according to Dr James C
Maloney. head of the Depart-

of students who use the library
Facility
The library section of the
center has changed its week-

RODRIG
complete line of

• AUTO ACCESSORIES•
For Car, Truck, Van

421-A South Main, McAllen
682-3291

\..

i

ment of Foreign Languages at
Pan Am A self-narrated story
of a murderer awa iting execution. the novel. which shows
Cela's genera:ly low regard for
humanity. is available in an
English translation entitled
··The Family of Pascual
Duarte"
Maloney said another of
Cela's most popular novels.
"La Colmena (The Hive),·· 1s
also a pessimistic. albeit less
brutal vision of society To
date. Cela has written more
than a dozen successful novels
along with many short stories.
poetry. travel books and
plays Cela was born in Spain
in 1916

Camilo Jos e Cela

Chamber concert set
Pan American University
Department of Music will present a concert of vocal
chamber music Tuesday, at 8
p m in the Fine Arts Recital
Hall The concert Is free and is
open to the public
Directed by faculty
members. Lucila Montoya
and James Stover. and
assisted at the piano by John
Raimo and Morley Grossman.
the concert will feature the
quartets. WARNUNG (A
Warning) and DIE BEREDSAMKEYT (Eloquence) by
Franz Joseph Haydn. and DIE
ABEND (Evening) and DER
AGANG ZUM LIEBCHEN (A
Walk To My Love) by Johannes Brahms These will be
performed by the ensemble
composed of soprano Irma
Vasquez. Marissa Salas. Cyn
th!a Saldivar. Baceliza
Monroe. al to Leslie Law.
Angela Ramirez. Susana
Lopez, Holly Moffatt. Maria
Luisa Garcia. tenor Rancfall
Ashley. Oscar Sanchez.
James Stover. and bass
Theodore Lyra. David Gonzalez
In addition. the trios.
SUSCEPIT ISRAEL from
" Magnificat"' and WENW
SORGEN AUF MICH DR
INGEN from Cantata 3 by

Johann Sebastian Back will be
performed by
Nancie
Grossman. Cynthia Saldv1ar
and Susana Lopez
Duets by Rossini
LA
REGATA VENEZIANA (The
Venetian
Rega ta).
MARINARI (The Sailors). and
LA SERENATA
(The
Ser<?uade) will be performed
by Irma Vasquez. Maria Lulsil
Garcia. Randall Ashley and
Theodoro Lym
CUANDO
CORPUS
MORIETUR from "Stabat
Mater" by Giovanni Pergoiesi
will be sung by Cynthia
Saldviar and Susana Lopez
The Prison Scene and final
trio from the opera "Faust" by
Charles Gounod will feature
Nancie
Grossman
as
Marguerite Randall Ashley as
"'Faust" and David Gonzalez
as meph1stopheles and will
close the first half of the con
cert In the second half. two
Lahn American folk songs,
LA TARDE ERA TRISTE.
and RIQUI. RIQUI. RIQUIRRAN. a traditinal children's
folk song from Venezuela
were especially arranged for
this concert by one of the
members of the ensemble.
Oscar Sanchez from Roma.
Texas.

"We are expecting to
receive the maionty of the
checks in November." Garrett
said "'However. 1f for some
reason your check is not
received by the end of the fall
semester. vou must enroll fo1
the spring ·s emester or we will

be unable to rt.>lease 11 to you "
Students will be notified by
postcard as soon as their
checks come in.
Students should contact the
financial aid office if they have
any further questions concer
ning then loan

Supervisors seminar set
The center for continuing
education is sponsoring a ser
minar on how to beco me a
more effective supervisor
day hours from 7 45 a m to
10 30 pm to 7 45 am to
11 p m On Fridays, the
library hours remain the same.
7 45 a m to 5 30 p m
Weekend hours are from 9·00
a m to b p m on Saturdays
and 2 p m to l O p m on
Sundays
According to Bob McDowell. who 1s in charge of
the Reader's Services. attributes the reason for the
changed hours 1s because of
the increased number of
students who have expressed
a direct need for late hours

The seminar will be offered
on Oct 28 from 8 30 a m to
4 10 p m at rhe Nursing
Education building auditorium
room 112 Robert Jone~
management consultant
speaker A $45 registration
fee will be charged and the
deadline 1s Oct 21
The seminar is designed to
ht>lp the individual understand
tough minded insights into
what a supervisor·s respon
sib11i11es really are and how to
focu~ on results. rather than
activ1hes
Also lo reinforce and 10
develop skills which will help
build a motivated ;,ind
synerg1st1c team and to
recognize and develop per
sonal strengths and leadership
abilities
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'Cujo'

Dorril applications due

The deadUne for all dormitory residents to sign up for
the dorms for the spring
semester Is tomorrow at 10:30
p.m.
Dormitory residents not
meeting the deadline will lose
their room to someone on the
waiting list, according to Judy
Vinson, assistant dean for student life.

Presently, 26 women and
19 men are on the waiting Ust.
When a vacancy arises, these
students wUl automatically be
considered on a first come first
basis.
Those residents wishing to
remain through the spring
semester can sign up at the
men and women's dormitory
offices.

King's latest thriller

Vinson also says Pan American's dormitory residence
fee Is about $100 below the
average rate of other state colleges and universities

Pan Am's average room and
board rate totaled $715 for
the five-day plan an $740 on
the seven day plan.

In an recent survey conducted by Southwest Association of College and University
Housing Officers, where
schools voluntarily participate,

In comparison, the average
of the University of Texas at
Austin totaled $1,166 for the
five-meal plan and $1,308 for
the seven-meal plan.
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by John Fleher
"Cujo" Is the latest creation
of modem horror novelist
Stephen King. Although the
novel Is not as suspenseful as
the classic "The Shining" (the
book Itself, not that dud of a
movie} and not as deep In
character as "The Stand" or
"The Dead Zone" ("Cujo" Is
much shorter) , It Is textbook
King. there Is that enviable
mlndreader style that snags
the reader with empathy, a
being with the characters that
this Is really happening, and
you are there.
Cuio is the name of the
friendliest 200-pound saint
bernard In Castle Rock,
Maine, on the farm of Joe
Cambers, amateur garage
mechanic and notorious
drinkin' buddy.
Cujo is feeling playful one
day and he chases a rabbit Into a hole: it's a small opening
to an underground cave, the
home of some perching rabid
bats
Cujo gets stuck, and his
barking disorients one of the
infected creatures, who bites
the dog
Rabies begins
spreading slowly through the
giant's nervous system, and
the latent monster In Cujo
comes slowly to the surface.
Joe Cambers' wife and son,
Chastity and Brett, leave Joe
to visit her sister out of town
while Cujo's disease Is
brewlng--Joe will be one of
the first to know what kind of
monster has been unleashed
in this very remote part of
Maine.
Clio award-winning ad men
Victor Trenton and Roger
Breakstone, partners of Adworx. Inc., are breaking their
necks trying to keep their best
account, the Sharp Cereal
Company, which blundered
in producing a cereal with
faulty red dye. It was the company's symbol--a school professor who ended his thirtysecond message by eating a
spoonful of cereal and saying,
"Nope. nothing wrong here"that lost all of Sharp's advertts
ing credibillty--and now is the
time for contract renewal \lie

and Roger leave Castle Rock
for a few days for a business
trip for some politicking with
Sharp's aging chairman and
the more hot-headed president, the chairman's son.
And Its Uc11111a Trer.ron,
Vic's wife, and their son, fiveyear old Tad, subjected to
travel In a Pinto with problems
under the hood, trying
together to fight off their own
separate problems: hers Is the
hurt and guilt from her exposed adultery, and the Tadder's
Is those of his nightmares
the amber-eyed ghost in his
closet and the other monster
that growls and lurks in the
shadows at night.
And now they sit, Donna
and Tad, baking In a dead
Pinto on Joe Camber's farm In
the hottest summer In history,
looking and waiting for help
that's dead or out of town or
impossible, as there's a wild,
hungry dog between a phone
and two ..
King Is slowly but surely
working himself up the the titie of the Faulkrter of horror.
Like faulkner's fictional
Yocknapatawpha County In
the South, King has l\js home
state of Maine to play with.
Maine claims home to a_ ghost
town of vampires In 'Salem's
Lot and now it's home of
ghosts in Castle Rock. (The
town's policeman Frank Dodd
killed himself Just before being
arrested for the rapes and
murders of several little girls.
And now in Castle Rock, if
you're a bad little boy or girl,
Frand Dodd will get you .)
Faulkner's horrors dealt
with Ignorance, violence, and
adultery--lt's those flaws
which gnaw at all of King's vie•
tims' consciences In King's
Maine, if you're not a monster
or ghost, you're going to be a
victim of conscience--or otherwise.
King is a master story-teller
of the macabre "Cujo" is not
at all a bad work, and it would
serve well to be your first
Stephen King novel.
.

--

IS OPEN
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Halloween carnival anticipation grows
Approximately 43 booths
and 32 organizations will participate at the Carnival of the
Great Pumpkin, according to
Gloria Rodriquez, special
events chairperson.
The rock band, "Exit," will
perform and a search is being
conducted for a country and
western band:
A radio remote to increase
attendance ls being checked
Into.

Only PAU students can
compete for the $25 costume
prize that will be awarded at
the carnival. Interested persons can sign up at UCPC Information booth.
The best three booths will
receive $100, $75 and $50
respectively. Visions, an art
club, won last y~;n's competition.
"I am looking forward to the
carnival and at this point

everything Is running
smoothly," Debbie Thomas,
UC coordinator said.
The movie, The Rocky
Horror Picture Show will be
shown Oct. 30 at 8 p.m. and
10 p.m. and on Halloween at
10 p .m . and midnight. The
Oct. 31 showing is in conjunction with the Carnival of the
Great Pumpkin .
A dress contest wlll take

place at the special two-day
Halloween showing. Honors
will be given at all four showings.
"The movie Is a loose ano
exciting flick," Belinda Barbosa, UCPC films committee
chairperson, said. "The sucess
of our film depends on audience participation and appropriately dressed fans."

The Equal Rights Amendment has until June of 1982 to
be ratified by three remaining states and thus become law.
Students were asked should ERA be ratified?

Five applicants vie for
third vice-president
The Board of Regents wlU
be selecting someone to fill the
position of Vice-President for
Institutional Advancement
from a field of five applicants.
"We hope to make a decision by the next board
meeting In November," stated
Carol Raush, administration
assistant to the president. "If
not, by the Oecember melting. That way, the new vicepresident can begin his duties
on the first of the year."
The vice-president's duties
will be to plan, design, implement, coordinate, and manage the university advancement program.
According to Rauch, these
duties will consist of three
areas. The first of which ls the
development of financial
resources including corporate
foundation and Individual
development programs. This
area will also Include planned

ERA

giving, annual giving, and
alumni affairs.

'

The second area of dutle!
will consist of the expansion of
a positive public image of the
University, public h,formatlon,

Anita Harding said, "I am
for It because women are
equal as men, but yet there
are limitations."

public affairs, publications,
and special events and projects.
The third and final area of
duties will be the expansion of
grant-seeking activities both
for program and faculty
research.

Migrant health
speech topic
Students, faculty and staff
are Invited to hear a discussion of "Health and the Migrant Farmworker" during activity period Tuesday In the
Regency Room of the Library.
Dr. Joseph Spielberg, a
visiting professor of anthropology at Pan Am this
semester, will speak at a
meeting of the Forum for the
Study of the Americans.
The topic concerns Spielberg's research which examines the health conditions
of migrant workers in relation
to their work. He teaches al
Michigan State University.

Mlchael Wood said, No; "It
is already stated In the constitution that there Is equality
for all. It Is up to the Judicial
branch to carry out."
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II "" a long time between now and June and the proERA and anti-ERA persons to gather their strength. Till
next week see Ya later.
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Meet the Dean
All students, faculty and staff are cordially Invited to
receptions honoring the PAU president and deans.
The University Center Program Council Is sponsoring
these receptions with the Intent of giving the students,
faculty and staff an Informal opportunity to talk to their
respective administrators. Listed below are dates,
times and locatlonc:
Oct. 27

Dean Baca

Nov. 12 Dean Alvirez
Nov. 17 Dean de los Santos

de lo• Santos

SB Courtyard
LA 101
UC Faculty
Lounge

Activity
Period
Act. Per.
Act. Per.

• Gift

Wr■ppina

• Enaravina

Baca

ALMA'S

'His
-nHers'
422 1/2 E. University

Alvirez

Edinburg

383-9035

for your convenience
call orders to go 383-9093
319 East Cano, Edinburg
With the purchase of hamburger &
fries you will receive a free
burrito with c.oUDon.
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 28, 1181
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Internships Available

'Not By Bed Alone'
set for Nov. 4-7
"Not by Bed Alone" is Pan
American University Theatre's
first fall production. This
French farce is written by
George Feydeau and directed
by Or. Doug Cummins.
"Not by Bed Alone" opens
November 4-7 and will be performed In the Fine Arts
Auditorium. Showtimes will
be 8:00 P M. for evening performances and 2·00 PM. for
Friday afternoon matinees
With a Pan American University ID card, student admis
sion will be only one dollar
The plot spoofs the mores
and mannerisms of Parisian

Thursday, October 22, 1981
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Agency/ Company
Internal Revenue
Service Houston,
Tx

high society In 1910 through
the hypocritical actions of Fer-

NASA

Position
Special Agent, Tax
Audit Revenue
Agent Accountant
Student Trainee

Houston, Tx

nand Bois D'Enghlen. Bois
D'Enghien is a charming but
penniless young man with a
good name (if one likes "Bois
D'Enghien") who has arranged to marry a poor little rich
girl, namely Viviane, with her
mother, Madame Duerger's
blessing. The catch Is that Bois
D'Enghien has been having an
affair with Lucette Gautier,
who Is madly In love with I im
and has threatened to kill
herself if she discovers that he
love another

Lawrence Livermore
Lab. Livermore,
California

Student Intern

National Finance
Center-USDA New

Student Trainee

Majors
Liberal Arts
Bus Admn
CS, Math,
Engineering,
Physics
Chemistry,
Cs, Bio-Medlclne,
Physics,
Engineering
Accounbng
Math, CS,

Orleans, Louisiana
National Center for
Health Statistics
Hyettsvllle,

CIS
Student Assis~nt

tics, CS, CIS

Maryland

Student Trainee

NOAA

Boulder, Colorado
National Bureau of
Standards Washing•
ton, DC
National Institute of
Health
Bethesda, Maryland

Meth. Stalls-

Student Trainee

Math, CS
CIS
Economics
Math, CS.
Engineering,
Chcrn!sUy,
Physlca

Student Assls~nt

Engl~
Finance,
Business,

Kickapoo tribe wants land;
'It's like a stone-age village'
by Nora Lopez
ataff reporter

MNot By &d A/one'--Debble Thoma■, Anna De Haro

and Be Muney portary mother, daughter and governeaa In George Feydeau'• French farce to be
presented Nov. 4-7 at the PAU Fine Arts Auditorium.

FREE
Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

Imagine waking up every•
day fighting to keep your
piece of land, having no running water or sewer, living in
paper thin huts, then realizing
you have nothing to call your
own
This is the type of life
described by a small Kickapoo
Indian woman dressed in a
traditional ceremonial Indian
garb
Her face held no expression
as she continued to tell how
the Klckappo tribe still suffers
the injustices which many
people believe are a thing of
the past
At one point, her voice
choked up and tears filled her
eyes when she told how she
felt when ''a young child is dy•
ing In my arms and there is
nothing I can do because I
have no money "
Nakai Breen, spokeswo•
man for the Kickapoo Indian
• tribe of Eagle Pass, Texas, told
her story before a handful of
PAU students Oct 16 in the
LA building
She told of how a woman
once asked a clerk for
medicine to treat the chicken
pox and how he gave her
something to remove corns in
stead
Breen said another time, "A
woman asked for something
for an earache and was given
Orajel"
"Injustices like these are
what I'm fighting against,"
said Breen.
Perhaps the only tribe
which still chngs to the past
refusing to accept the "white•
man's world," the 620 members of the Kickapoo tribe in
Eagle Pass Feel that if they

-,-·

__ ...,_.w_..._

had apiece of land to call their
own perhaps they could put
an end to these Injustices.
"Without land you are
nothing," said Breen.
At the present time, the
Kickapoo tribe is living In a
small piece of borrowed land
But said Breen, "If city officials throw us out, we have
no where to go "
The kickapoo's fight for
land has been a long one. It
was not until recently when
James Mcleod, a PAU professor and Presbyterian
clergyman visited them that
they have begun to make progress in their fight.
When Mcleod traveled to
Eagle Pass on a church project
a year ago, he discovered the
Indians and felt that they were
very much in need of help

Nakai Breen

His report to the Presbyterian
Church triggered a response'
and since then, the church has
been trying to raise money
and they have been working
hard to gel a landowner to
donate or sell his land for a
good price.
The problem stated Mcleod is that there is no federal
land in Texas. Once the
government recognizes the
tribe, It can then come for•
ward and buy land for them.
Because the Kickapoo's
migrate to Mexico, they are
not recognized by either the
United States or Mexico
Breen says that they are not
asking for much, Just a piece
of land near Eagle Pass where
their sacred burial ground Is.
To date. Mcleod has worked for the introduction of bill
4496 In the House of representatives
Mcloed had hoped the Bill
would be simultaneously
sponsored by Senators Lloyd
Bentson and John Tower.
However. Sen Bentson re·
fused and Sen. Tower has not
yet made up his mind.
Although It has no sponsors
yet, Mcleod says there is de-

finitely a lot of Interest In the
bill, they will vote to support
It
At the moment, a committee of five Klckapoos, Including Breen and other
church officials, plan to travel
to Washington, D.C , and
testify In support of the Bill on
Oct. 30
"There is no organized
committee working for the
Kickapoo tribe," stated
Mcleod "There are II lot of
people who are Interested In
helping."
For the moment, anyone
who is interested In donating
either money, food. or clothing can contact either the
Presbyterian Church, Mcleod,
or Nakai Breen herself
In the meantime, while the
Kickapoos await the result of
the Bill, their lives continue to
progress at a slow pace
"It's like the TwUlght Zone,"
said Breen
"When one steps Into the
Kickapoo village it is like stepping back in time, It's like 11
stone-age village." said
Mcloed

NECESSITA UN PRESTAMO
DE $100,000 dolares o mas;
una computadora o equipo
pesado para su negoclo o
com pan la en Mexico U.S.?
Llame o escrlba la cantldad o
marca de equipo. Para inform ac Ion : (512) 686-5106-·
Carlos Gonzalez-P. 0. Box
1715, McAllen, Texas 78501 .

J

Exclusive
Playbo y BoutiQue
1203 Chicago
Mc Allen

®

.

Johnny Hinojosa
Owner

Pull ring
and throw •••a party

Optical Fashion

Big Mouth from
I
I
Mickey's Malt liquor
I
--- - ------ - - - - - - - - -- - I\ ..______________________________________________
308 S Broadway
McAllen
682-9435

260 South Texas
Weslaco
968-8863

t solder Gold frames & sell
The Best frames ir the world
TAY ME!!

C tMO O Hl.lUllillAN •"1:wui,o C Ot,IPANT tHC . LA C"OSSl W1$CONSIN ANO OTHlllfl: Cltl(S
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Gymnastics team gets ready
for weekend competition
The Pan American gymnastics team will compete
against Southwest Texas State
U. here at 6 p.m. Friday and 2
p.m. Saturday.
They will compete at Level
3 In four compulsory exercises
--floor, beam, bar and vault.
The competition will be in the
old gym. Admission is free.

Gymnastic Coach, Jeanette
Hawkins, said all seven of the
Lady Broncs' women gymnastics will be competing.
They are Maureen Clifford,
Los Fresnos; Cindi Contreras,
Raymondville; Minnie Lazo,
Pharr; Janie Moran, McAllen;
Julie Smalling, McAllen; and
the Sudbrink sisters. Shellv

Wendy Sudbrlnk

trip.

The Women's gymnastics team··•• advised by Coach Jeanette Hawkin• on
floor exercises during practice. The team wtll complete against Southwest
Texae State University this weekend In the Old Pan Am Gym • Competition
wtll be at 6 p.m. Friday and 2 p.m. Saturday.

G
FRESH START
ON LUNCH.

Coming home after a stunning 4-1 road victory in Beaumont, the Pan American soccer team will play Its first home
match u the season at 2 p.m.
Saturday against old rival
Trinity University.

"I was real pleased with our
defense at Texas Southern,
and with our offense at
Lamar," said Coach Reggie
Tredaway after last weekend's

Janie Moran

.lulle Smalling

Soccer team
beats Lamar

Pan Am and Trinity fought
to a hard 1-1 tie in San Antonio Oct: 11.
The Broncs began with four
straight road matches this
year. They stand 1-1-1 going
Into their visit to St. Mary's at
3 p.m. Wednesday in San
Antonio.

and Wendy, from Chardon,
Ohio.
Pan Am's other two meets
this semester will be against
Tarleton State University in
Edinburg Nov. 20-21.
On Tuesday, Oct. 20, the
Lady Broncs were scheduled
to give a gymnastics exhibition
to the Zonta Club.

l

•

The Broncs lost to strong
Texas Southern University,
1-0, In Houston. TSU's
statters all come from Nigeria
and Kyena. Bronc goalie Hernan Rojas of Colombia held
TSU nearly scoreless. The
game's only goal bounced off
a defensive player.
You don'c have co seccle for a lunch
rhac's cooked and waicing.
Cui out this coupon and come co
Whataburger* because we're waicing co
start cooking jusc for you. For luncb, or
dinner, or whenever you want a fresh,
juicy Whacaburger, so,ne hoc, crispy

Then the Broncs rallied
from a 1-0 deficit to upset
Lamar University In Beau·
mont 4-1.
Mgbolu Francis of Nigeria
tied It for Pan Am with time
running out In the first half by
bouncing a strong kick off
Lamar goalie.
Ruben Ojeda of Pharr then
provided the Bronc's winning
goal, and an Insurance goal,
both on assists by Abel Rodri•
quez of McAllen early the second half.
Juan Garza of Pharr wrapped up th Pan Am scoring on
as IISSist by Antonio Pena of
McAllen.
Ojeda and Sandov~l of
Mexico both sparked the
Bro_ncs ~esplte Injuries.

french fries, and a froscy cold drink.
So come on in co Whacaburger and
lee's gee scarced. And if you'll bring along
chis coupon, we'll scare someching for
you free!
We'll be waiting. But don't worry, we
won't stare withouc you

WHATABURGflt

-- - - - ------------------------------7

i
j

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

Free French Fries

One free .small order of french fries with this coupon
Pleaae present coupon to cuhler when or. erlng. Limit one coupon per customer.

COUPON REDEEMABLE AT WHATABURGER NUMBER 60. EDINBURG

OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 28, 1981

WlfATABURGER
-bu

Ilda bi•r bdt~rbaraer.
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Broncs open practice drills with
4 veterans; 10 newcomers
Amid a sea of new faces,
the Bronc Basketball team has
begun practice sessions in
preparation for its 1981-82
season next month.
Coach Bill White greeted

four veterans plus 10 newcomers. all of whom transferred to Pan Am from junior
rolleges.
Several walk-on candidates
also will trv to make the team

as non-scholarship players.
Just one part-time starter
returns from that great Bronc
ballclub that usually started
five seniors. He is 6-7 Robert
Kirby. The other lettermen are
6-7 Alan Martin, 6-5 Clinton
Cobb and 6-3 Kim Owen.
Larry (Pork Chop) Skinner,
a 6-3 guard, promises to give
the Broncs some scoring firepower He averaged 24.2
points and 6.1 assists for
Gregory JC in Oklahoma.
The Sporting News picked
Skinner among the nation's
top 50 JC recruits.

IS OPEN
COUNTRY, POP, J ~
THE MUSIC YOU
WANTTOHEAR
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

Some strong JC rebounders include 6-5 Darwin Butler,
6-7 Bill Moser and 6-5 Gordon Musgrove. The Broncs
also are counting on JC
transfers 5-9 Fred Davis, 6-2
Jerry Rapp, 6-4 Andrew
Lance, 6-4 Kevin Smith, 6-6
Mike Bell and 6-5 Mike
Hatch.
The Broncs opener will be
at home Nov. 28 against
Mercer of Georgia, a 1981
NCAA playoff team that was
champion of the Trans
America Conference.

The Broncs basketball team--have been working out
hard during practice In anticipation of their upcoming tough season. Practice began last Thurs•
day with Coach BIii White greeting four veterans
and ten newcomers.

Basketball
tickets
available
Some season tickets remain
available for Pan American
basketball this season. and a
waiting list has been established for people who want to buy
them .

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Kooni N,}w OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Tickets won't go on sale to
the general public until
previous buyers have used
their option to renew. The
deadline for renewing the option is 4 p m . Nov ? .

"We have had a re\.ord
number of inquiries for
Hckets this year." said Kelly
Bass, Bronc assistant coach
and athletic business
manager.

Economy Drive In Is Supporting the
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!

•
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3 pieces of Chicken and Roll Only $1.39
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Most of the tickets that will
be available are toward the
ends of the court, but none is
located more that 11 rows
from the floor .
The season tickets cost $45
for 12 home games. The price
includes a cushioned chair
seat and preferred parking.
Fans can phone Bass at
383-2224 for information.

:
I
L ___ ~~!!; ~•~ !~ed_p~~~!f_!!u!.o~ ~nly_______ J

Economy Drive In
Sugar Road at Texas 107
Our Name Says It All!
Open 7 days a week

I~
683-2961
3600 N. 23rd
McAllen 78501
11617 N. Central
Dallas, Tx 75243

Thursday, October 22, 1981
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Women's basketball team prepares
for their home opener Nov. 7th
Preparing to open their
schedule at home Nov 7
against Our Lady of the Lake,
the Lady Broncs basketball
team has n I ne letter-winners
returning on a squad of 17.

Coach John McDowell
must reduce the squad before
the season begins
The Lady Broncs are trying
to Improve upon last season's
10-11 record They must do II

without much height The uillest players stand 5-foot-10
The veterans include three
from Laredo, 5-5 Kim Mynatt,
5-0 Idalia Mendiola and 5-0
Imelda Mendiola
Pan Am's other returning
letter-winners are 5-8 Rita
Gonzales, Mercede~ 5-6
Carmen Garcia, Rio Grande
City; 5-6 Lizzy Longoria
Raymondville; 5-4 Bertha
Chavana, Port Lavaca: 5-3

Sylvia Garza, Roma; and
510 Sonya Salinas, Hebbronvllle.
The newcomers Include 5-9
Vickie James, Oklahoma Cl·
ty, 5-9 Brenda Alaniz, Ri
Grande City, 5-10 Caro,
Beece, Harlingen , 5-5 Kathy
Teer, Norfolk, Va., 5-3 Sylvia
Lopez, Brownsville ; 5.5
Nelda Blllescas, McAllen; 5-9
Judy Brebnler, Weslaco; and
5-5 Dora Martinez, Edinburg.

IS OPEN
WITH GOOD
LIBATIONS
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG
The Lady Brona' basketball team--1• given lnetructlone during a workout •e•·
slon by Coach John McDowell. The team le preparing for their home Opener
Nov. 7 against O"r Lady of the Lake. There wlll be nine letter•wlnnen retur-

OPENING SOON

ning from last year'• 10-11 equard.

--

•
•
•
•
•
•

Defender
Popman
Centipede
Starfighter
Gorf
Phoenix

AND MANY MORE!
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! UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE!

THIS
AD
GOOD FOR
TWO
(2)

FREE
GAMES

North Village Mall 10th & Harvey
Adjacent to HEB

VILLAGE ARCADE
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Off the wall flick scheduled
The Rocky Horror Picture
Show Is one of the 70's first off
the wall cult films. The movie
will be shown Oct 30-31 in
the Snack Bar
On Oct 30, the film will be
shown at 8 pm. and at 10
pm and on Oct 31, the film
will be shown at 10 p.m. and
at midnight.
The movie touches a variety of areas and it is a kinky
rock'n roll science fiction hor

ror satire The movie has been
very popular since 1975 and
its R rating has captured
students as well as adults.
The movie centers around a
couple stumbling into a castle
of weirdos from the planet
Transylvania and the adventure begins .
The Oct. 31 showing in is in
conjunction with the Carnival
of the Great Pumpkin .

place at this special two day
Halloween showing. The

honors will be given at all four
showings .

A dress contest will take

FOR SALE: Genuine Rattlesnake
Skin Buckles'! Must see to ap·
preciate. For more information
call. 381 -1192 (Elisa) Cail after 7
p m

78 Dodge Sportsman/Van Lllnd

Custom 37,000 miles, Air AMELECTRONIC EARRING AND
PIN • Send $6.00 for one or
$10.00 for two to: TRADING,
Box 1007-A, Warwick, R.I.
02888.

FM 8 tr11ck, sink, cooler, 4-360

seals. I seat/bed. $6,000 -Phone

appropiately. dressed fans.
You better prepare yourself
for Rocky Horror Picture
Show fever it will definitely
grab you for a crazy ride."

PAU students visit
The Monitor

Classified Ads
JOB INFORMATION
Alaskan and Overseas
employment. Great income
potenclal. Call 602-941-8014
Dept. 502. Phone call refun•
dable.

"The movie 1s a loose and
exciting flick, Belinda Barbosa, UCPC films commineP
chairperson . said. "The success of the our film depends
on audience participation and

a different set of jaws.

Fifteen students toured The
McAllen Monitor to fami•
liarize them with the VDT's
(Video Display Terminals).
The students witnessed the
process that takes place in
gathering the information by
the reporters. writing the
i.tory, to paste-up, to plate
making and seeing the press
printed and run.
Cheryle Deutsch. Edinburg

buslneS!> page editor served as
tour guide and answered
questions that students asked
about the Monitor.
"My iob is with the Business
and Industry page
specifically the Edinburg page that
comes out on Thursday afternoons, but I am familiar with
all the other departments,"
stated Deutsch

787-8941

Surplus Jeeps, Cars, Trucks Carihv. value $2143 sold for $JOO
For inlormolion on purchasing
For Rent: EXTRA LARGE Bed- similar bargains, call 602room for l or 2 college student's 941-8014 Ext 502 Phone call
Only 5 blocks from PAU Contact refundable.
Josephine Rios. 383-1796

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIII

FOR SALE
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3 Bedroom 1 Bath Brick house
across from Pan Am Campus cen-
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Letters to the Editor- - - - - - - - - Dear Editor,

I was surprised w~en I read
the article in The Pan
American concerning the
postal stamp increase. Obviously. Mr. Garza has been
misinformed, misled, and ill
advised.
Mr. Garza, do you have
any facts to support your article? Have you ever worked
for the post office before? Do

you speak from experience?
Well, Mr Garza, I am presently an employee for the
post office and a student at
Pan American and I feel it is
time to set the record straight.
I started my career with the
post office this spring, and I
have turned in my resignation
effective next month. Why?
Well I found out that my starting pay of $9.38 an hour
wasn't enough for what I was

doing. Have you ever walked
an average of 12 to 15 miles a
day with a 40 pound satchel
on your shoulder? It's nice
when the weather is fine, but
what if ii rains?
Did you know that a large
percentage
of postal
employees have job related
health problems? (Arithrilis,
constant backaches, hemmoroids, etc.)
You complain that 20~ is

too much for the service you
are getting. Well Mr. Garza,
you don't have to mail your
utility bills, why nol drive all
over town to pay them. By the
way. do if you can afford the
time. Me? Well I can use that
time for studying. (How about
you??)
For your information Mr.
Garza, the U.S. has the most
efficient and inexpensive mail
service system in the world.

The problems of the mail system are numerous. The public
plays a big role in contributing
to the inefficiency of the
system Examples; Incorrect
addresses, wrong zip code
numbers, failure to provide a
forwarding address, must to
mention a few. As result, you
have additional time delays.
In closing I would like to
point out how narrow minded
Mr. Garza seems to be He ig-

nores to point out how inflation has changed our standard
of living. He fails to mention
that gasoline has gone up 150
percent In the last ten years
y0u
I would stT()ngly 1
torevaluate your criticism.
Roy Becerra
Editor's Note: Because of
lack of space. not all letters were run Jn this Issue.
The letters will run next
week.

The Forum
Editor's Note: Dr. Hubert Miller recently returned
from the Texas AAUP conference In San Antonio
where he chaired a panel on collective bargaining
In higher education.
The article ls the first to run In a guest column
which The Pan American has Initiated so that
diverse opinions and Interests of people of this
university can be expressed.

On Sept. 25-26, The Texas Conference AAUP hosted
a panel in San Antonio on collective bargaining in higher
education . The panel consisted of Hubert J. Miller as the
chairman; Doug Harlan, a San Antonio attorney and adviser to the Texas Coordinating Board on Higher Education; Pat Clayworth, who represented Mat Garcia. a
representative from San Antonio to the Texas legislature
and Prof. Neill Megaw from the department of English at
the University of Texas at Austin.
The opening remarks of the chairman focused on a
trend to academic collective bargaining in higher education throughout the U.S. For Instance, in 1965 there was
no collective bargaining agreement in higher education
but by 1975 collective bargaining agreements at univer•
sities had jumped to 385 and by June of 1980 the figure
stood al 681.
The trend towards collective bargaining is also evident
in AAUP policy statement. The AAUP's endorsement of
collective bargaining is of recent origin, namely 1972. The
Association did endorse the faculty's right to participate in
strikes in 1968. These dates show that the Association was
not a pioneer when it comes to collective bargaining for
university personnel.
Remarks of the panelists brought out factors that contributed to the spread of collective bargaining on all levels
of education. These factors include lack of collegiality,
low professional salaries, unsatisfactory wo~king conditions, inadequate grievance procedures, violation of
tenure and academic freedom .
The panel also addressed the prospects of collective
bargaining in Texas. One side saw ii coming, due to the
fact of low salaries and unfavorable working conditions in
the teaching profession. In short, teachers have no other
choice but to unionize to improve their lot. In fact, the
Texas Coordinating Board foresees this very possibility if
the elected officials and public administrators do not work
towards a resolution of problems in the teaching profession.
On the other hand, the opponents of collective
bargaining argue that unionization is not in keeping with
the best interests of the academic profession. Furthermore
such bargaining can threaten professional standards of
merit. It can also Increase polarization of the faculty and
administration. All In all, It is argued that collective
bargaining is Inimical to the best Interests of the faculty,
students, administration and public at large.
Proponents of academic collective bargaining find the
aforementioned fears unfounded. These cite the collective bargaining contracts in the states of New York and
Connecticut, here the lot of the faculty improved considerably and, at the same time, the faculty retained its
traditional professional interests. Another argument is that
the Improved faculty salaries have attracted and retained
better teachers; therefore, benefittlng the student population.
Acad~mic collective bargaining Is a very controversial
issue which faculty, administrators and elected officials
must face . In fact, unionization of faculty members may
turn out to be a repetition of labor history of the 19th century. After all it was management's failure to address the
injustices suffered by the laboring classes that prompted
the start of labor unions. I see nothing in Texas that will
alter this course of history. Collective bargaining already
has made inroads into the elementary and secondary
levels. Its appearance on the university level may not be
long in coming. Perhaps if teachers and professors call
themselves the ''solidarity movement." It may really fly.

STOP program tries ending apathy;
students 01ust participate actively
PAUSA's Students Together On Progress (STOP) is
the first attempt in several years at the University to try
and quell the apathy problem.
In the past four years, the student assocfation has worked hard to stimulate student interest through student
government and other social and service organizations.
These attempts have been fruitless; therefore, bring on
the STOP program.
No matter what program Is started, students have to
show a bit of Interest to make the program a success. The
students should listen up because STOP Is for everybody.
Time and time again, Pan Am has been called a com•
muter school with students who care only about school
and work. However, there is a night life around McAllen
and Harlingen for Pan Am students and faculty. Why

Oscar Garza
Editor

student interest and awareness. The rest of the frills and
thrills will come from the students themselves. STOP can
work, but students must join forces to STOP apathy.
Apathy is nothing new. Other universities have faced
this major problem before. Other unlverisites have no student government aiding them and many students are
uninformed about the university.
The bottom line is that we all have to shed our egos and
be proud of Pan American University for what is and what
it can do for us. All the jokes and stereotypes should be
burned and PAU and the students should embark into a
new era
We can conquer apathy. but it is up to each individual
student to do his part. Marching across the campus may
look dumb to some people, but this is a start for a much
closer student body
one that can STOP apathy
before it gets much worse.

THE PAN AMERICAN STAFF
Editor ........................ Oscar Garza
Associate Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . Eliseo Rodriguez
Movie Editor .............. Ella de los Santos

can't that be turned toward Edinburg and the university?
There are many places open in the community so more
students can unite.
Setting up another organization, such as the proposed
CLETO. to keep up with the student feedback will not
work either. All that will accomplish is another victory for
student apathy. The organizations have enough to worry
about without adding another program which would
burden them from doing their own work.
That is where student government comes into the picture. It is the spokesman for the students to the admm1stration and faculty.
Students should be treated like human beings and not
like animals The three R plan of receive. retention and
release would never work because students would not
allow themselves to be treated like animals That program
Is very unrealistic
The only thing STOP IS banking on to IS create more

Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Billy Cuellar
News Editor ................... Gloria L6pez
Reporters ....................... Nora Lopez
Belinda Ortega
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llono. f.mlllo Hall 100, Edinburg, T•••• 78539 It I• publl1h~d uch Thuro·
d•~ CAClfpt during e-•amln■llon• and holldaya unde-r 1h., Dtvt•ton or Stud•nt
Affair•. DT GUber10 dlf lo• Santo•. Dean of Stud..nta: and M,., Joyce Pro·

ck.advl11e, VI•""- pr~•en1.-d are tho•t of lhf' wrlttt and do noc necesH..-Uy
,.,n..c1 tho•e of th" Onh,eult'y edmlnl1Uath:m ~ubacrlptton prtce by malt I•
SJ • v.-ar or SJ 50 • 1e-mr~••• Cont,lbutlon• and l•«•rs to the e-dttor
~huuld hf' ~uhmlth•d th.- Frid•\I P""' to pubttcatlon
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Great P mpkin Carnival .. cheduled Saturday
Large turnout expected in October classic
KRIO, a McAllen radio
station will have a remote at
the carnival for four hours ac-

cording to Gloria Rodriguez,
special events chatrperson.
TI<, Re x Rodgers and Richard

Orlando wtll broadcast from
the UC parking lot Saturday
starling at 8 p .m.

Additional music will be
provided by "Exit" a rock a nd
roll and country and western
band.
Thirty-four student organizations will have booths al the
carnvial which does not inlcude the UCPC booth and
KRIO booth. Approximately
43 booths are slated.
There is also a costume
contest to be conducted
Halloween night for only PAU
students. All participants
should register at the UCPC
information booth prior lo
9:30 p.m. The best costume
will receive $25.
The three best booths will

Classified
Ads

Custom Marketing International
Custom Printing on

T-Shlrts, Caps, Bags:

•
•
•
•
•

381-9263

Ca01pusSTOPrally today;
tnarches against apathy
STOP week $tarted with six
tables placed o n campus with
many types of Information on
the tables.
"The respnse has been excellent because we have given
out all the ma terial on the
tables each day," Saldivar
said. "We have also heard
many compliments about our
effort to STOP apathy."
Student Association President Fred Rodriguez and Dr.
Gilberto de los Santos, dean
of students, will kick off the

"We hope to have a large
turnout for the carnival."
Gloria Rodriguez. special
events chairperson said.
Organizations at the earnvial will be promoting such
goods as a mud slide. fortunte
telling. fajita booth, water
ballon throw. coke ring toss,
pog roast, egg throwing and
hayride.
Also an international
gourmet booth, nacho and
cokes, crime prevention,

Bronc shirtsc1le. jail booth, cotton cand y. BBA and hot
snacks, candy apples. dunking booth, tacos and chile
pies. Easter egg booth.
haunted spaceship and popcorn and cokes.
Organizations participating
are Mu Phi Espilon. SNEA.
MENC. DZ. TSNA, Data Processing
Management .
UMCM. TEKE. RHA. Ladies
of Camelot, PKT. AKS. Kappa Sig. Vets. !K's. !SA. KD's,
Honors Student Council,
LAE. Med Tech. BESO.
ASPA. Social workers. Camp
Alumni. Visions Tri-Beta and
APO.

r.or Rent: EXTRA-LARGE Bedroom for 1 or 2 college student's.
Only 5 blocks from PAU. Contact
Josephine Rios, 383-17%.

I dare you- One student ■It• anxloualy In the dunking hot ■eat a■ he ■ee■ If be
can ■tay out of the water for one more toee. This will be one of the booths In
the Great Pumpkin Carnival Saturday.

Students Together On Progress will culminate their week
lo ng fight against apathy with
a ca mpus march during activity period t?day.
The march will begin at the
Science Building circle. Stu·
dents will march to several
buildings before ending a t the
Science circle.
"We hope 300-400 students will participate," Ricardo Saldvlar, student association vice president, said. "I
hope we get mo re too."

receive $100, $75 and $50
respectively. "Everything Is
running very smoothly at this
time," Debbie Thomas UC
coordinator said.

rally with two short speeches.
The Jazz Dancers will perform
a dance and the cheerleaders
and school senators will lead
the march.
At the end of STOP day, a
student party will be open to
all students that night from 8
p .m ., to 12 p.m. • at the
Ballroom. Admission wlll be
$1 and the food will be free.
"Everybody's favorite beverage will be available for purchase." Tony Vela , assistant
dean of students, said.

Colognes. perfumes. sewing notions, health & beauty aids, watches, Cross & Pentel pens •
wholesale prices call Kay

1408 West University
Edinburg, TX 78539

Fraternities
Sororities
Clubs
Teams
Organization

;383.6717.
ELECTRONIC EARRING AND
PIN • Send $6.00 for one or
$10.00 for two to: TRADING,
Box 1007-A, Warwick, R.I.
02888.

Surplus Jeeps. Cars, Trucks Carinv. value $2143 sold for $100.
For information on purcha.sing
similar bargains, can 602941-8014 Ext. 502 Phone call
refundable.
Classified rate ls 20 cents a line
with a minimum of $1 for each Insertion, pay able in advance.
Bring Ad copy to The Pan American Emilia Hall 100. Deadlines ls
Friday noon. To estimate cost
count 30 letters and spaces to a
line.

"Come Try Our Delicious Food"

Chicken Plates • Fish Psl a
_ t~
Shrimp • French Fries •

,. ·

Onion Rings
for your convenience
call orders to go 383-9093
319 East Cano, Edinburg

----------------------With the purchase of hamburger &
fries you will receive a free
hurrito with COUDOn.
OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 4, 1981

m-&birt
iEmpnrium
Custom Designers of Shirts
Caps&. Uniforms
Old English

FREE

in

7 Colors
G reek Letters

Pregnancy Test

Group discounts
for
Fraternities

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

&

Sororities

IS OPEN
7DAYSAWEEK
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

Phom:
l'i l ll 7H l -4244

E.I Centro M.,11

MtAllcn, 1 .:xa,
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Selcer wants incentive program
The Pan American University Student Association,
(PAUSA) has only one graduate senator.
Kyle Selcer, has been a senator for two years. He has a
degree in biology and will graduate with a Master's in
August, Selcer's thesis is on the "Demography of the
Mediterranean Gecko."
He is a member of Tri-Beta Biological Honor Society,
the South Western Association of Naturalists. Texas
Academy of Science and the Rio Grande Valley
Audubon Society. Selcer is also a teaching assistant in the
biology department.

feelings about the manner in which his subject is taught. H
the Student Association can set up a program and bring it
before the Board of Regents, I feel that one of my major
objectives as a senator will be fulfilled ."
Items Selcer would like to see considered for the program include: 1) a larger percentage of faculty pay increases for merit raises rather than across the board raises,
2) a sliding or overlapping ay scale, 3) support services
such as typing, graphics and photography provided for
faculty members involved In publishing, 4) monetary
assistance for publishing and reprint costs, 5) recognition
of interdisciplinary differences in marketability of faculty
members.
The proposed program is still In the planning stages
and information ls being gathered by Selcer in formulating
the plan.
"This will help the students receive a better education
as well as aid In upgrading the prestige of the faculty and
university as a whole," Selcer said.

Selcer's pet project this year concerns PAU professors
and an incentive program to get professors to become active in research and innovative techniques for use in the
classroom.

"I would like to see some type of incentive program initiated which encourage faculty members to become actively involved in their respective fields, either by conducting research or by designing new teaching techniques,"
Selcer said. "Being a college professor entails more than
simply presenting a subject to the students. A professor
should have an active Interest in his field and have strong

"Oh God!--l'm trapped" exclaims Kent Smithers
as Fernand Bois D'Enghlen when he finds himself
between his mistress, Lucette Gautier, played by
Lyn Cramer, and his finance, Vlvlane Duverger,
played by Anna De Haro In Feydeau's mad antic
farce "Not By Bed Alone." opening next Wednesda , November 4 and runnln throu h the 7th.

Any graduate student wishing to contact Selcer may do
so by calling 381-3543, or by going by his office In the
science building, Room SB 235, and he also has a mail a
box in the biology department where messages can be
left.

Unlverelty of Houeton
College of Law

October students of month chosen
Six students have received include being a teacher assisthe first annual 'Student of the tant in the biology departMonth' award set up by the ment.
student association to
Palmira Garza is student of
recognize
outstanding the month for Health Related
students on campus.
Professions. She Is a freshman
Michael G . Wood was majoring In HRP. She is a
chosen student of the month member of Alpha Phi Omega,
for the School of Science and the service organization. GarMath. A senior majoring in za is recognized for her outgobiology, he is president for ing personality.
Beta Beta Beta, the honorary,
Jose Angel Gandaria is the
biological society. Wood is student of the month for the
recognized for his outstanding School of Business. A Junior
leadership. His responsibilities majoring in finance-business,
he has been on the national
dean's list and won several
scholarships including the Joe

nity. He Is known for his high
standards of leadership.
Bertha Chavana represents
the School of Education. A
senior majoring In physical
education, Chavana was part
of the women's softball team
for four years. She has also
played that long with the
women's varsity basketball
squad. She has established
good leadership sktlls.
Chavana is also president of
the t;lealth and PE club.
Glo~a- Garcia is named
from School of Social

and Jess Crump scholarship
and the M & R scholarship.

Sciences. Majoring in political
science, she is a junior. Garcia

Gandaria is also a pledge of
the Tau Kappa Epsilon frater-

is president for both the
Panhellenic Council and Delta

Zeta sorority.
Finally, Robert Ashly is the
student of the month for the
School of Humanities. A
senior majoring in music,
Ashly is part of the Texas
Music Educators Association
and he has been a concert
soloist. He has appeared In
several musicals Including
"Damn Yankees" and "The
Mikado." Ashly has been
choir president for three years
and he is also a student conductor. He has dedicated his
studies and other activities
well.
"We are very pleased with
the October selections and we
expect other top students In
November," Ricardo Saldivar,
student association vicepresident, said. "If you were
nominated in October and
you did not make it, you can
still
be
honored
in
November."

RODRI
complete line of

• AUTO ACCESSORIES•
For Car, Truck, Van

421-A South Main, McAllen
682-3291

Nominations are open for
November. Forms are available in the dean's office of
each of the schools and the
PAUSA office.

Michael Wood

I!~~
--ii--

LEARNTOFLY

'

Bertha Chavana

Jose Angel Gandarla

BIOe

~ :Solo In 30 days

-..,n

1 foronty543cr

Robert Ashly

IS OPEN
WITH LUNCH
UNDER $3.00
123 E. McINTYRE
Gloria Garcia
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McAllen
Aviation
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Lee visits China, gives talks
·on country's 01odernization

University students
VIP's at the Blits

By Gloria Lopez
News Editor

By Ella de los Santos

After an extensive month
tour of China. Dr Kuo Wei
Lee. has shared experience
with several local groups
about China's modernization
and life
He has talked with the
Edinburg Kiwanis Club, The
Edinburg American Associalion of Retired Persons and
the Unitarian-Universalist
Fellowship of Hidalgo County
Lee traveled from Shanghai, the largest city in China to
Hangzhou, to Hengyan, the
business center of China, to
China's capital city. Beijing
then back to Shaghai where
he flew back to the United
States.
"I covered the western section of China and my impresslon 1s that the whole country
is very poor and there is no
way you can compare the life
to the standard of living of this
country," Lee said. China's
population is close to one
billion where the U.S. has only 200 million. China has so
many people and it does not
have enough food to feed

everyone.
"A Communist country
should find a job for everyone. but this 1s not the case in
China," Lee said "Not everyone has a job especially
among the younger people
and this creates a crime problem. The government controls the guns in the country
so. the young people use
knives instead of guns. Crime
is worse in the large cities of
China."
"I also saw that the younger
generation ls not satisfied with
the performance of the country especially because the
government cannot find jobs
for them once they are out of
high school," Lee said "The
younger people also want
more freedom of speech,
movement to travel and they
are interested in learning more
about the Western countries
especially the United States.
They want to learn about our
lifestyles and our attitudes
toward China."
"Couples in China also
must acquire permission- to
marry from the local authori-

ties, which is the Communist
party," Lee said "They may
get married without permission from the party, but then
they will not receive a food
ticket to eat."
Two leading Asian magazines, "The Eastern Miscellany" of Taiwan and "The
Seventies" of Hong Kong-have asked Lee lo contribute
articles for them on Amerii:an
Politics.
"I was honored that they
asked me to write for them
and they are willing to pay
well for them," added Lee
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Specializing in Fajitas
ONLY $4.25
lJ Beans
2 Guacamole
3 Salad &. Tortillas
720 North Closner

____________ _____ _

'

(Corner of 281 & Schunior) Orders to go welcomed
Edinburg, Texas

,_.,
381-9623

J1(eanCtee1t

Power

Mickey's
Malt Liquor
hen iust a beer isn't enough

Lee reviewed the book
"China's Modernization: The
New Technological Revolution" edited by Richard Baum,
tn the August 1981 issue of
"The Journal of Politics." He
has written English articles In
the U.S.. India and Hong
Kong. He has written book reviews for "The Western Political Quarterly," "Administrative Science Quarterly,"
··Social Forces," "Journal of

Politics," "Asian Profile" from
Hong Kong.'
Other English articles written are " Harold Lasswell's
psychoanalytical Approach"
and " Mexican-American Political Culture." He is researching a paper titled "A Study
of Social Background and Recruitment Process of City Hall
Decision-Makers In The
Lower Rio Grande Valley.''
Lee is fluent in English and
Chinese and is knowledgeable
in Japane~e and Russian.
He was born in China. but
left the country in 1949 when
the Communists took over.
He graduated from the University of Oregon with a doctorate tn political science.
Lee married Daisy D. Lee
who has a doctorate In chemistry from Texas Women's
University. They have one
<laugher, Diana, 15. They
moved to the Valley in 1969
when Lee Started teaching at
Pan American.

Editor's note: This la the be putting up a bulletin board
first of a series on popular by the dance floor where we
gathering places for
students.
At most well established,
age-old universities, there is
always a certain place where
the students can be found during their free time, talking,
drinking, eating and enjoying
their time for relaxation.

will post all athletic and
organizational events that will
be happening during the week
so that the students can be informed."

The club will cater to
university students during the
evenings. Although they
won't ask anyone to leave, If
someone feels that some
students are making them uncomfortable, we will inform
Jordan. manager of the them that we are here for the
BUTS (Best Lunch In The students.
State) Bar and Grill would like
to make his establishment as
"We have a few video
much a part of student life as
games, small dance floor, and
possible.
a section at the front of the

Pan Amencan University,
however. does not really have
such a place. This may
change if J P Jordan has his
way

"We would like to make the
Blits the exclusive student bar
and grill," said Jordan. "We
offer lunch from II a.m. to
2:30 p.m and a happy hour
from 5 p m. to 7 p.m. (with
free hors d'oeurves). We will

club that can be used for studying (there are no loud
speakers there) or watching T.
V.," Jordan said. The Blas
Bar and Grill is located on the
northwest corner of 12th and
McIntyre In Edinburg.
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CAMP captures first
r

Up and over -- Finding no eaey way out In the mummy roll, one team tries to get through thl• game,

Let's go-The TKE fraternity •trains to get up as one
In the quicker picker upper conte•t. As you can
•ee, thl• I• a hard game.

22 organizations participate

Line It up--One Kappa Delta member tries to keep a
etralght face while •winging a hoeed lemon and
guiding another lemon on the ground.

Brief showers failed
to dampen the revelry
of the BroncOlympic
games.
First place went to
CAMP with 289.5
points; second to
Health,
Physical
Education and Recreation No. 1 with
276; and third to ISA,
last year's champion
with 266. 7 5. All three
received trophies.
President Miguel
Nevarez was presented a gray felt kicker
hat by the University
Center Programs
Council for opening
the games. 22 teams
with approximately
220
participants
entered the competition.
"Everybody enjoyed the games and
we are planning to
conduct the games
next year," Larry Garcia,
diversions
chairperson said.
Bonus points were
given during the
scavenger hunt with
the IK's receiving two,
ISA"-one and APOone. All teams that
entered wore their
organization shirts.
"We put on events
we feel will appeal to

students," Garcia said.
"If there is any event
the organizations
would like to have
repeated, a letter
should be submitted in
writing about the
specific game."
"I thought it was a
lot of fun." Linda
Gonzalez said. Letty
Guerrero said, "The
games were successful
and everybody was
hollering."
Participants competed in such games
as BB's in flour, golf
ball in boot, caterpillar, ping pong topple, lemon on teaspoon, ice cube freeze,
charm and grace,
quicker picker upper,
mummy roll, blowing
pipe, pencil in Coke
bottle standup, football toss, lemon swing,
lifesaver relay and
disposable Frisbee
game.
Also, the people
weaving, footsies,
grapefruit necking,
water transfer, pennies in a cup, salt
transfer and team
games like the typing
paper relay, scavenger
hunt and ten is
enough.
Florinda Garcia

coordinated
the
games and Debbie
Thomas emceed.
The International
Student Association
were
tne
best
grapefruit neckers,
while charm and grace
went to the Geological
Society.
Organizations entered were HEP, DZ,

Geological Society,
APO actives, IK's, IK
pages, TKE, Ladies of
Camelot, Bronc Cadet
Corp, SNEA, APO
pledges, CAMP alumni association, LAE,
KD, HPE & REC club
number one and
number two, ISA,
PKT,BSU and• Kappa
Sigma.

,

Wrap lt--The Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity begins
their eecond tum In the toilet paper waving contest. Partlclpanta In this event had to move alowly,
so they would not tear the paper.
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place in BroncOlympics
•

On Its way--Taklng dlTect aim at the plastic pall, Joe Hernandez tc,pes the pigskin in the football tou
contest.

Cooo/!!--The Health Physical Education & Recreation club placed second a
fine In the BroncOlymplcs with a fine effort In the pa..lng Ice game. The
organizations received a chllllng experience In this event.
In your face •• After looking
hard for the tiny BB'• In
the Rour, this participant
dusts the Dour off of her.

Just like a pyramid-The APO service organization
tries to build a human pyramid. If they could keep
a straight face, they might do It.

Taking alm--CAMr ..,. . the overall champion H they did well In the
dlsponble frlsbee toH. This student tries to follow up her othu fine ton.

Photos by
Horacio Gonzalez
Caryl Prukop
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Guerra selected assistant
financial aid director
Jorge Guerra has been selected assistant financial aid
director, according to Clemintlne Cantu, director.
"I am looking forward to
working with what I have
already found and that the
staff is hardworkin " Guerra

'El Bronco' awarded first place

said.
Guerra will be responsible
for pre-exit interviews, which
are conducted with each individual who is about lo
graduate and thus set up the
repayment play. His other
ties are to su ervise the

CHURCH'S
Jorge Guerra
workers and convey financial
information to the students.
G. W . Burger

1/ 4 lb. Patty, Lettuce, Tomatoea,
Plcklu, Onlona & Dreaalng ..... 1.09
1 / 4 lb. Patty, Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato,

Bacon Burger

Plcldea, Onion• & Sauce ......• 1.29
1/4 lb. Patty, Guacamole, Lettuce,
Tomato & Onlona ............ 1.29
C hlll Burger
1/ 4 Patty, Chlll, Tomato, Onion• &
Dreaalng . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1.29
Bargain Burger
1/ 4 lb. Patty, Muatard, Ketchup,
Plcldu & Onlona ...............99
Double Meat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 Extra
C httM ........................... . ...... 15 Extra
Avocado Burger

10~ All-Meat Frank
On ,\ Special 10" Bun
Chlll, Onlona, Relt1h & Muatard . 1.19

Frank-Foot-er

Soft Drtnka

SIDE ORDERS
Iced Tea
.44 Coffee
Fruit Pie
.41 Milk
Large 16-oz. Chocolate Shake .69

French Frtea
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.42
.42
.45

Sm.
Med.

Lg.

.36
.46
.56

He will oversee all of the
student loan applications and
will be in charge of the National Director Student Loan
(NDSL), the (GSL) Guaranteed Student Loan, the
Hinson-Hazelwood and workstudy.

:gJ

For the third year in a row,
the El Bronco yearbook has
received a First Place rating
from theColumbia Press Association .
"This is the first major critique of the book," said Oscar
Garza, 1981 El Bronco Editor.
The 1981 El Bronco,
which is rated on several
categories, received high
ratings in each of the
categories. The yearbook this
received the highest point
total of the last three years.
"This shows we've improved each year," said Garza.

"I'm surprised and I'm
pleased," said Garza of the I
rating. "It shows how hard our
staff worked which is good for
us and the university because
it shows we can compete with
anybody," he added.
The yearbook was sent to
New York last June where it
was reviewed by the Columbia Press Association who crtiques yearbooks nationwide.
"I was surprised because
Columbia is very particular
about their ratings," said Rosie
Gonzalez, associate editor of
the '82 El Bronco. "I just
hope we can top last year's

Student Employment Services provided
associated with the Office of
Placement, Testing and
cooperative Educ"ion, provides students with the opportunity to be referred to a parttime or full-time position, according to Arturo Castillo,
SES coordinator.
All openings are listed on
the bulletin board in front of

The Student Employment
Service, a department

...J
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Lopez

DAVID'S MUG & BRUSH
HIS & HERS OMEGA HAIRSTYLISTS
422 E. University
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(512) 383-9225

It is important that students
keep their appointments for
interviewing, according to
Romulo Martinez, director of

The beginning of the end
of your hair worries.

Game Room Now OPEN

Game koom Now OPEN

Game Room Ni,w OPEN

Game Room·Now OPEN

Game Room Now OPEN

Economy Drive In Is Supporting the
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!
24

p
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BARBECUE SANDWICH 4oz. $1.69
OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 4, 1981
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Economy Drive In
Sugar Road at Texas 107
Our Name Says It All!
Open 7 days a week

the snack bar. Jobs range
from waiters, clerks, loaders,
cashiers, bookkeepers to
receptionists.

A student interested in
employment is encouraged to
come by UC room Ill during 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and apply.

Interviewing appointments important,

Game Room Now OPEN

0

yearbook."
Sandra Barbosa, 1982 El
Bronco editor, says she expected it. "I was pretty sure
we were going to get it," Barbosa said After all the hard
work, it just seemed that's
what we should get."
Barbosa added that she
hoped this year's yearbook
will do as good if not better.
"We'll just have to wait and
see," she said.
Garza said , "It wa s
something we had hoped to
accomplish, and it's something the '82 yearbook staff
can shoot for."

career planning, placement,
testing and coop era tive
education.
"Employers do not want to
consider, much less hire, individuals who are not responsible, and individuals who do
not show for appointments
keeps other students from
signing up ," Martinez said. "It
also makes it very difficult for
students who do interview
during the day with a recruiter
who is upset because someone did not show and he
wasted his time."
Martinez said wh en
recruiters get this treatment,
they usually do not return to
campus. This is also "like a
wave that spreads out because
other recruiters hear what has
happened and thus avoid
coming to Pan Am to recruit.
Students who now set appointments must keep ii or call
24 hours in advance to
cancel. Students not showing
up must meet with Martinez
before they will be allowed to
resume interviewing through
the placement office again.

24
H
R
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WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

NOVEMBER SPECIAL

2 patos of your choice
rice & beans $1.89

For faster service
call in order
383-0725

Across from Pan Am
Eat at El Pato
VALLEY IA'IDE
2 locations/McAllen. Mission
Harlingen & Brownsville
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Student Activities Conference successful
Approximately
IOOO
students from Roma to
Brownsville attended the student activities conference
which was co-sponsored by
PAU and the University Interscholastic League
"Schools are excited about
PAU becoming more service
oriented," Neal Rieke, director of forensics said.
This is the first lime a UIL
conference has been conA recent issue has arisen on campus which I believe the
student:; as a whole should be aware of ,f not already
At the last Student Association Senate meeting Ofelia
de los Santos, of the Political Science Department, addressed the Senators as spokesman for a group of
students on campus who feel that the Mexican-American
heritage is not being treated with all due respect.
This issue arose as a result of some specific cartoon
features presented in the The Pan American. Although
this group is aware that they have no legal standing in the
matter. due to the freedom that our paper does and
should enjoy, they wish to appeal to the students' sense
of morality.
The group argues that they are not initialing censorship
of the paper, but merely that more of a social conslcence
should be exercised

I believe this Is a matter that should be dealt with
delicately. If a significant amount of student feel slighted
they should possibly suggest to the paper that offensive
topics be avoided. On the other hand, the credibility of a
group can be greatly lessened If they choose to take offense too often. College students have a responsibility to
themselves to view an aspect logically before becoming
emotional. It Is Important to analyze whether there Is true
malicious or racist Intent Involved. For students Interested
In more information contact the Student Government office.

ducted at Pan Am. President
Miguel Nevarez was an active
force in giving PAU an opportunity to co-sponsor the conference
"The consultants said that
Edinburg was a good area and
the turnout was exceptional,"
Rieke said
The conference will be
repeated again judging from
the responses and it could be
extended to a full day affair.

conducting a Rio Grande
Valley UIL warmup tournament featuring most of the
academic and l•terary contests
in the spring.

Every three years, the UIL
conducts the conferences with
their consultants. Next year
PAU would solely sponsor
another UIL activities conference.
There was also a favorable
response to the possibility of

WE SALUTE THE GREAT PUMPKIN

APO schedules benefit dance
Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring a benefit dance Dec. 1,
at the Villa Real Convention
Center for Idalia and Imelda
Mendiola.
The two students were involved in a serious car accl•
dent on Sept 21 according to
Marie Pena, co-chairman of
the benefit dance.
The girls were taken to
Edinburg General Hospital
and then transferred to
McAllen Methodist Hosptial
where Idalia was treated and
released with minor Injuries
Imelda, however, suffered a
broken collar bone and received serious head injuries. She
was placed In Intensive care
and released three weeks after
the accident.

Ptoceeds from the dance
will be used to help pay the
hospital bills. Various clubs,
including the Physical Education Club of which the girls
were members of, have
helped raise money for this
cause. An estimated $1,480 is
still needed to help defray the
cost.
Music for the dance will be
provided by Roberto Pulido y
Los Classlcos. Tickets, which
will be $7 pre-sale and $8 at
the door can be obtained at
the Student Government Of.
flee or from APO members
"If we can gel help from
everybody, it'll be great," said
Pena. "We would like to see
people show up and coope-

• Enanvinc

rate."
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612 Norff'I Mc,w\(AcfOII •cm fhe lOIO,'f)McAllen.
T ~ 1512] 086,2156

Sondra Sissell

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

• Gitt
Wrappina

••ca

SAVE TIME!

~-··

Have a professional do it!

TYPING
Resumes
Thesis
Term Papers

BARBER

&
HAIRSTYLING

phone for on oppo!ntment

'383-9012

IS OPEN

Reports
Compositions
Etc.
Reasonable Prices

HAPPY HOUR 5 - 7
FREE HORS D'OEUVRES
123 E. McINTYRE

A-J-.UIOF

S20 E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

EDINBURG

SECIEWJAl~~

I 2

1615 W University
383-6151

QUALIFY FOR $15,200
IN EDUCATION ASSISTANCEH

Mon. Fri. 4 - 2
Sat & Sun. 8 • 2

*

"A Texas Saloon"
GOOD AS SOME

BETTER THAN MOST

The Army is offering the Veterans' Education
Assistance Program plus Education Bonus (ULTRA VEAP) to
High School Graduates who have never served in the Armed Forces.
- ''ULTRA VEAP" • II you qualify and enhst for spec1hc skill ha,n,n&, you are eli&1bte lot "ULTRA YEAP."
• A S2) •SlOO on vestment each month tor 24 months. which the Army matches $2 for every SI
you cont11bute. can r,nn $15,200 lot collete''

MONDAY · $1 NITE All drinks a buck

TUE & WED. · 35c Draft.

Here s how rt works

THUR:· Ladies Nite 9-11

SOLDIU S
INVE STl'o\ENT

2, MONTHS

$25

HAPPY HOUR 4 · 10
50¢ draft & $1.00 bar drinks

'.,

'./

LIVE COUNTRY MUSIC

9:30 Thu rs. - Mon.

VEAP
$2 FOR St

ULTIA VE AP
BONUS

SOl0IU
IECflVES

$600

$1200

$1000

$9800

$50

1200

2400

1000

11,600

$60

1440

2110

1000

12,320

$75

1100

3600

1000

13,400

$ 15

2040

4010

1000

14,120

$100

2400

4100

1000

15,200

AfTU

• Ask your Army Recruiter about the 3 ynr and 4 yur "'ULTRA YEAP" Procrams.

682-8141
WE 'RE FUN. WE'RE COUNTRY, WE'RE FRIENOLY
WE'RE THE SPLIT RAIL JOIN US!

ask about

office program

Bl.
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SPORT'S
Harlem Glo betrotters
play here Nov. 9
The world's most popular
sports team. the Harlem
Globetr<>llers will make an ap·
peam CP. at the Pan American
Fieldhou,e on Nov 9 at 7:30
p .m
Not only did Globetrotter
player~ ,went the slam dunk.
weav" offense and higharching ,et shots that have
become their hallmark, the
team <1l~o is credited with
many other basketball firsts .
They were the first team to
employ full-time trainers and
the first to employ full-time
scouts constantly on the
lookout for new talent
The Globetrotters have
played more than 15,000
games in 99 countries before
nearly 100 million people. All
are records no team will ever
match
Nearly three million people
will see the Trotters during
their 1982 World Tour The
tour wm take the team from
South America to Europe,
with stops In North America,

f1'-N/'a~ fk-a:

Thursda,,, October

!'he Pan 1\nwr:can

Gymnastics tea sweeps weekend
competition against SWTSU
The Lady Broncs gymnas
tics team defeated Southwest
Texas State University this
past weekend. outscoring
SWTSU in Friday competition
84 70 to 84 01 and Saturday
competition 84.80 to 83.80.

Australia, New Zealand.
Africa and Iceland
Why do the Globetrot,ers
get more and more popular
every year?
simple,"
says
" It's
Globetrotter president Art
Harvey. "The Trotters provide
wholesome, clean, all-fun,
family entertainment."

S11wral Lady Broncs placed
high in numerous events
which included the uneven
bars. balance beam. vault and
floor exercise

In Saturday's competition
the girls again showed strong
in all the events except in the
uneven bars

In Friday's competition.
Maureen Clifford placed first
in the vault with a score of
845 followed by Janie Moran
with 8.30 and Julie Smalling
with 8 25 Cindy Contreras
placed fifth for the Broncs.

TH

The girls did fairly well on
the balance beam placing
three in the top five . Janie
Moran in second place with a
6 95 score. Wendy Sudbrink
in fourth with 6.25 and Cindy
Contreras in fifth with a 6.0
score.

Minnie

Lazo

"

POSITIONS OPEN FOR WAITERS,
WAITRESSES, & BARTENDERS.
APPLY IS PERSONS 9 A.M.4 P.M. with J. P. Jordon.

The strongest showing
came in the floor exercise by
Wendy Sudbrink. Cindy Contreas. Minnie Lazo and Shelly
Sudbrink placing second to
fifth respectively.

123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

·.

(!f

Brain food.
When you need some food offrcsh lettuce.Juicy tomafor thought, come in to
tocs.1.esty onions and spicy
pickles
Whataburger.•
We'll serve you a meal
Add some piping hot
that'll make you think
frcnch fries . Or some
twice about eating anycrispy, golden onion rings.
where ebe.
And top rt all off wrth a
Start off with our bigger.
cold dnnk and a hot
frosty
better burger, s111ltn' hot
fr\Jil pie for des~er1
off the gnll
And you've not only got a
We'll make 11 JUSI the way
you Ilk" ,1. And then pile 11 full coun,e meal. You've got
high w, your combrnation the be,t cour,e on campu,.

s -r-~ -H.
M PlAN
£ducatlo111I Center

CIII

oa,, ( nnlftl l I, Wttktnd1
NOW

is the time to
begin preparation
for winter exams.
Call for further
Information.
3600 North 23rd
McAllen 78501

WHATABURGflt
r-----------------------~

1
II

I
I

I

683-2961
11617 N. Central
Dallas, TX 75243

Pan Am's next two meets
this semester will be against
Tarleton ',tale University Nov
20-21 here in the Old Gym

The uneven bars gave the
girls some trouble. with the
Broncs only placing two.
Janie Moran In first with a
7 70 mark and Maureen Clifford in fifth

With each Globetrotter
player a star in his own right.
there's always something new
at a Globetrotter game
Tickets can be purchased at
Pro Sports. Sears stores, True
Value In Edinburg and the
Sportsman in Harlingen for $6
adults and $5 all students.
Tickets will also be sold at the
door

21}. lll81

I

I

Free French Fries
Onl' lrl'l'

ordl!r ,,f lrench fm1~ with this coupon

l'I t A.,, 1·1u ..,, , 1 ( rn 11~,~ u,, A,1111 H wtu.., 01111111,..,,, t 1"111 "'' 1, ~ 11~,i-, 1·1 H c11-,11>M1 H

COUPON REDEEMABLE AT WHATABURGER NUMBER 60, EDINBURG
OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 4, 1981

WHATABURGER
Webuildabi~rbdtubu~r.

lI
I
I

I

I
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(Badminton tourney"') * Lady Broncs Basketball team
set for Nov. 20-21
*
The HPE&R Club Badminton Tournament gets underway at Pan Am's Fieldhouse
on Nov. 20-21.
There will be two entry divisions, collegiate and open.
Entry deadline is on Nov. 13.
Entries can be picked up at the
Physical Education Department.
The collegiate division begins Nov. 20 at 7 p.m. While
the open division begins Nov.
21 at 8 a.m.

The cost is $6 for first event
and $3 for each additional
event.
Awards will be given to first
and second place in both collegiate and open ladle's singles, men's singles, ladle's
doubles, men's doubles and
mixed.

*
* plays home opener Nov. 14 *
*
****************************

Consolation awards will also be awarded for first and second place in each category.

IS OPEN
WITH GOOD
LIBATIONS
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

Lady Broncs Basketball team--Front Row; left to Right are Kathy Teer, Nelda Btllescas, Sylvia Lopez,
Idalia Mendiola, Sylvia Garza, Kim Mynatt and Lizzy Longoria. Standing left to right are Coach John
McDowell, Judy Brebner, Carol Beence, Brenda Alaniz, Sonya Salinas, Vicki James, Carmen Garcia,
Rita Gonzalez and Trainer Marte Garcia. The team will open the season Nov. 14 here against HustonTillotson College at 2 p.m.
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10:00 12o~ngs; October 31 and General
All • .00 (Midnight).
• $3.00.
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All PAU stude ts
Pri<es .
ID., wlll be
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Rock 'n roll really stirs with the exciting taste ofSeagram's 7 & 7UII. And so does country and western,
and jazz, and disco-in fact, eumthin/1 sounds better with 7 & 7. Enjoy our auality in moderation.
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